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INTRODUCTION

Just before the Lord Jesus Christ came into my heart in the spring of 1978, everything in the

world looked dreary and dismal. The Vietnam War I had returned from years earlier shattered

all my dreams and ambitions for a peaceful life. Before my Vietnam days, I longed for a "Utopian

fulfillment" like most other people. There just had to be a way to satisfy my deep inner desire

for love, joy, and peace. I wanted more than anything to be fulfilled. But as I gazed across the

horizon of human events, there loomed such huge barriers to obtaining those desires and

dreams.

I remember sitting in a college classroom one afternoon thinking about what my life would be

like five, ten, twenty years down the road. It all seemed so hopeless as I remembered the war,

the death, destruction and the exploitation of people. It crossed my mind that if we could

bring all the governments and nations together, what a better world this would be. We could

better distribute the world´s goods. War and injustice would then only be a haunting memory.

I felt very strongly that the only hope for mankind rested in the unity of governments with one

elected body of leaders. The world had become a smaller place due to such increasing technology

and mobility of the people. The nations had become so dependent on one another. I even

imagined the military would be united and instead of fighting each other, we would someday

fight aliens from outer space. This imagination probably came from all the war and space

movies that I loved to watch as a child. John Wayne and Flash Gordon were my heroes.

The mere mention of God and church in those post Vietnam days brought forth a flurry of

anger deep within me. I was so tired of people preaching love and kindness while stabbing

their neighbor in the back. The war had given me a hardened attitude toward God. I couldn´t

fathom the loving God I heard so much about as a child was allowing such depravation and

suffering to go on. To me, the churches were filled with people who went there because their

parents did or to let everyone in town know they went. It was obvious their attendance was

designed to increase sales in their businesses. I didn´t claim to be any better than they were,

I just chose to live apart from them in my own mixed up world. The good life to me was money,

partying, getting drunk and enjoying myself while I could. I had plenty of company, friends

who I supposed I could depend on and they on me. What they turned out to be were superficial

social acquaintances who were just as lifeless and lost as I. There were no honest sincere

lasting friendships, for as soon as something went wrong we would turn to resentment and

jealousy and part company.

I remember about a year prior to my conversion, a lady coming to my home, asking if she

could take our children to church. As I heard her talking to my wife, a surge of wrath welled

up within me and I vehemently denied the request. As I look back, it was from that day on that

my life, family and business began to completely disintegrate. I had kept little children from

hearing and knowing about Jesus Christ. Tears flood my soul each time I think of what I did

and said. Praise God for His mercy and forgiveness.

But then April of 1978 was upon me. Like the freshness of spring, Jesus Christ came into my

life. Everything began to look different, especially people, whom I had begun to hate and

distrust. They looked different in my eyes. I felt a new love for them. I realized they were

trapped in the prison of sin and only Jesus had the key. I wanted to help free them, not hurt

them.
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Suddenly, like a fresh breeze, unspeakable joy and peace filled my heart. It was really

unexplainable, other than I knew Jesus was now my Lord and Savior. The one I had rejected

all my life became my life. I felt clean, free and forgiven. The sin that had dominated and

destroyed my life was now my enemy. I realized that sinning against men was really sinning
against God. I wanted to stay away from sin, for I knew that my sins were the very nails that

crucified Jesus. I was just as guilty as Pontius Pilate. It is this confession of sin against God
that produces the Godly sorrow needed to bring repentance and new life. The same
Jesus I murdered, forgave me and now holds me in His hands.

Even though the world was still crumbling around me, I began to realize that I was not part of

that any more. The Bible became my very life. My family was put back together. The children

were now learning about Jesus and His word. The truth that was being revealed to me was

incredible. I began to see that God´s word was history written in advance. My eyes bulged with

shock as the Holy Spirit began to teach me that all this pain and suffering in the world was

prophesied centuries ago. And that it was going to get much worse as time passes and hearts

get harder. Not because God doesn´t love the people, but because the people don´t love God.

The cross is a vivid reminder of what this world system thinks of God! The nations are blinded

and lie under the evil whip of the devil.

As I think back over my thoughts about uniting the world for a better place to live, I see the

deep dangerous deception I was in. The devil was in control of my life then and he was teaching

me that world peace and prosperity could come from uniting the governments of the world.

Little did I know, for that attitude of unity and oneness fits the description of two kingdoms in

the universe. One is the eternal kingdom of God, the other the kingdom of Satan. God´s

kingdom is represented by the city called New Jerusalem, a heavenly city where God the

Father and God the Son occupy center stage. Satan´s kingdom has Babylon as its capital.

Satan is counterfeiting God and His word through this Babylonian system and city, for he

desires to be worshipped as God. But as in any copy or counterfeit it lacks truth and depth.

The nations of this world system are deceived and controlled by the devil. (John 12:31, 16:11,

1Ti 4:1, 2Jo 1:7, Rev 13:14, 20:3)  He has ever been preparing one nation or empire to be his

vehicle of power to occupy the land of Israel and Jerusalem, and then declare to all that he

alone is God. God allows Satan to be the god of this world because men have chosen to sin and

reject the rulership of Jesus Christ.

Babylon is a political, religious and economic system that has been in the world since the fall

of Adam and Eve. This system has changed its name with every historical empire, but at their

foundation lies the spirit of Babylon. Its basic characteristics are pride, piousness, power,

popularity and prosperity. This book deals with uncovering the mystery of Babylon as it relates

to the coming again of our Lord Jesus Christ. I firmly believe that the word of God very clearly

points to the political, religious, and economic system of America and Western Europe as

"Mystery Babylon the Great" in its final form.

A major characteristic of the Babylonian religious system is its refusal to recognize the coming

again of Jesus Christ to rule over the nations for 1,000 years. The Babylonian mind wants to

rule itself and the world. You see, men will never desire for Jesus to return and rule as long as

they think they can. This proud attitude explains why most of Christendom in America´s

history has always been post-millennial in its world view. This view thinks the organized

church and the government of America (Rome) can Christianize and civilize the entire world

and then Jesus will come. Even most who today would call themselves pre-millenialists are

really not, because they, too, look to America´s government and church to overcome the world
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instead of looking to the return of Jesus Christ. The word of God is saturated with the truth

that all nations and governments are deceived and controlled by Satan. Also, that all nations

will be brought to Armageddon, to be destroyed by our returning Lord.

Democracies and dictatorships are both against the government of God. In fact, they

represent two heads of the same serpent. One head that appears free and happy; one that

enslaves and oppresses. The heads antagonism toward one another is designed to deceive

true believers into following the head that is the closest counterfeit of the kingdom of God. Our

message is to call people out of this world system of Babylon.

If it can be shown and proven Biblically that America and Western Europe are not true Christian

nations, that will discredit the post-millennial view of the prophetic word of God. This is not to

say that there aren´t true Christians in the western world, but the religious systems of the

western democracies are either counterfeit or compromised. We are seeing today a repeat of

what happened around 320 A.D. when the visible church and the Roman Empire came together.

It was at this time when Christians stopped looking for the Lord and started looking to the

Roman Caesar and his government for the fulfillment of the kingdom of God on earth. Please

study what Jesus says about this unholy mixture in His remarks to the church at Pergamos,

(Rev. 2:12-17).

As a child, I was never taught you must be born again to see or understand the kingdom of

God. I was never taught in church that Jesus Christ would bodily return to earth to rule the

nations. All I was ever told was there would be a judgment day and the earth would be destroyed

and everyone would then go to Heaven or Hell. It all seemed so far away. No one really knew

for sure where they were going either. Prophecy to them was a taboo that only caused division.

I know now that the reason no one seemed to care that Jesus was coming, was because they

couldn´t see the kingdom of God. They were never born of the Spirit of God, even though
they sat in “church” every Sunday.

I fully realize that the power for salvation comes from God´s grace (His Blood and Spirit) and

believing in the person and work of Jesus Christ. But it appears that most who name Jesus as

Lord neglect to understand that the imminent return of Jesus is a vital part of His redemptive

work. This truth has been largely ignored by most professing Christians. It is not a living

reality in their hearts.

Those who do not long and look for His coming have not looked at and understood His cross.

The doctrine of the bodily Second Coming is penned by God more than any other New Testament

teaching. Why then do most teachers put it at the bottom of their doctrinal bag?

I believe that if we keep the vision of the imminent return of Christ, we can maintain and hold

to that sense of urgency which is needed to tell others the Good News. Otherwise we begin to

revert to placing our faith and hope in the Babylonian world system which is God´s enemy. We

then become friends with the world and enemies of God.

(Ye adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world is enmity with God?

whosoever therefore will be a friend of the world is the enemy of God.  James 4:4)

I am filled with anticipation as I watch events in the world that point to the return of our

glorious Savior, Jesus Christ. One main motivation that all born again Christians should have

is to seriously warn others that unless they repent and turn to Jesus, to His love for them,
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they are going to be caught up in the approaching judgment. When the King comes, so does

His wrath on all who reject Him. The love of God in Christ must be shouted across the land. To

love is to warn. We must expose the lies of God´s enemy.

The followers of Jesus Christ want Him to come, not to escape from trouble or tribulation, not

to then just sit in a mansion in the sky, but to see Him and be with Him. We are like soldiers

on the front lines who know we´re going home soon to be with our loved ones. While in combat

we have a spiritual tie to those at home, but it´s not like being there. The knowledge that we´ll

be with Him, that we´ll soon be home, motivates us to stay alive, to be good soldiers of Jesus

Christ, who alone is our Commander in Chief.

About the Author
As I reflect back over the course of my life and this book I wrote over twenty years ago, there

are several memorable episodes or experiences that stand out. We know from the scriptures,

and I suppose confirmed by life´s experiences, that the testimony of one´s life can affect other

people. I hope that my testimony will help and bless you as you read it.

The first experience or episode involves the most important person in my life, my wife Carol.

Before Jesus came into our hearts, our life together was, like many couples, going from one

emotional high to another. Alcohol and its abuse along with the lust for money and worldly

pleasures, drove me to almost destroy this wonderful lady that I now see as a gift from God. If

anyone could justify ditching a marriage she could. The shameful things I put her through in

the name of fun and entertainment are disgusting to me now.

But the Lord called us, and it was Carol who first responded. Just before the Lord, however, at

this time in our lives we had what most would say was a rather successful life on the outside.

Our retail business in a rural community in Iowa was doing real well. We had lots of friends

and family but inside, deep in our hearts, we were lost because of me. For I had failed to be the

spiritual leader and example to my family.

This brings me to the second episode. Back in 1974 a family moved into our community from

Kansas City. We became close friends and traveled the party and country club circuit with

them and many others. Sandy and Joyce were different from everyone else, however, for he

was Jewish and the only one in town. But he was very outgoing and friendly and seemed to fit

in the social circle quite well. His being Jewish didn´t seem to matter, even though "Jew" jokes

would be told behind his back. I think even today many in that community would deny that

his being Jewish had anything to do with the trouble they brought upon Sandy and his family.

But underneath it all there laid a raw anti-Semitism.

I will try to make this story as brief and simple as possible. Sandy had arranged to have some

work done for the city parks department, using products that his company sold. The work was

not done properly due to the inexperience of volunteer city workers. Well, the city leaders

decided to blame only Sandy, and proceeded to go after him. It got so ridiculous that even the

county sheriff was sent to their home to seize property, even the kid´s toys from the garage.

One day I was in my office and Sandy came in with a stack of legal papers. He was being

legally pursued by the city. I had been on the city council and his friend so he probably figured

I could help him. But instead, he started talking about Jesus, going to church and such

things. I was astonished. Even though I had unashamedly declared myself an atheist and not

interested in God, I know enough from my saintly Mother, that Jews as a whole rejected
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Jesus. And before me sat the only Jew in this small German, Christian town. I said, "You´re

not serious, are you?" But he kept insisting that Carol and I go with them to church. We did.

At the end of the church service, which by the way was a prophecy movie on the Rapture and

Tribulation Period, there was an altar call. From the back row, without a word, Carol and

Joyce jumped to their feet and started down the aisle leaving Sandy and me behind. We looked

at each other, said not a word, and followed our wives to the altar. The pastor, in his prayer,

related how Jewish people would be hated and hunted during the Great Tribulation, even

worse than Hitler had done!

I cried as the pastor was talking and praying, knowing that in a small way, Sandy was going

through this in our community. That night Jesus became our Lord. As days went by the

trouble for Sandy grew worse. I was now fully engaged to help him and to get the city council

and community to see what they were doing. Sandy and I witnessed about our new lives in

Christ to anyone who would listen.

My friends in the bank, on the council, and at the country club, as a whole, turned against

me. The bankers even called my wife in to convince her to put everything in her name for ́ Jack

is out of it with this Jesus stuff´. Sandy was now helping me in my furniture business. This

was the last straw, for then my friends at the bank called in the bank notes and forced me to

sell and sign over everything.

But the Lord had everything under control. Not all my friends were against Sandy and me. A

greatly respected man, named Bob, saw what was happening and came to our defense. He

went to the bankers to tell them he was financially going to back Sandy and me. Bob knew

what they were doing was wrong. They were utterly shocked that Bob would do this. To this

day, I will never forget the look on their faces as Bob witnessed to them.

I know that my friends who were against us had trouble with our new-found faith. They

remembered our old lives of sin and worldliness. As Jesus would forgive, so do I. They will

always be my friends and hope each one finds Jesus as Sandy and I did.

It is now over 20 years later and Sandy and I and our families are still together, through thick

and thin.

This brings me to the last, most memorable episode of my life. When Carol and I became

believers during all this turmoil with Sandy, there was one person that I first had to go see. My

mother. For ten years earlier, after my return from the Viet Nam war, I looked my Godly

mother in the eye and said, "I don´t believe in God anymore, it´s a crutch, it´s foolishness." The

look in her eyes was horrible. It was like I stuck a knife into her heart. She cried and pleaded,

but I was heartless and unmoved. I told her the loving God she told me about would never let

what I saw in the war happen. She tried to explain, but I would have no part of it. My mind was

fixed on this world´s fun and foolishness.

When I got to my mother´s house I knew exactly what to say to her. I got on my knees before

her, looked in her eyes and told her how sorry I was for mocking her Jesus. I told her that the

Lord had answered her prayers for her prodigal son. We cried and cried. If only my father was

still alive to experience this glorious reunion with Mom and I.
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Five years went by and my saintly Mother was now ravaged with cancer. Carol and I had

somewhat been seduced by the so-called "health and wealth gospel." As my mother was dying

in the hospital, I went to her expecting for a miracle healing. I wanted her healed, not in

Heaven. As I approached her bedside and began witnessing to her about healing, a strange

quiet came over both of us. She was so weak and sick and could hardly speak. I said, "Mom,

do you want Jesus to heal you?" She looked at me, tears streaming down her cheeks and said,

"No Jack, I want to go home and be with Jesus. I love you." She died a couple of days later. She

went home.

From that moment on my study and understanding of the Bible changed. My mother showed

me what "real faith" is all about: standing at death´s door with the assurance that our Jesus

and Heaven are on the other side. This "health and wealth gospel" is a perversion of the truth.

It centers on this life, this world.

I hope this testimony helps all who read it. Please make sure you have faith in God like my

precious Mother. If I would have listened to her upon my return from Viet Nam, I would have

heard her say, "Jack, the reason men fight and kill each other in wars, is not because God has

stopped loving men, but because men have not started loving God."
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Chapter 1 Prelude
When I think about the world we are living in, I remember how I viewed it as an unbeliever. It

seemed that all the problems of the world could be solved by unity and cooperation of

governments because the world had become a smaller place to live. In my ignorance, I didn´t

know that is precisely the plan and goal of the devil. For his desire is to unite politically,

economically and religiously all people against God, (Genesis 11:1-9, Revelation 16:14).

We are not to be ignorant. We are to know the sharp difference between the kingdom of God

and the kingdom of Satan. The light of truth will expose the darkness, deception and error.

Jesus gave to us the light by which we can understand what is going on in the world around

us. This light is revealed as the "signs of the times." We must be careful not to seek after signs,

but we are to know them. The Olivet Discourse which describes and details many of these

signs, is found in Matthew 24, Mark 13, and Luke 21. The Lord´s disciples were also very

interested in His return and the conditions of the world at His coming, as shown by their

questions. They wanted to know, do you?

Matthew 24:3,  "And as he sat upon the Mount of Olives, the disciples came unto him privately, saying,

Tell us, when shall these things be? And what shall be the sign of thy coming and the end of the

age?"

From here Jesus proceeds to explain what events and world conditions would signal His

return to set up God´s kingdom and government on the earth.

1.01-Wolves in Sheep´s Clothing
Matthew 24:4-5,  4)"And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man deceive you. 5)

For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive many."

Jesus is quick to warn His disciples that in the last days there would be incredibly subtle

deception among people, especially in the organized house of God. We know this is true for

He is warning His disciples to beware, not the heathen. In other words, He is saying to great

men of faith like Peter, James and John, the pillars of the church, for them to be careful,

cautious and concerned. If they are not, they will be deceived and fall away from the Lord

while still thinking they are serving Him.

How is this to be accomplished? What kind of deception is our Lord talking about? Rest

assured, the religious deception is today coming from established institutional structures and

organizations. The man sitting in the bar, drinking his life away, could care less what God´s

word has to say. But the Word is very clear that in the last days, so called Bible teachers,

themselves deceived by Satan, will distort and discredit the life and teachings of Jesus. The

error will be subtle and seductive, and to the Spiritless or fallen Christian, seem so truthful

and timely.

Today, vast multitudes of people have heaped to themselves false teachers who teach and

encourage them in what they like to hear. (2Timothy 4:3,4) But what they’re hearing is not

necessarily what God wants them to hear. Sadly, they think they are hearing from God just as

Jesus prophesied. How did this happen?

Jesus said man cannot serve and love two masters at the same time. (Mat 6:24) He wants us

to choose to serve Jesus Christ. But that includes and means living and walking in the Holy

Spirit. Sin and worldliness are then hated. Heaven becomes our real treasure. Spiritual truth
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washes away the self-absorbed philosophies of this world system.

Since Satan knows man´s ability also, he has developed a plan that will make unaware people

think they’re serving God. In reality, they’re serving the devil himself, and despising and

hating the real God. He has developed his own doctrines and teachings which are full of

distorted half-truths. He develops them by perverting the real word of God. This perversion

encompasses all areas of the written word of God, but it zeroes in on the person, work and

words of Jesus.

Along with this, the devil must have someone to proclaim his lies as truth to the ignorant

masses of people. He even blasphemes by declaring that his lies are the revealed truth through

the Holy Spirit. Remember, he thinks and desires to be God. The men who hear his lies and

become deceived are the disciples of Satan. Slowly, but surely, they fall deeper into the darkness

of Hell´s deceptions. As they progress, they are promoted and exalted as the teachers and

preachers of the synagogue of Satan, the church of the antichrist, all in the name of Jesus.

Did you catch that? Yes, they preach their lies in the name of Jesus. They are the wolves

dressed in sheep´s clothing who devour the truth. (Mat 7:15, Acts 20:29) Many of today´s

largest and most popular ministries reflect this very truth to the discerning eye.

There are as many levels and degrees of deception as the sand of the sea. All are designed to

keep you from the real light of Jesus Christ, Heaven and eternal life. Jesus knew this would

happen and declared to His disciples that in the last days many would come in His name,

"say" that He´s the Christ, "say" they love God, but still be deceived and lost. To say it with our

lips and not confess it in our lives and hearts is vain worship. This can happen because Satan

has lied to people and they believe him. He appeals to the carnal nature through these false

doctrines. Most people today are believing and living his doctrines and think they are following

the Lord. The devil has taken the Lord´s personal name and applied it to his distorted words

and doctrines. As Paul stated, they are following another Jesus, another spirit, another gospel,

(2 Corinthians 11). The devil knows that you can only serve one master and if he openly called

himself Lucifer, most people would not follow him.

What you have just read is designed to propel you into a personal study of the written word of

God. Don´t just listen to men but test everything before you practice what they preach. (1Th

5:21, 2Co 13:5, Php 2:12, 1Jo 4:1) The real Jesus of Nazareth will reveal Himself to you if you

will but open your heart and be honest with Him about yourself. He will draw near and show

Himself in your heart if you draw near to Him. That means to come with a broken and contrite

heart, to come asking, seeking, and knocking for the truth. This is not a one shot deal, but a

way of life.

Jesus wants to be your master. Remember, you cannot serve two, only one. Make Him your

master all the time. By faith it becomes reality in your life, every area of your life. He becomes

your all and is able to keep you His forever through the indwelling Holy Spirit.

1.02-Intensity of Wars
Matthew 24:6-7, 6)"And ye shall hear of wars and rumors of wars; see that ye be not troubled; for all

these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet. 7)For nation shall rise against nation, and

kingdom against kingdom; and there shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in various

places."

It is impossible to correctly understand these verses without connecting the previous statement
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made by our Lord. Jesus warned His disciples that as the end of the age draws near, many

people would call themselves Christians. But Jesus said they would be deceived. How are they

specifically deceived? What lie are these people believing that endangers their souls? The lie

that says that there can be true God-given peace among nations apart from the return of

Jesus to rule the nations. Most of organized Christianity today is working feverishly with

political leaders to secure a threatened planet. Unless they repent they will usher in the

antichrist and deny the real Christ. Remember the two-headed serpent.

How one believes about peace on earth and how it will come to pass will indicate which church

he is part of. Those who are born again and look to the government of Jesus at His Second

Coming are part of the true church. Those who look to the government of men are part of the

harlot church of antichrist.

Notice in verses 6 and 7 that Jesus says wars are inevitable and that Christians should not be

shocked and dismayed. As His children, we know that the unregenerated will always fight to

the end. He´s saying that from now on, the world will be besieged with wars and revolutions.

Except for the short false peace under the antichrist, there will always be conflict in the world

until He returns as the ruling Prince of Peace. Even under the antichrist there will be conflict;

not so much between nations, but between the nations and God. These verses imply that men

and nations will try to bring outer peace to a beaten, battered world, but that true worldwide

peace can only be accomplished by His return. For it is then that Satan will be cast into the

bottomless pit where he can no longer deceive the nations, (Revelation 20:3).

The true Christian will not be troubled with wars to the point where he compromises the truth

to accomplish a so-called peace between men and nations. He certainly would not disobey the

Lord´s command to love ones enemies by taking up arms and going off to war. The Spirit-led

Christian continues to preach Godly sorrow, repentance, and faith in Jesus and His coming,

as man´s only hope for peace. If peace among men and nations is not based on this foundation

it will surely fall.

Jesus said that men and nations would find themselves perplexed and confused as the end of

the age draws near. Trouble and crisis will fill the headlines across the continents. Crisis after

crisis will occur until the world´s people are literally terrified by the threat of a nuclear exchange

that could extinguish mankind. These troubles will intensify to such a point that a western

political leader, aided by a deceived “church” system, will reach his pinnacle of glory and

honor by solving the political and economic problems of the world, especially the Middle East.

We´ll discuss this in the next chapter, "The Antichrist." Simply put, wars and rumors of wars

culminate in a cry from religious and political leaders for world unity and peace. The tragedy

is that nations will find outer peace among themselves, under the antichrist, but still be at

war with a holy God. That´s why the international peace will collapse. Its foundation is as

sand.

These continuing wars and revolutions will be major news events until the last world war

among the nations. We´ve already had two examples this century of what is to come. World

War I was the first war where most nations and kingdoms on the earth fought against each

other. World War II was a dramatic intensification of this particular sign that Jesus gave us.

World War III will be 30 times more destructive than World War II. Some 600 million people

have died as a result of wars in the last 2,000 years. Of these, 300 million have died in the
last 70 years. Is that intensification? The Bible, in Revelation 6:8, 9:15, reveals that one-

fourth, then one-third of the earth´s population will be killed during Daniel´s 70th Week,
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(Daniel 9:27). This week is the last seven years of history before the 1,000-year rule of Jesus

Christ on the earth.

Revelation 6:8, "And I looked and, behold a pale horse, and his name that sat on him was Death, and

Hades followed with him. And power was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill

with sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with the beasts of the earth."

Revelation 9:15, "And the four angels were loosed, who were prepared for an hour, and a day, and a

month and a year, to slay the third part of men."

1.03-Increasing Natural Disasters
From Matthew 24:7, we also see that famine, pestilences and earthquakes will be major news

events as we approach His coming. Actually, we have always had the signs given us in this

verse. What makes them prophetical is their intensification as time passes. There is worsening

famine all around the globe. Earthquakes have become every day news stories. These disasters

are causing governments to reassess their economic programs. The scourge of famine is

unleashed upon people by droughts and interruptions in the agricultural processes caused

by war. Thus, we can see the close relationship between increasing wars and increasing famine.

Yet, few bother to ask why all these things are happening. Few can relate all these things to

the sinfulness of man and the devil.

As these conditions worsen, people will again cry out for unity of effort and for the proper

distribution of the earth´s wealth. On the surface this sounds like a good cause to rally around,

but beware of compromise for the sake of unity. Millions of people today are starving because

of the fear, hate, lust and pride in men´s hearts that produces war among one another. Only

the Blood of Jesus Christ can remove those wicked cancers from one´s heart.

1.04-Fires of Persecution
Matthew 24:8-10, 8)"All these things are the beginning of sorrows. 9)Then shall they deliver you up to

be afflicted, and shall kill you; and ye shall he hated of all nations for my names´ sake. 10)And then

shall many be offended, and shall betray one another, and shall hate one another."

The signs Jesus has given us thus far describe the conditions of the earth and its ungodly

society as a world on fire with religious lies, war, famine, earthquakes and changing weather

patterns; a world inflamed in tragedy, tribulation and trouble. Now Jesus focuses in on what

the lives of those who are His followers will be like until He returns. People of God are always

hated, especially during the 70th Week of Daniel. Jews and gentiles converted during this

period will be hated for their testimony of Jesus Christ. Is it because they profess and proclaim

the same confession as Jesus did before Pontius Pilate, "My kingdom is not of this world"? Is

this the testimony that riles and enrages the people who are striving for worldly peace and

prosperity? Hear the words of our Lord.

John 15:18-20, 18)"If the world hate you, ye know that it hated me before it hated you. 19)If ye were of

the world, the world would love its own; but because you are not of the world, but I have chosen you

out of the world, therefore the world hateth you. 20)Remember the word that I said unto you, the

servant is not greater than his lord. If they have persecuted me, they will also persecute you; if they

have kept my saying, they will keep yours also."

The day is soon coming, and now is, when everyone, everywhere who declares his
allegiance to Jesus, His cross and imminent return, will be hunted down like a common
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criminal. Even the loyalty of friends and family, if not firmly grounded in the truth, will give

way to the lust of fear in the world. Family and friends will betray one another, kill one another,

for money and earthly gain.

Don´t scoff at this, for we don´t know what day or hour the Lord will return to deliver His

people from the approaching wrath of God. We aren´t promised isolation from the persecution

of the devil. Truthfully, persecution is a promise if you walk with God. (2Ti 3:12) In fact,

our faith and obedience is measured by the way we react to the suffering and persecution.

Jesus is our example. It is His life living through us that angers the demonic forces of this

world.  Hebrews 5:8, "Though he were a Son, yet learned he obedience by the things which he

suffered;"

1.05-Rain Falls on Israel
Hosea 6:1-3, 1)"Come and let us return unto the Lord;; for he hath torn, and he will heal us; he hath

smitten, and he will bind us up. 2)After two days will he revive us; in the third day he will raise us

up, and we shall live in his sight. 3)Then shall we know, if we follow on to know the Lord; his going

forth is prepared as the morning; and he shall come unto us as the rain, as the latter and former rain

unto the earth.

Zechariah 12:10, "And I will pour upon the house of David, and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the

Spirit of grace and of supplications; and they shall look upon me whom they have pierced, and they

shall mourn for him, as one mourneth for his only son, and shall be in bitterness for him, as one that

is in bitterness for his firstborn."

Running parallel to the unleashing of God´s judgment on sin and the world will be the glorious

preaching of the true Gospel around the world. Not the half-hearted, half-baked, half-true

“gospel” that now is being preached by most, but the full, complete Good News of the cross

and soon coming of Jesus. Today´s “gospel”, in many circles, has been reduced to making the

living, holy God a servant of rebellious, religious men. The meaning of grace has been altered

thereby stripping it of power. Grace has become a license to fast and loose living. The rapture

and return of Jesus to rule is a threat to the pompous, proud hearts of most who use His

name. Who will carry the banner of Jesus during Daniel´s 70th Week?

It was the people of Israel who Jesus came to minister to for 3 1/2 years. Those who witnessed

and confessed His death, burial and resurrection were also Jewish. Those who tarried in

Jerusalem to receive the promise of the Holy Spirit were also Jewish. It was upon them the

early rain of the Spirit fell. The first assemblies of Christians were from the houses of Judah

and Israel.

These Jewish Christians continued to witness the great love in Christ Jesus to the lost people

of Israel until they would no more hearken unto the Gospel. It was then that the apostles

turned to the Gentiles and God poured the rain of His Spirit upon then. We are now in the

period known as the times of the Gentiles. Once the rapture of the bride of Christ is history,

God will again use regenerated Jews to reach a lost world with the Gospel. Then the end will

come and Jesus will reign on the earth for 1,000 years from Jerusalem.

Matthew 24:14, "And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto

all nations; and then shall the end come."

A study of Revelation 7 reveals that 144,000 converted Jews plus the Two Witnesses of
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Revelation 11, will be as effective in a few short years of the 70th Week as 2,000 years of the

organized institutional church. They will witness to the truth of the cross and the coming of

the Lord to set up His kingdom. The history of the institutional church from Pentecost to the

rapture is one of increasing apostasy and compromise. Within this visible church consists the

true body of Christ who are always faithfully witnessing to the Gospel message around the

world. They will hand over the banner (via the rapture) to the remnant of the houses of Judah

and Israel. The latter rain of the Spirit will be poured out on Israel.

The awakening of Israel to Jesus as their Messiah is a most important sign of the times. The

more Jews we see coming to Jesus, the closer is His return.

1.06-Back from the Sword of War
Matthew 24:32-34, 32)"Now learn a parable of the fig tree; When its branch is yet tender, and putteth

forth leaves, ye know that summer is near; 33)So likewise ye, when ye shall see all these things,

know that it is near, even at the doors. 34)Verily I say unto you, This generation shall not pass, till all

these things be fulfilled."

The parable of the fig tree is the key to understanding end-time events. All other signs that

Jesus gave us, when seen in current events, are meaningless until we understand the parable

of the fig tree.

The fig tree symbolizes the people and nation of Israel, (Jeremiah 8:13, 24:1010, 29:17, Hosea

9:10, Joel 1:7, 2:21-23, Micah 4:4, Ezekiel 15, Luke 21:29). Israel is also God´s prophetic

timepiece. The prophet Daniel received from the angel Gabriel God´s prophetic clock for Israel.

Read Daniel 9:24-27, and you will see that one week or seven years is all that remains on this

clock. This seven year period is described in detail in Revelation 6 through 19. We´ll study

what world event begins the countdown of this seven year period later. Just remember that at

the cross of Jesus the clock stopped because the Jews rejected their Messiah. Listen and

heed, as the Lord proclaims to Israel the consequences of rejecting Him.

Luke 19:42-44, 42)"Saying, If thou hadst known, even thou, at least in this thy day, the things which

belong unto thy peace! But now they are hidden from thine eyes. 43)For the days shall come upon

thee, and compass thee round, and keep thee in on every side, 44)And shall lay thee even with the

ground, and thy children within thee; and they shall not leave in thee one stone upon another;

because thou knewest not the time of thy visitation."

By 70 A.D., this prophecy of the Lord´s became reality to the nation of Israel. For the armies

of Rome invaded Israel and dispersed the people to all nations. This prophecy will be completely

fulfilled during the 70th Week when the Neo-Roman empire again invades Israel.

Jesus said to learn a lesson from the fig tree. What is the lesson we are to understand? In the

parable He is giving us some prophetic insight as to the meaning of the fig tree. The fruit or fig

itself symbolizes the people with faith in Jesus. The tree, with its branches and leaves, symbolizes

the nation and its developing stages. Jesus is saying that when the world sees that the Jews

are returning to their homeland, the branch will be tender as in the spring when new life

develops on the tree. The exile and long dispersion will soon be over. The spirit of life will then

be pumped into the dry bones of God´s people. You don´t actually have the figs (people) returned

with faith in Jesus, but when the first signs or declaration of a return are heard and observed,

you know that summer is near.

Summer refers to two things. First, it means the complete return (with faith) of the Jews
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scattered throughout the world. Secondly, it refers to the Second Coming of Jesus Christ to

rule the nations from Jerusalem. Both will be fulfilled at the end of the 70th Week.

Read Ezekiel´s prophecies of Israel being punished for its sin, scattered among the nations,

brought back with none left among the nations, and exposed to the face of their God and

Savior, Jesus Christ.

Ezekiel 39:25-29, 25)"Therefore, thus saith the Lord God: Now I will bring again (cause to cease) the

captivity of Jacob, and have mercy upon the whole house of Israel, and will be jealous for my holy

name, 26)After they have borne their shame and all their trespasses by which they trespassed

against me, when they dwelt safely in their land, and none made them afraid. 27)When I have

brought them again from the peoples, and gathered them out of their enemies´ lands, and am

sanctified in them in the sight of many nations, 28)Then shall they know that I am the Lord, their

God, who caused them to be led into captivity among the nations; But I have gathered them unto

their own land, and have left none of them any more there. 29)Neither will I hide my face any more

from them; for I have poured out my Spirit upon the house of Israel, saith the Lord God."

Israel will be punished and scattered one more time during Daniel´s 70th Week. For God said

Israel sinned when they dwelt safely as a nation. As you´ll see later, Israel to date has never

dwelt safely. There is a time coming during the 70th Week when Israel will be at peace with the

antichrist, and then be punished and purified. It is then that the saved remnant will flee to the

city of Petra in Jordan, to escape the antichrist, (Revelation 12:14, Isaiah 16:1-5, 34:6, 11,

42:11, 43:20, 63:1, Jeremiah 48:28, 49:19-22, Amos 9:12).

Now let´s return to the parable, for Israel must be a nation again before Ezekiel´s prophecies

can be completely fulfilled. Some may ask, "When did the declaration that the Jews were going

to their homeland occur?" In 1918, as the result of the sword of World War I, the Balfour

Declaration was offered and recognized by the Zionist organization (Jews). In this declaration

the Jews were offered their homeland. The branch is yet tender, the leaves haven´t budded,

but the exiled nation of Israel was given a shot in the arm in their efforts to return home in

1918. The budding of the leaves would be the next developing stage of the fig tree. But in 1918

spring came to the Jews.

National Israel was resurrecting; a new tree was developing. God placed in the hearts of this

last generation of Jews the desire to rise up and go home to Jerusalem. National Israel was in

need of a resurrection, for Jesus cursed the generation which rejected Him at His first coming.

Mark 11:13-14, 13) "And seeing a fig tree afar off having leaves, he came, if perhaps he might find any

thing thereon: and when he came to it, he found nothing but leaves; for the time of figs was not yet.

14)And Jesus answered and said unto it, No man eat fruit of thee hereafter for ever. And his dis-

ciples heard it."   Mark 11:20, "And in the morning, as they passed by, they saw the fig tree dried up

from the roots."

This tree represented the generation of Jews during our Lord´s time. The tree was fruitless,

having no faith in Jesus Christ as their long awaited Messiah. That´s why the tree was cursed.

He´s telling us that that tree would never bear fruit. That generation of rebellious Jews would

be destroyed, just as Jesus warned the Pharisees, "How can you escape the damnation of

Hell?" This prophecy was fulfilled when Israel was overcome by the Romans in 70 A.D.

Will this curse again fall on this generation of Israel? Will the resurrected tree of 1918 wither
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and die? Will Jesus then resurrect yet another tree at the end of the 70th Week, which will

produce the fruit of faith? Will this future tree consist of the remnant who survive the horrows

of the Great Tribulation, who turn to Jesus as their Messiah?

That´s the parable of the fig tree. All the saved surviving Jews will return in faith at the end of

the 70th Week. Jesus couldn´t eat from the other tree because it wasn´t the right time. Jesus

knew some day a new tree, a new generation, would bear fruit…for the time of figs was not yet.

Matthew 24:34, "Verily I say unto you, this generation shall not pass, till all these things be fulfilled."

Jesus is revealing to us that this generation which is alive when the Jews begin returning

home will witness the rapture, the 70th Week and the Second Coming of Jesus Christ. The key

question is, "how long is a generation and when does it start, 1918, 1948, or 1967?" In Psalms

90:9-10, we find the life span of man to be 70-80 years. Seventy years is significant, for the

Jews of Jeremiah´s day were exiled to Babylon and were to remain there for seventy years.

Also, we know that World War I was the first sword of war which enveloped the entire earth. It

placed kingdom against kingdom. From 1918 on, the conditions of the world rapidly worsened.

The Great Depression was the prelude and preview to the economic disasters of the 70th

Week. The sword of World War II was the preview of World War III, when the Russian-Arab

armies invade Israel during the 70th Week. On May 14, 1948, as a result of World War II, the

Jews became a nation and began to return to the land in great numbers. The sword of war

was bringing God´s people to their God-given homeland. More war is on the horizon. Russia

will bring World War III to the land of Israel.

Ezekiel 38:8, "After many days thou shalt be visited; in the latter years thou (Russia) shalt come into

the land that is brought back from the sword, and is gathered out of many peoples, against the

mountains of Israel, which have been always waste; but it is brought forth out of the nations, and

they shall dwell safely, all of them."

Was the dawning of 1948 the beginning of summer for the fig tree? The fig tree was blossoming

and putting forth leaves, just as Jesus told us in the parable. Are forty to fifty years all that

remain to be fulfilled of the generation that heard the declaration of Israel´s return? It is

interesting to see that from 1918 to 1948 is thirty years. What is the significance of thirty

years? We know that thirty is the age of maturity for Jewish men. Jesus was thirty when He

began His ministry. Was 1948 the maturing of the nation, Israel? Are forty to fifty years of

testing all that remain? We just don´t know. But it is interesting speculation that they wandered

in the wilderness for forty years once they were delivered from Egypt. Didn´t God refuse to

allow that generation to enter the Promised Land? Didn´t He resurrect a new generation under

Joshua that would enter and occupy the land? Is there a spiritual relationship between that

unbelieving generation and the generation of 1948? Is the millennium the Promised Land,

that only a remnant of this unbelieving generation of Jews will enter and occupy?

The parable of the fig tree is easy to understand if you keep in mind that God is referring to the

people and nation of Israel. Israel is like any tree with stages of growth and seasons of the year

which affect its growth. The fig tree has three stages which must be understood:

When Its Branch Is Yet Tender: Tree Jesus cursed now being resurrected. A new generation

of Jews. 1918 beginning of spring.

And Putteth Forth Leaves: Tree now gaining strength. In 1948 it became a nation. Like the

tree Jesus cursed. It had leaves, but no fruit. Spring ending, summer approaching. The new
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tree is about to be cursed, to wither and die, except for the remnant of the latter rain. Two-

thirds of Israel to die, (Zechariah 13:8-9).

Summer Is Near: Fruit appears on the tree. Israel´s remnant will turn to the Lord Jesus.

Takes place during 70th Week. New tree will enter and occupy center stage during the Millennial

Kingdom. The generation that sees the fig tree grow will see the King descend from Heaven.

1.07-Advancing Technology and Mobility
When I wrote earlier concerning earthquakes and famine as signs of approaching judgment,

Matthew 24 was used as a source. However, the Lord reveals one more sign in Luke´s account

of the Olivet Discourse. Remember, don´t seek after the signs, but after the Son of God.

Luke 21:11  "And great earthquakes shall be in different places and famines, and pestilences; and

fearful sights and great signs shall there be from heaven."

In this verse there is yet another sign revealed unto us, "….fearful sights and great signs shall

there be from heaven." What is our Lord pointing to by this statement? For sure, this refers to

the sun being darkened and the moon turned red, as well as other heavenly eruptions. But

this can also point to man´s attempts to conquer outer space. The very reason why the heavens

erupt during the 70th Week is probably due to proud, pompous men who think they have the

power to overcome the heavens. Are the cataclysmic changes prophesied by the Lord actually

God´s rejection of man´s proud accomplishments? Is God washing the heavens from the filth

that Satan has put there?

Since World War Il, knowledge has become so intensified, that in 1957 man began exploring

the universe. America and Russia sent satellites into orbit. Just twelve years later man walked

on the moon. It took almost 6,000 years before man could fly an airplane, but after this, a

mere 70 years before he landed on the moon. To people of Luke´s day, these events would be

fearful sights, but to modern day students of God´s word, they are great signs of Jesus´

imminent return. Knowledge has produced great signs in Heaven.

This is in fulfillment of the prophecies of the prophet Daniel, about 2,500 years ago, who said

that knowledge and mobility would increase at tremendous rates in the last days.

Daniel 12:4,  "But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the time of the end;

many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased."

Daniel´s prophecy is very clear that many words of prophecy would not be understood until

the end. Is the picture becoming clearer in your mind that this is the time of the end? For

centuries Bible students read the prophecies of Daniel with clouded understanding. But today

all the words are being revealed by God. It is the time, and He does not want His people in

ignorance.

Daniel says, "…many shall run to and fro…," will be an end-time sign. This implies that the

world´s population will be highly mobile and unsettled. One hundred years ago, it took wagon

trains months to cross the nation. Today we can fly from New York to Los Angeles in several

hours.

Remember, Jesus said in Luke 21:28,  "And when these things begin to come to pass, then

look up, and lift up your heads; for your redemption draweth near."
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That redemption is first the rapture of the body of Jesus Christ, who already have been redeemed

in their spirits. One day soon we will hear a voice from Heaven shout, "Come up hither", and

in the twinkling of an eye we shall be changed and will behold our Lord. Have you received

Jesus Christ as your personal Savior and Lord? Are you awaiting the final redemption of your

body? Have you been redeemed in your heart? If not, please don´t resist Him any longer. He

died as a substitute for you. Open your hearts to Him today.

Today, all the signs studied in this chapter are becoming clearer. They are gaining momentum

as the days and months pass. Deception in the institutional church is more subtle than ever.

The false teachers in sheep´s clothing are powerful, popular and political. Two dreadful world

wars point to the battles that will bring the earth to Armageddon. The world cries for peace,

prosperity and unity. Natural disasters are becoming more intense. The earth is erupting

because of the sin of men. Those Christians who proclaim the truth of our Lord´s cross and

imminent coming are becoming more of a thorn in the side of the lost and unsaved political

and religious leaders. They preach unity, we preach His coming. The establishment of Israel

as a nation, plus the conversion of Jews to Jesus at increasing rates should wake up the

deepest of doubters. The next time you hop on a plane to cross the continent, remember that

2,500 years ago Daniel said you would!

Chapter 2 Prelude
What does the word "Antichrist" mean? Is there one person who will stand up in the world, at

a time when the earth is coming apart at the seams, who God calls the "Antichrist"? Listen to

the words of the apostle John as he considered the same question.

1 John 2:18, "Little children, it is the last time; and as ye have heard that antichrist shall come, even

now are there many antichrists, by which we know that is is the last time."

Who is this man that John is referring to? What are his basic characteristics? Where does he

live? To understand the answers to these questions it is very helpful to look at the nations in

prophecy.

2.01-Alignment of the Nations
As we approach the return of Jesus Christ, we are witnessing changes in the alignment of the

nations. These changes, to the natural eye, may only seem as political and ideological side

taking. But the word of God is the final answer. God said there would be wars and rumors of

war between our Lord´s two advents. Since there will be wars among nations, there must be

opposing sides. The Lord is allowing the nations to take their proper scriptural place for the

world war of Daniel´s 70th Week.

Daniel 11:40, "And at the time of the end shall the king of the south push at him (north), and the king of

the north shall come against him (south) like a whirlwind, with chariots, and with horsemen, and

with many ships; and he (north) shall enter into the countries, and shall overflow and pass through."

There will be four bases of power in the last days, two of which are mentioned here. The first

is the king of the south, which is Biblically known as Egypt. Apparently Egypt will instigate

the war by pushing or provoking the northern king, known as Syria. Are the peace initiatives

of Egypt towards Israel, and the Camp David accords, the initial sources of irritation which

will provoke Syria to attack Egypt and Israel?

The Camp David Treaty in March of 1979 esolated Egypt from its old allegiances with its Arab
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brothers. Syria believes Egypt has betrayed the Arab brotherhood and its united stand against

Israel. Egypt´s treaty with America and Israel will eventually force Syria to join in the continuing

talks for Middle East peace. A compromise solution will be found for the Arab-Israel dispute.

However, the hate for Israel will still be in the hearts of the Arab leaders. Not only do the Arab

leaders hate Israel, but are intensely hostile toward each other at the slightest provocation.

The cruel assassination of Sadat of Egypt proves this to be true. This is why the peace covenant

will not last.

Furthermore, it is really Russia who is the military power behind the hostile Arab cause. The

atheistic leaders in Moscow will not quickly forget how Sadat of Egypt ordered the Russians

out, and then sided with the United States. They will put the full force of their mighty army

behind the Syrian confederacy at the invasion of Israel. Egypt will not escape. Russia and

Syria will avenge themselves on Egypt and Israel. Ezekiel describes the Russian-Arab

connection.

Ezekiel 38:1-8, 1)"And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying, 2)Son of man, set thy face against

Gog, of the land of Magog, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal, and prophesy against him, 3)And

say, Thus saith the Lord God: Behold, I am against thee, O Gog (Russia), The chief prince of Meshech

and Tubal, 4)And I will turn thee back, and put hooks into thy jaws, and I will bring thee forth, and

all thine army, horses, and horsemen, all of them clothed with all sorts of armor, even a great com-

pany with bucklers and shields, all of them handling swords: 5)Persia, Cush, and Put with them; all

of them with shield and helmet; 6)Gomer, and all its hordes; the house of Togarmah of the north

quarters, and all its hordes; and many peoples with thee. 7)Be thou prepared, and prepare for

thyself, thou, and all thy company that are assembled unto thee, and be thou a guard unto them.

8)After many days thou shalt be visited; in the latter years thou shalt come into the land that is

brought back from the sword, and is gathered out of many peoples, against the mountains of Israel,

which have been always waste; but it is brought forth out of the nations, and they shall dwell

safely, all of them."

The war Ezekiel describes dovetails perfectly with the one described in Daniel 11:40. Ezekiel

identifies the specific allies assembled and guarded by Russia (Gog). They are Syria, Iran, Iraq

(Persian Empire), Ethiopia (Cush), Libya (Put), Germany (Gomer), and Turkey (Togarman).

Ezekiel indicates the reasons for the attack besides the revenge of Russia and Syria toward

Egypt, is that Israel will be powerful and prosperous. This prosperity will come at a time when

Israel is dwelling securely in her land.

The third base of power is the nations of the east. The scripture which identifies this power

base is Revelation.

Revelation 16:12-14, 12)"And the sixth angel poured out his bowl upon the great river, Euphrates, and

its water was dried up, that the way of the kings of the east might be prepared. 13)And I saw three

unclean spirits, like frogs, come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth of the beast,

and out of the mouth of the false prophet. 14)For they are the spirits of demons working miracles,

that go forth unto the kings of the earth and of the whole world, to gather them to the battle of that

great day of God Almighty.

These kings are undoubtedly the major oriental power of China, Japan, Vietnam and other far

eastern nations. Some teach that Revelation 9:16 numbers the army of these kings at 200

million. It is interesting to note that when John wrote the Revelation there weren´t that many

people in the whole world. But the word of God is true, for today China alone can field an army
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of 200 million men. These eastern armies will come to the Middle East allied with the antichrist

or beast from America, to fight against Jesus at the end of Daniel´s 70th Week. This alliance is

the truth because verse fourteen declares that all the kings of the earth will be united under

the beast from America.

Please don´t confuse this war with the Russian-Arab invasion we studied in Daniel and Ezekiel.

The Russian-Arab war takes place at towards the middle of Daniel´s 70th Week. This great

war that the kings of the east are participants in takes place at the very end of the week. The

Russian-Arab invasion of Israel and Egypt is World War III, where nation wars against nation,

and kingdom against kingdom. This end of the week war is known as the Battle of Armageddon,

where all the world´s armies gather together to fight against the Lord Jesus Christ and the

armies of Heaven (Revelation 17:14, 19:19).

Obviously they will not believe it is Jesus they are uniting against. They will think aliens are

coming to conquer the earth. They know "someone is out there."

The fourth base of power is commonly referred to as the Neo-Roman Empire, the kings of the

west. It is from this power base that the antichrist comes, which is the subject of this chapter.

To begin a detailed study of the antichrist and his origin, we must point out that in the

scriptures he is referred to by many names; man of sin (IIThessalonians 2:3), beast from the

sea (Revelation 13:1), Roman prince (Daniel 9:26), and the little horn (Daniel 7:8), to name a

few.

In fact, there will be two end-time personalities who can be called the antichrist, who sit on

top of a whole world that is antichrist. Revelation 13 describes them as beasts, one from the

political institutions, and the other from the religious. We will study the religious beast in

Chapter 4, The Harlot Church.

Revelation 13:1, 11,  1)"And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the sea,

having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns crowns, and upon his heads the name of

blasphemy, 11)And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a

lamb, and spoke like a dragon."

2.02-Closer Look at the West
Let us now take a close look at the features of the political antichrist or beast. He comes from

the Neo-Roman Empire. For the prophet Daniel has a vision of four Gentile empires, which

would affect Israel from his time to the very end, when Jesus would return to set up His

kingdom. Daniel 7 explains the empires as Daniel´s vision moved through time. He describes

all the empires as beasts. The first, like a lion, was Babylon. The beast like a bear would be

Persia. The third would be the Grecian Empire, with special emphasis on its great leader,

Alexander. The fourth beast is the Roman Empire. A brief study of secular history will verify

and confirm the prophecies of Daniel´s vision to any skeptic. Daniel´s writings are so precise

and accurate that many apostate Bible teachers have denied that Daniel wrote them. They

teach that they were written after the events had already happened.

Daniel reveals also that the Roman Empire would experience changes in its geo-political

makeup. In partial fulfillment of this, in 476 A.D., the mighty Roman Empire began to divide

up into smaller independent countries and nations.

Daniel 7:7-8, 20,  7)"After this I saw in the night visions, and behold, a fourth beast, dreadful and
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terrible, and strong exceedingly, and it had great iron teeth; it devoured and broke in pieces, and

stamped the residue with its feet; and it was diverse from all the beasts that were before it, and it

had ten horns. 8)I considered the horns, and behold, there came up among them another little horn,

before which there were three of the first horns plucked up by the roots; and behold, in this horn

were eyes of a man, and a mouth speaking great things…20)And of the ten horns that were in its

head, and of the other which came up, and before whom three fell, even of that horn that had eyes,

and a mouth that spoke very great things, whose look was more stout than its fellows."

Before Jesus sets His glorious feet on the earth, 10 Western European nations (horns), who

were once part of the mighty Roman Empire, will give their power and strength to an 11th

nation called the little horn. I personally believe that the country which Daniel calls the little

horn, is the United States of America, alias Babylon the Great. In chapters 5 & 6, we will study

in depth the word of God which describes America´s place among end-time nations. But let´s

first look at the man who will be the last president of America, and his major characteristics.

2.03-The Man Who Can See
Daniel 7:20 proves that the antichrist is also a man. Some people have taught there would be

no particular person, only a system which can be called antichrist. But here we see that the

little horn had eyes and a mouth speaking great things. Of all the parts of a man´s body, why

are eyes and mouth singled out? What comes into your mind when you consider a man´s

eyes? They´re attractive, meaning this man will be handsome and charismatic. He will be very

appealing to the masses of people who don´t know the Lord Jesus Christ, who look only to

other men for their security. The power behind this charismatic, political leader is Satan, who

the Bible describes as the “anointed cherub” prior to his rebellion against God. Lucifer, the

devil, was a beautiful creation of God. That outward beauty has been maintained even through

inwardly he is totally corrupted.

Ezekiel 28:17, "Thine heart was lifted up because of thy beauty; thou has corrupted thy wisdom by

reason of thy brightness; I will cast thee to the ground, I will lay thee before kings, that they may

behold thee."

God´s words directed toward Lucifer after his fall will ring in the ears of the antichrist, who is

the devil´s puppet. The judgment of God will repeat itself upon this man and all who choose to

follow him.

A man´s eyes are perceiving, indicating that the antichrist will know and understand the

carnal desires of mankind. He will use his power and influence to solve the basic wants of the

people. He will meet the worldly desires of people, but their hearts will remain unconverted.

This man will perceive the religious, political, economic and social problems of the world for

which we will have the answers. He will be the “christ” or the “deliverer” to the multitudes, but

only in a false way.

Daniel also says of this man "…and a mouth speaking great things." This is a strong indication

of the antichrist´s political background. He will be the master orator and campaigner. Peace

and plenty is and has been the promise and goal of every politician, be he a communist or

capitalist. This antichrist and his religious counterpart, not only promise, but deliver peace

and prosperity to a sinful and evil generation. Remember, even though nations will find peace

among themselves, under this man, they are still at war with God. For they continue to say,

"We will not have this man (Jesus) to reign over us." They refuse to repent and recognize the

bodily coming of the Lord Jesus. Only the Holy Spirit restrains and hinders Satan´s man and
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plan. When the Holy Spirit is silent, Satan will then proceed quickly, (Revelation 8:1).

In Daniel 7:20, another characteristic of the antichrist and his nation is illuminated "…his

look was more stout than its fellows." The real muscle and might behind the American-European

confederacy rests in the superiority of America. For the little horn is politically, economically,

and militarily more stout than the others. Isn´t that the situation today? For years, many

Bible teachers, who think the antichrist will emerge from Europe, have taught that America

would fall as a world power. They must be scratching their heads today, for America´s influence

and power is getting stronger.

This strengthening will intensify because the deceived church in America is prophesying to

the political leaders that the antichrist will arise in Europe. Believing this lie, the last American

President, himself a professing Christian, will work to keep Europe inferior to America, thinking

this will hold back the antichrist. But in reality he will emerge to be the antichrist when he

brings peace to the Middle East. Because he has been told by Christian leaders that the

peace-making antichrist will arise in Europe, he will not think he is, and neither will the

deceived religious leaders.

2.04-Back from the Dead
Probably the most dramatic evidence that will identify the man who is the antichrist or beast,

will be his apparent resurrection from the dead.

Revelation 13:3-5,  3)"And I saw one of his heads as though it were wounded to death; and his deadly

wound was healed, and all the world wondered after the beast. 4)And they worshipped the beast,

saying, Who is like the beast? Who is able to make war with him? 5)And there was given unto him a

mouth speaking great things and blasphemies, and power was given unto him to continue forty and

two months."

This man must be wounded and seemingly die for one reason. Since the fall of man in the

Garden of Eden, the devil has been the god of this world. (2Co 4:4) Because he is the master

of deception, he must closely counterfeit God´s word and ways. If it were otherwise, he wouldn´t

be able to keep people fooled. He wants to be called and considered God. Through this man,

the devil will receive that worship. Who are the people that have been deceived? We know

those who doubt the deity of Jesus Christ are in this camp. But it is also the professing

Christians with unchanged hearts and desires, who think they are following God, but are

really under Satan´s control?

Satan is organizing the people of the world who do not have a personal relationship with Jesus

Christ. His principles are force, lust, self-centeredness, pleasure and pride. His system and

people are outwardly religious, but inwardly totally corrupt. The people of the world, and most

in the church, don´t know that to worship and exalt self is to worship the devil. We are all born

worshipping self and must be saved from that.

Since Satan must imitate God´s ways to deceive, there must be a death and resurrection of his

own man or christ. So this political beast will apparently die and be brought to life, very likely

on the third day. This spectacular, sinister event will take place at the midpoint of the 70th

Week. For we know that he stands in the temple in Jerusalem and declares himself to be the

Christ (God) forty-two months before Jesus returns to destroy him. Ironically, that is the

length of time that Jesus ministered while on the earth.
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The world will be dazzled and deceived by the apparent resurrection of this man. You can

imagine how impressed the human mind will be, especially when mighty miracles are performed.

In fact, religious miracles will be the trademark of the beast and his false prophet. Most of the

world´s people will follow him to their doom and destruction. But this will also be the time of

great revival, when many will begin to examine their hearts. The Holy Spirit, working through

the 144,000 Jews, will open the eyes of many to the truth of this beast, who now calls himself

God.

My friends, the time is coming when every human being will have to decide between Satan´s

christ or Jesus Christ who is soon to come.

2.05-Covenant of Peace
Another major identifying feature of the beast will be his specific solutions for the problems in

the Middle East. It´s no secret that the Arabs and Jews have hated each other for centuries. It

is the purpose of most Arabs to drive Israel into the sea. Since Israel returned in 1948, these

two forces have opposed each other. War is an ever present threat to the area and to the entire

earth. Something has to bend, compromise must prevail, or World War III will break out in the

Middle East.

Everyone knows the security of this area is vital to world peace. This situation is what will

compel world leaders to focus on the problems there and begin demanding solutions. Is it a

coincidence that America is the only nation who can possibly solve the dilemma and secure

peace? Or is America´s current position as peacemaker and mediator a direct fulfillment of

Bible prophecy?

Daniel´s prophecies to Israel concerning its future include the covenant of peace proposed by

the antichrist from the Neo-Roman Empire.

Daniel 9:24-27,  24)"Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and thy holy city, to finish the

transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in

everlasting righteousness, and to seal up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the most Holy.

25)Know therefore and understand, that from the going forth of the commandment to restore and to

build Jerusalem unto the Messiah, the Prince, shall be seven weeks, and threescore and two weeks:

the street shall be built again, and the wall, even in troublous times. 26)And after threescore and two

weeks shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself; and the people of the prince that shall come shall

destroy the city and the sanctuary, and the end of the war desolations are determined. 27)And he

shall confirm the covenant with many for one week; and in the midst of the week he shall cause the

sacrifice and oblation to cease, and for the overspreading of adominations he shall make it desolate,

even until the consummation, and that determined shall be poured upon the desolate."

We know that each week in this prophecy represents a week of years. This fact comes from the

sabbatical time measure of the Jewish calendar. So each week is really seven years. Thus,

there is to be 490 years from the time Israel is commanded to restore Jerusalem, to the

Second Coming of Jesus. It is then that everlasting righteousness will fill the earth. Jerusalem

was invaded by Babylon around 604 B.C. The Babylonians destroyed Jerusalem and the

Jewish temple. Some teachers suggest the command of Artexerxes, in Nehemiah 2:1-8, which

allowed the Jews to rebuild, took place in 445 B.C. Then, by counting the days to the cutting

off of Jesus on the cross, 483 years of the 490 year prophecy were then fulfilled. That being

true, there remains only seven years to be fulfilled of that prophecy.
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Those seven years begin with a covenant of peace and it is the Roman prince from the United

States that will pull it off. He will bring together the opponents in the Middle East and a

covenant of peace will be worked out.

To properly understand Daniel´s prophecy, we must know there is a gap of time between

verses 26 and 27. Daniel couldn´t see this gap for the church age was a mystery to him. This

gap of time is sandwiched between the crucifixion (cut off), resurrection and ascension of

Jesus, and the 70th Week.

2.06-Security for Friends
Today we can see very clearly why the antichrist must solve the tensions in the Middle East.

Today´s western Roman world has been supportive of Israel. But things are changing

dramatically and quickly. Oil has become a weapon in the hands of the Arabs. Since Western

Europe is so dependent on the Arabs for oil and on the United States for military security, the

Europeans have a tough decision to make. They can´t totally side with the Arabs against the

Jews, for that would put pressure on America, who they need for security against the Russians.

America has supported Israel since 1948, not because of a love relationship, but because

Israel is all that stands between Russia and its control of the earth.

This complex situation is what the antichrist will solve. If he can persuade the Jews and Arabs

to compromise and live peaceably, the Western European problem would be solved. One

ingredient of bringing "many", as Daniel prophesied, into agreement, is to somehow guarantee

the security of the area, especially Israel. The antichrist will secure Israel and the Europeans

from the Russian-Arab threat by bringing the Russian-Arab leaders to the peace tables. Israel

will agree and be deceived and destroyed. Here mentioned in Isaiah:

Isaiah 28:14-18, (LB) 14)"Therefore hear the word of the Lord, you scoffing rulers in Jerusalem: 15)You

have struck a bargain with Death, you say, and sold yourselves to the devil (antichrist) in exchange

for his protection against the Assyrians (Russia). They can never touch us, you say, for we are under

the care of one who will deceive and fool them. 16)But the Lord God says, See, I am placing a Foun-

dation Stone (Jesus) in Zion--a firm, tested, precious Cornerstone that is safe to build on. He who

believes need never run away again. 17)I will take the line and plummet of justice to check the

foundation wall you build (3rd Temple); it looks so fine, but it is so weak a storm of hail will knock it

down! The enemy will come like a flood and sweep it away and you will be drowned. 18)I will

cancel your agreement of compromise with Death and the devil, so when the terrible enemy floods in,

you will be trampled into the ground."

Isaiah describes the dreadful conditions and details of the covenant the American leader will

establish for the Middle East. Reading through Isaiah is like reading the newspaper today.

Peace is near for Israel. But Israel will believe the antichrist rather than Jesus Christ, and will

suffer immensely for it. They will mock the two witnesses who are exposing the treaty as the

devil´s lie. Israel will be overrun by the Russian-Arab armies within 1230 days, after they have

signed the covenant. For God will cause them to attack to cancel the agreement of compromise.

Why will this peace covenant not last? Isaiah says the leaders of Jerusalem built this peace

plan on the wrong foundation. The parties to this covenant used the military-economic strength

of the United States and Western Europe as the cornerstone for building peace. What blasphemy,

when God has already placed in Israel the only cornerstone for true lasting peace, which is

Jesus Christ the Lord. His death, burial, resurrection and imminent return is the only peace

proposal God will listen to.
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The destruction and scattering again of Israel and Jerusalem will be fulfilled. The peace for

friends will be revealed as a lie and trap of Satan. There are seven reasons why God will cause

the Russian-Arab confederacy to invade and overcome Israel.

• Israel´s covenant with the United States not Jesus.

(Isaiah 10:20, 28:15, 30:1,12, Ezekiel 23:9, 17, 23; 38:19)

• Israel´s pride. (Ezekiel 16:15)

• Israel´s idolatry. (Ezekiel 7:19)

• So Israel´s remnant will turn to Jesus. (Ezekiel 6:7-10)

• To supernaturally destroy Russian confederacy. (Ezekiel 38:21-23)

• To later destroy the antichrist and Babylon the great. (Rev. 18-19)

• To set up the kingdom of God on earth for 1,000 years.

(Daniel 2:44-45, Isaiah 11:9-10, 65:18-25, Revelation 20:1-9)

Those who thought the security of the world was cemented by the Roman prince, through the

covenant of compromise, will have to re-evaluate their whole way of thinking when God

supernaturally reveals Himself. God is going to intervene and reveal to many that the Roman

prince, who was considered by multitudes to be the savior of world peace and plenty, is

nothing more than a puppet on Satan´s string.

Some of those who thought this American leader was acting as a "Man of God," by being a

peacemaker, will realize he is a "Son of Hell." After Russia´s military demise, the American

leader will break his covenant and occupy Israel and the Middle East with his armies for 3 .5

years. He will begin to hate and hunt all those who refuse to worship and follow him.

2.07-The Temple and Religious Unity
There is one more critical part of this covenant of compromise and that is in the area of

religion. Daniel 9:27 says, "…in the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice and oblation

to cease." Apparently the beast or antichrist will also settle the problem of Jewish rights to

their temple worship during the first 3 1/2 years of the 70th Week. The third Jewish temple

must be reconstructed in order for Israel to offer their sacrifices.

Jerusalem is a holy city for three of the major religions of the world: Judaism, Christianity,

and Islam. In all likelihood, part of the same covenant will include a solution that will

accommodate these religions (Revelation 11:1-2).

Knowing that religious unity is the plan of the devil, it won´t be surprising to see leaders of

each religion gather to help solve this part of the Middle East crisis. The pursuit of unity

appears good on the surface, but inevitably deepening apostasy and distortion of the truth is

the result. Remember, the political beast will be aided in his efforts to stabilize the world by

the false prophet and his counterfeit “christian church”.

As more and more Catholic and Protestant leaders get together to help bring peace and plenty

to the world, you can rest assured the end is near. The Protestants are no longer protesting

against the heresy of Rome. In fact, much of Protestantism itself has become a heresy.

Compromise of truth and the doctrine of Christ, for the sake of unity and peace is a clear

characteristic of the antichrist system.
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This peace plan begins the countdown to Armageddon. The days of Daniel´s 70th Week will

begin. Seven years from the day the covenant is signed, Jesus Christ will return to destroy the

beast, the false prophet, and the armies of the world. This covenant ends the gap between the

cross, where the Jews rejected their Messiah, and where God begins to revive and restore the

Jews again.

The gap is the rain of the Holy Spirit upon the Gentiles, who God uses to proclaim and deliver

the Gospel. But when the rapture occurs, the Jews who begin to recognize Jesus as the One

they pierced will fulfill their original calling to evangelize the world. The latter rain of the Spirit

will fall on the people of God. The antichrist will pester and persecute them, but a true revival

will sweep Israel and multitudes of Gentiles will be saved.

Chapter 3 Prelude
I remember those hot summer days in the Midwest when the storm clouds would gather on

the horizon. In the distance you could see the flashes of lightning strike the earth. As the

storm approached the darker it became. Just before the winds and the rain were unleashed

there would be eerie calm and silence all around. Had there been no ominous black clouds no

one would be alarmed. Then all of a sudden the towns´ warning siren would alert the people

and they hurry to their basements for shelter. Only a fool would dare to face the fierceness of

storm.

3.01-As in the Days of Noah
Like the black clouds in the sky, God is warning the people of the earth. Ever since Adam and

Eve rebelled in the garden, God has punished rebellious men who refuse and reject His way of

reconciliation. It is that sin which will produce the wrath of God upon the earth. It´s hard to

understand why most people can see the storms approaching and upon hearing the siren

seek protection. But when it comes to the approaching judgments and wrath of God upon a

sin-sick society, very few hear the warning sirens. It´s not that the people don´t see the black

clouds of destruction, they just don´t seem to care. They see the clouds, but ignore the sirens.

Jesus spoke of this spiritual condition as indifference. Noah faced the same thing prior to the

flood of judgment. They were totally indifferent to God´s voice that was calling them to Godly

sorrow and repentance. They rejected His mercy and grace.

Luke 17:26-27, 26)"And as it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be also in the days of the Son of man.

27)They did eat, they drank, they married wives, they were given in marriage, until the day that

Noah entered the ark, and the flood came, and destroyed them all."

Jesus discloses that the same spiritual conditions would permeate society up until His coming,

that filled Noah´s generation. People were so busy in their daily affairs and cares of living; they

didn´t give heed to Noah´s warnings. Noah spent many years warning the people that unless

they repent and turn from their sins, God would destroy them. But like the world today,

things went on "business as usual," even in the midst of chaos, violence and perversion. Here

was Noah, building an ark, trusting God, as the world slipped deeper into sin. The Bible is

very clear that Noah was totally rejected, for only his immediate family was spared from the

wrath of God.

Like Noah, we face a world which is becoming more materialistic and self-centered. We see

growing indifference to the things of God, even in the house of God. Jesus cautioned us about

being caught up in the cares and pleasures of this world, and the deceitfulness of riches.

Please take heed, for He is warning those who call themselves Christians.
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Luke 21:34 "And take heed unto yourselves, lest at any time your hearts be overcharged with surfeit-

ing, and drunkenness, and the cares of this life, and so that day come upon you unawares.

When does everyday living pose as a threat to your salvation? If you are indifferent to or have

delayed in your mind (mid or post rapture teaching) the return of the Lord, you are as Jesus

said, overcharged and overcome by the cares of this life. Jesus is not your Lord, you are. The

Bible teaches that He must be the Lord of your life. When He controls your daily living, you are

walking in His footsteps.

The trouble is that Christians have difficulty in allowing Jesus to be their Lord. They want to

have some control because they really don´t trust Him. I write these things not to condemn

and I speak from experience for most of us, at some point or another, in our Christian walk

have been rebellious. The key is, have we repented? Not trusting Jesus is always accompanied

by an inner selfishness, which then makes the everyday affairs of this life priority issues. This

chokes God´s word out of the heart. We cannot separate Jesus by desiring Him as Savior, and

rejecting Him as Lord. If He is not our Lord and Master, he is not our Savior. We are denying

His love and power.

It is the people with only an outer from of Godliness, who still are their own lord, who scoff and

snicker at the warnings of prophets like Noah. God is today raising up and sending prophets

to a people who hearken not to the commandments of Jesus Christ. God warns before He

sends His wrath. For the people are listening to the smooth, seductive false teachers and

prophets, who promise them peace and plenty, at a time when divine judgment is at the door.

They cause the people to stay in their worldly sin and error, while promising them life.

When the antichrist from America establishes peace in the Middle East, the Bible says that

most people will be deceived and caught up in the cares of this life. It will be like a calm before

the storm, when in fact, the peace covenant is a warning from God to seek cover, to seek the

shelter that He provides in His Son, Jesus. As in Noah´s day, the masses today prefer to

believe in lies, thinking they are the truth. They reject the grace and Lordship of Jesus Christ.

3.02-When Leaders Corrupted
History is overflowing with examples of how God warns people and governments against sin

and corruption. You don´t have to look back too far to discover this truth. The fall of President

Nixon is an example of this. Why was he removed from such a high powerful position?

Proverbs 29:23  "A man´s pride shall bring him low, but honor shall uphold the humble in spirit."

Mr. Nixon fell due to the sin of pride. What was he proud of? He was the first president in

decades to restore relations with China. He brought American soldiers back from an unpopular

war. He was the president when man first walked on the moon. As the world views success

and achievement, Nixon could be considered as one who has reached the top. Mr. Nixon´s

pride produced a thirst for popularity, power and prestige. This is common in all of us until

the Lord saves us.

But, what is the warning we get from the collapse of the Nixon administration? It is that if God

will strip one man of his position, popularity and power because of pride and the rejection of

Christ, He will strip an entire nation for the same thing. Especially one that considers itself to

be Godly, when in reality, it has worshiped the land more than the Lord they name.
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Most Americans take more pride and glory in their national success than they do in the
cross of Jesus Christ. America, take heed to Paul´s words!

Galatians 6:14, "But God forbid that I should glory, except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by

whom the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the world."

The very things most American Christians glory in, even rejoice in, are an abomination to

God. For Jesus died on the cross to strip and sever us from such evil glorying and pride.

Proud, pompous people elect proud, pompous presidents.

3.03-Real Wealth and Success
We know that God uses war, famine, earthquakes and pestilence as judgments upon

unrepentant sinners. But, He also uses economic collapse as a form of warning and judgment.

Read what James said to the early church, at a time when many Christians were trusting in

earthly wealth and success for security.

James 5:1-5, 1)"Come now, ye rich men, weep and howl for your miseries that shall come upon you.

2)Your riches are corrupted and your garments are moth-eaten. 3)Your gold and silver are rusted,

and the rust of them shall be a witness against you, and shall eat your flesh as it were fire. Ye have

heaped treasure together for the last days. 4)Behold, the hire of the laborers who have reaped down

your fields, which is of you kept back by fraud, crieth; and the cries of them who have reaped are

entered into the ears of the Lord of Sabboth. 5)Ye have lived in pleasure on the earth, and been

wanton; ye have nourished your hearts, as in a day of slaughter."

These backslidden Christians were in direct, open rebellion to the Lord´s command to not

store up treasures on earth for themselves. That´s why in the 4th chapter, James calls them

adulterers and adulteresses. Like Israel in the Old Testament, these people fell back into a

friendship and love for the world. They were committing harlotry and "went a whoring." Sadly,

this is a graphic picture of the visible church in America today. They watch for the stock

market reports more than they do for the return of the one they call their lord.

We are warned to not trust in earthly riches, but in the Lord, who alone is the source of true

riches. People whose hearts are of this world will never know the treasures of Heaven while

their earthly treasures remain valuable to them. That is what divine judgment is: The taking

away of the means by which evil men satisfy their inner lust and appetite.

God is a jealous God. He will remove whatever has replaced Him, to give the person the chance

to repent of his sin. Among other things, that´s what Daniel´s 70th Week will accomplish.

Millions will seek God´s mercy because their earthly wealth and idols have been destroyed

and desolated.

Let´s turn our attention to gold and silver that is not seen by the natural eye. The real treasures

that produce real wealth and success. Let your heart receive the truth from Paul´s words to

the Philippians, at a time when Paul was in prison for his testimony of Jesus.

Philippians 4:11-12, 11)"Not that I speak in respect of want; for I have learned, in whatever state I am,

in this to be content, 12)I know both how to be abased, and I know how to abound; everywhere and

in all things I am instructed both to be full and to be hungry, both to abound and to suffer need."
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Paul relates to us the secret to real successful living here on the earth, while waiting for Jesus

to return. Instead of desiring, seeking and trusting in gold and silver, he has learned the

secret of contentment. What is this secret?

Paul´s heart was set on the riches of Heaven. He trusted in the Lord no matter what financial

condition he was in. His joy never depended upon the amount of food or money he possessed.

He was instructed by Jesus to learn how to rejoice while in hunger and poverty, as well as

riches. This is the only way to keep one´s heart on the Lord, and off the world. A Christian´s

joy and fulfillment comes from knowing that our names are written in Heaven, not by the

thickness of our wallet.

Paul suffered much lack and affliction because the devil couldn´t lure his heart from Jesus to

jewels. He failed in his attempts to put desires for earthly wealth and success in Paul´s heart.

When we are truly saved and searching to know Him more deeply, and to fellowship in His

suffering, we no longer desire anything else. The more we learn of Him, the more our desires

change from earthly to Godly. This is why Paul said that to live Godly in Christ Jesus, would

bring persecution. Contentment is a result of God living in us.

We need to learn this secret of material contentment. However, this is not a popular teaching

today, even though it is the mark of a true believer. For the devil has disguised himself, in the

last days as an "angel of light," to seduce people to desire after the riches of this world. This is

all done in the name of Jesus! See what Paul declares to the church at Corinth, which was

plagued with such counterfeits.

II Corinthians 11:4, 13-15, 4)"For if he that cometh preacheth another Jesus, whom we have not

preached, or if ye receive another spirit, which ye receive another spirit, which ye have not received,

or another gospel, which ye have not accepted, ye might well bear with him. 13)…For such are false

apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into the apostles of Christ. 14)And no marvel;

for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light. 15)Therefore, it is no great thing if his minis-

ters also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness, whose end shall be according to their

works."

God is always warning us in the scriptures of the consequences of seeking and trusting in

worldly wealth. Paul is warning us to flee from Satan´s ministers who only bring us back into

bondage and slavery to things. They can´t and don´t teach us as Paul does, that "…Godliness

with contentment is great gain." Gain to them is gold, not God, even though they use His

name.

God warns not to love and desire money because the devil is uniting the world. And money is
the god of every unconverted or carnal heart. Not only is he uniting the world politically

and religiously, but economically. We all know that whoever controls the money system of the

world, controls the world. That´s why the Lord is warning us to "…Set your affections on

things above, not on the things on the earth." (Colossians 3:2)

Remember the two-headed serpent? It is the democratic head of the serpent that promises

life, liberty and the pursuit of money, who controls the world´s money system.

Tragedy and tribulation from God awaits all the churches in America, who are so entangled
with buildings, budgets and banks. There are preachers who have become dangerously

bewitched by big bucks. Some even teach that before Jesus comes the church will control the
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money of the world. They teach that God will make available all the money, that He will take

it from Satan´s people and give it to God´s people. There is a shred to truth to this but it

sounds more like the teaching of the church of the antichrist than the body of Christ.

This false, misleading teaching succeeds in keeping the hearts of people separated from the

cross and soon coming of Jesus Christ. They appeal to the carnal lusts of men and call it the

desires of the heart, in Jesus name!

3.04-God or Gold
The media bombards us every day with the ups and downs in the economic community. As

James prophesied, people, even Christians, would sense the money troubles and heap and

hoard gold and silver to themselves. They have believed that whether they´re in a recession,

depression or hyper-inflation, gold and silver will always be valuable. They fail to understand

that in the last days (70th Week) it will hard to buy a loaf of bread with a bar of gold. Food will

become more valuable than the most precious of pearls. Imagine if you can what would happen

if all the American farmers suffered from a prolonged drought. The earth, with many of its

people already in famine conditions, would be at a breaking point. Hear the stinging words of

the prophet Joel to Israel and the harlot church of Daniel´s 70th Week.

Joel 1: 15-16, 15)"Alas for the day! For the day of the Lord is at hand, and as a destruction from the

Almighty shall it come. 16)Is not the food cut off before your eyes, yea, joy and gladness from the

house of our God?"

Notice carefully that Joel prophesies that the house of God will be in a time of joy and happiness

before God´s wrath falls. Is this real God given joy or is it the carnal joy that comes from

possessing earthly treasures? Is this the same situation that James confronted? The Christians

he wrote to were laughing and joyful when they should be mourning and in heaviness for their

sinful worldly state. (James 4: 8-10)

It will be during the first 3 1/2 years of the 70th Week that the visible house of God (Israel and

the Harlot) will be merry making when they should be in sorrow and mourning. Both have

chosen gold to be their god. Under the antichrist, Israel and the Harlot will have come together

for peace and security. Both of these groups doubt or deny the coming of Jesus to rule the

nations. While they are overcome by Satan´s counterfeit joy, the real house of God , the body

of Christ, is already in Heaven, via the rapture.

The pope and American president will explain the rapture by saying,"Jesus indeed came and

removed all those who were divisive and misunderstood God´s prophetic plan for the church

to help establish peace on the earth." For them to say otherwise is to admit they weren´t saved

and ready for the rapture.

Joel makes it clear that when the wrath of God begins the food supplies will begin vanishing

from the markets. World leaders will scramble to institute a new economic system that better

distributes the short supplies of food and other resources. The mark of the beast will be the

direct result of such economic problems and shortages. God is warning the world. Will it be

God or gold that rules your heart? For you can´t love and serve both. Will you take the mark

of the antichrist? Listen to the apostle John´s call to those who seek wisdom and understanding.

Listen to the ultimate warning from God.
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3.05-Ultimate End Time Warning
Revelation 13:16-18, 16)"And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and enslaved, to

receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads. 17) And that no man might buy or sell,

except he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. 18) Here is wis-

dom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast; for it is the number of a man;

and his number is six hundred three score and six."(666)

Revelation 14:9-11, 9)"And the third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, If any man worship

the beast and his image, and receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand, 10)The same shall

drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out without mixture into the cup of his indig-

nation; and he shall be tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels, and in

the presence of the Lamb; 11)And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up forever and ever; and

they have no rest day or night, who worship the beast and his image, and whosoever receiveth the

mark of his name."

God is warning us that if we reject the lordship of Jesus Christ as His plan of salvation from

sin and Hell, we will follow the devil to eternal damnation. Not because God doesn´t love us,

but because we don´t love God! This last sentence is just about the saddest thing I have ever

written.

During the 70th Week of Daniel the beast and false prophet from the Neo-Roman empire will

institute a new world economic order. All people, regardless of their place or position, will be

coerced into receiving a number or be an outcast and go without the necessities of life. That

will be the logic spoken to all, but please remember, that God is very capable of caring for His

people without them submitting to this damnable lie of the devil. We must warn people now to

never take the mark. For our God is capable of bringing forth water from the rocks and manna

from the skies. Isaiah prophesied that many Jewish converts of the 70th Week will be nourished

and fed by God in the rock city of Petra, Jordan. When all the earth´s waters are turned to

blood theirs will be cool and fresh (Isaiah 33:16-17, Revelation 12:14).

Today´s computer technology has the capacity to store information on all people throughout

the earth. Governments and other institutions are growing more dependent on computers as

time passes. Identifying people with a number is becoming standard operating procedure.

Without a doubt , this growing dependence on computers and numbers will play a large part

in the mark of the beast.

When this final economic system is unveiled by the antichrist and false prophet, here is one

thing you must know. This system will be portrayed by the media, the counterfeit church, and

the government as a "blessing from God". That statement will shock some, enrage others, but

it is the truth. For it is the false prophet from the harlot church, in union with the government,

who compels people to take the mark. People will be told by the false prophet that to refuse the

mark is to disobey God. He will also appeal to their patriotism and love for the world. But the

god he is referring to is Satan posing as the "angel of light" whether he knows it or not.

Satan is lulling the population into a spiritual trance. He is preparing the world to receive his

mark through a step by step plan. His number is being prepared and when it is unveiled , the

masses will run through the devil´s door to receive their new implanted card. It is today

described by the media as something "something so worldly, so welcome." This system will

seem so right because it will make life easier and more bearable. But to those who become real

Christians it is the mark of eternal death and damnation.
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Many in the church world today turn their ears from what we have just studied and shared.

They do so because their hearts are still fixed on the things of this world. If the mark were to

appear on the evening broadcast today and that tomorrow we could go sign up, these pseudo-

christians would be the first ones in line. John wrote words of wisdom in the book of Revelation.

Do you seek the wisdom of the world, which is foolishness to God? Or do you seek the wisdom

of God which is foolishness to the world?

Some people ask, "Why is it so important to know about these things?" If you are saved, let me

ask you, "Do you have any unsaved relatives and friends?" By thinking about that for a moment

you hopefully will discover the importance of not turning your ear from such prophetic

discussions. If your family are doubters now there is always hope that as these prophecies

come to pass, they may see their need for God and repent.

Prophecy being fulfilled before our eyes shows us the faithfulness of God to do what He said

He would do. It also enhances one´s faith and trust in a faithful loving Savior. This world

system is opposed to God. It can´t be converted or changed. It must be destroyed, for Satan is

the ruler of it, and he can´t be converted either. That´s why John said:

1 John 2:15-17, 15)"Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any man love the

world, the love of the Father is not in him. 16)For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the

lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the Father, but is of the world. 17)And the world

passeth away, the lust of it; but he that doeth the will of the Father abideth forever."

God is warning all of us not to conform to the evil system of this world, but be transformed by

the shed blood of Jesus Christ. We must always remember that it was our sins that spilled the

blood of the Lamb of God. This humbling truth produces conviction and sorrow that brings

repentance and saving faith. Only by understanding this can we be empowered by the Holy

Spirit to resist the devil and his snares. Have you decided for Jesus and His coming kingdom?

In truth, we make our decision daily, not to take the mark of the beast, even before the

number is instituted. Those who love the world will love the mark! Those whose hearts love

gold and not God will take the mark. Those who love the world today will be here tomorrow to

take the mark should Jesus come today for His own.

Chapter 4 Prelude
While driving through any community in America, you see many structures that are referred

to as churches. There are scores of denominations which supposedly represent the modern

Christian world. One has to ask himself, "Which of these churches or denominations is

preaching the truth? Or are they all preaching the truth? These are the types of questions I

asked when I first became a born-again Christian. I had assumed that just because they had

a building with an attached cross on the top, and the people said they were Christians, that

everything was true and acceptable. The more I studied the Bible, the more aware I became

of how untrue my assumption was.

4.01-First Century Church
Before we study the harlot church, I think it would be of benefit to briefly understand some

simple history of the institutional church. First, the word church means, "a called out assembly

of people." Sometimes we get the impression that a particular denomination or a building is

the church. In a way that´s true. They are the institutional church, the visible organizational

church in which the true church is located. Those souls who have truly heard the call of the

Master are the "called out ones," if they follow His voice.
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The Christian church began on the day of Pentecost, when the followers of Jesus Christ were

filled with the Holy Spirit. The first called out assembly of believers in Jerusalem was the

result of Peter´s anointed preaching. His message, "Ye have crucified the Christ, therefore

repent and be filled with the Holy Spirit," was so Spirit inspired, that 3,000 souls were saved

and added by the Lord. At that moment in time the institutional church and the spiritual

church were one. Both were pure in God´s eyes. This is true only because all of the people

assembled together were true believers who had repented of sin. They weren´t perfect, but

they were pure.

The early Christians were so moved and transformed by the Holy Spirit that material

possessions, which before had been their god, were shared with people in need. No one felt

they owned anything. They were concerned more about others than themselves.

Acts 2:44-45, 44)"And all that believed were together, and had all things common; 45)And sold their

possessions and goods, and parted them to all men, as every man had need."

Acts 4:32-35, 32)"And the multitude of those that believed were of one heart and of one soul; neither

said any of them that any of the things which he possessed was his own; but they had all things

common. 33)And with great power gave the apostles witness of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus;

and great grace was upon them all. 34)Neither was there any among them that lacked; for as many

as were possessors of lands or houses sold them, and brought the prices of the things that were

sold, 35)And laid them down at the apostles feet; and distribution was made unto every man

according as he had need."

Can you see the oneness of the visible and spiritual church in these verses? Everyone was

together and from free hearts were sharing and giving what they had. No one was forced to

partake. They all were desirous of obeying the Lord´s commands, because of God´s love now in

them. The people were touched with love and compassion for others. Their old selfish natures

were purged and cleansed by the power of the Holy Spirit and the blood of the Lamb. They

know what true repentance produced. They lived it.

As the body of believers grew in power and grace, so did the persecution from the Pharisees,

the religious phonies of the day. The persecution became so intense, the believers fled to all

parts of the countryside, spreading the Gospel of grace and love as they went. The apostles

started assemblies all over the area due to their inspirational preaching.

As the years passed, the true followers continued to grow also in numbers, with purity, because

of the uncompromised preaching of the Gospel. That kept the body pure and the world kept

rejecting them. But then Satan´s tactics changed. Jude illustrates what happened, while Paul

exposes the demonic forces behind it.

Jude 4, "For there are certain men crept in unawares, who were before of old ordained to this

condemnation, ungodly men turning the grace of our God into lasciviousness, and denying the only

Lord god, and our Lord Jesus Christ."

I Timothy 4:1, "Now the Spirit speaketh expressly that, in the latter times, some shall depart from the

faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of demons…"

Unconverted converts began infiltrating the assembly of believers. They were people who had

not committed their hearts to Jesus Christ. They wanted to go to Heaven, while still loving and
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lusting after the world. They used and abused the meaning of the grace of God in Christ, and

turned it into a license to keep sinning. Sin produced no shame in these people who claimed

to know Jesus. They said they knew Jesus, but were liars or antichrists. (I John 2:4-22). The

organized church in America abounds with people in such spiritual darkness. We must warn

them of their error if we say that we love them.

The pure assemblies were now becoming impure or mixed. A blending of the world and God´s

word began. Sin began to take root again in the lives of some of the believers, except in those

assemblies that tested and tried the doctrinal spirits. These remained pure. The heretics who

attempted to infiltrate the churches left under the heat of God´s word from the mouth of God´s

men. Upon hearing the Word, the heretics would either repent or run. If they ran, they would

start assemblies of their own which were totally the church of antichrist, who continued to

use the name of "Jesus."

But the visible church, as a whole, which was called out of the world, was losing that identity.

Counterfeits remained among the believers. The false teachers were allowed to roam among

the sheep like wolves. These teachers could creep in unaware because the believers were

falling asleep spiritually. They stopped reading the word of God diligently. The persecution

was taking its toll. Compromise was slipping into the hearts of the people. Much of the writings

of the New Testament address these issues head on.

These unconverted converts among the slumbering believers is what made the visible church

impure. The overall spiritual makeup of the people is mixed, thus making the organized church

a blend of harlots and brides. There were three types of people in the house of God: (1) The

counterfeits. (2) The compromised. (3) The consecrated. To which of these groups do you

belong?

4.02-Church Unity
A study of the Lord´s message to the seven churches of Revelation 2 and 3 will reveal that the

organized, visible church grew in unbelief, not righteousness. The Lord is prophetically outlining

the history of the visible church from Pentecost to the Rapture. Each church represents the

spiritual condition of Christendom in seven different periods of time. A casual study of church

history will confirm this to be true.

Only the churches at Smyrna and Philadelphia kept themselves pure and true to the Lord,

thereby receiving no rebuke from the Lord. These churches refused to mix spiritually with

these false brethren who loved the world, who belonged to the synagogue of Satan, the church

of antichrist. The other five churches, in varying degrees, mixed themselves with the doctrines

and customs of the world, and were severely warned by the Lord to repent. Those who were

consecrated were being compromised by the counterfeits.

The Lord´s message to Sardis best illustrates and confirms that there is a church within a

church. Those who have defiled themselves are the harlot. And those who walk worthy are the

bride. They both claim to follow Jesus.

Revelation 3:1-6, 1)"And unto the angel of the church in Sardis write: These things saith he that hath

the seven spirits of God, and the seven stars. I know thy works, that thou hast a name that thou

livest, and art dead. 2)Be watchful, and strengthen the things which remain, that are ready to die;

for I have not found thy works perfect before God. 3)Remember, therefore, how thou hast received

and heard, and hold fast, and repent. If therefore, thou shalt not watch, I will come on thee as a
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thief, and thou shalt not know what hour I will come upon thee. 4)Thou hast a few names even in

Sardis that have not defiled their garments, and they shall walk with me in white; for they are

worthy. 5)He that overcometh, the same shall be clothed in white raiment; and I will confess his

name before my Father, and before his angels. 6)He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit

saith unto the churches."

It is the intention and purpose of Satan to bring unity between the defiled and the undefiled,

the harlot and the bride. He can accomplish this by seducing the undefiled believers into

thinking that worldly ways are acceptable to God. Those in Sardis who fell for such seduction

are here rebuked by Jesus and admonished to repent and look up for his coming. For their

worldly wicked way was destroying the watchfulness that He commands all His followers to

have. Jesus commends those who would not spiritually unite with worldly Christians, who

"played the harlot" and defiled themselves. The harlot Christians at Sardis reveal the cleverness

of the devil, who made them think they were "alive", when before God, they were impure and

soiled. Jesus loves them, but wants them to repent.

Jesus refers to the works of the churches because what they did and said outwardly was the

evidence their inward faith had been perverted. Lies were mixed the truth in the hearts and

lives of the defiled Christians in Sardis. They were mixing pagan doctrines and customs into

their hearts. The clergy-laity divide, health and wealth extremism, patriotism, Christmas and

Easter are a few examples. Therefore, neither their works nor their faith were perfect or pure

before God. They were not walking in the Spirit, who alone can produce perfect works from a

pure heart of faith. Jesus said a good tree (heart) cannot bring forth bad fruit.

These Christians in Sardis were in trouble, spiritually and eventually eternally, if repentance

and turning from their worldliness to looking for Him, was something they continued to resist

or reject.

With the exception of Laodecia, true believers are found in all the other churches. They are the

remnant who reject the false doctrines of the false teachers. They have kept pure the deity and

doctrines of Jesus Christ. They trust the Spirit of God for power to obey and are faithfully

awaiting the return of the Savior.

Those defiled assemblies of people who deny or doubt either Jesus´ deity or doctrines are

rapidly joining forces today, to help governments establish peace in the world. Much movement

in this direction has transpired since World War II. The National and World Council of Churches,

the Roman Catholic Church, and apostate Protestants have been urging and insisting on the

unity of the "body of Christ", to help bring about this so-called peace. With deep regret, it

seems that even many evangelical, fundamental, and charismatic Protestants are jumping on

the bandwagon. This is especially true of those who rely on the government (FCC, IRS, etc.) for

the continuation of their ministries. Their political entanglements will prove to be their downfall,

unless they are alerted to the danger.

These individuals and groups consider themselves to be the body of Christ on the earth. But

what apostate Christians believe and what God says are two separate things. Much of the

unity movement is really the "body of antichrist" being gathered together to be burned and

baked by God during the 70th Week.

What were the repeated warning of Jesus to His followers? Is the warning being heeded today?

Does anyone really care?
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Matthew 24:4-6, 4)"And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man deceive you.

5)For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ, and shall deceive many. 6)And ye shall

hear of wars and rumors of wars; see that ye be not troubled; for all these things must come to pass,

but the end is not yet."

The devil is today troubling many religious men with the threat of nuclear war and its horrors.

This fear and complete ignorance of prophetic truth is leading these pseudo-Christians groups

to their own destruction. The call for unity is a truth, but you can´t unite with darkness. Truth

and doctrine is the basis for unity in the Holy Spirit. One glaring truth is, "there will never be

true God-given peace among all nations and all men until the Lord Jesus Christ literally sets

His glorious feet on the earth." To think otherwise is fatal and folly. It really exposes the self-

righteous spirit that controls those who think they can bring world peace apart from the

return of the Lord.

Remember, the closer we get to the Lord´s return, the more deceptive the devil will become.

His world appears Godly, but so did the world of the Pharisees. Jesus rebuked them by calling

them liars and telling them their father was the devil, not God. In Matthew 24:4-6, Jesus is

warning His disciples not to be deceived. The lies of antichrist are very subtle and close to the

truth. Remember, deceivers come in Jesus´ name, saying that Jesus is the Christ with their

lips, but not in their hearts. Our lips can say many things at times, even though the heart is

still unsure and peppered with unbelief.

4.03-Unity in Diversity
How else is this unity of the defiled and undefiled being attempted in America? What other

angle is the devil using? Satan is today attacking all segments in America´s Christendom

through the decisions of ungodly men and agencies in government. This attack has many

fronts and faces. It is even against groups which are normally against each other. Why? It is

because Christendom in America is composed of those God calls harlots, and those He calls

brides. Both are being attacked.

This seemingly indiscriminate governmental attack on "religion" is a satanic diversion designed

to entice the true bride of Christ to commit fornication with other antichrist political parties

and the harlot church system. Satan´s diversion is accomplished by tempting real men of God

to compare the harlot church with these ungodly government officials, who are making wrong

decisions on important issues. By making this comparison, the harlot, who has perverted

major doctrines, begins to look like "Mr. Clean." Men of God are then tempted to ignore or

forget the major doctrinal errors of the harlot, who is also being attacked by these same men.

Satan has always been attempting to seduce the body of Christ, to compromise it. In America,

he is using issues that are agreeable both to the harlot and the bride, to help create this

uniting in spirit of otherwise separated religious groups. (School prayer, Christian schools,

religious freedom, abortion, family values, homosexuals, etc.) Ungodly men in high places in

government are making decisions on these issues that are opposed by both the harlot and the

bride. This coming together of different groups is a modern day equivalent of the Jewish

Sanhedrin, which consisted of opposing factions united in a common front at the time of the

Roman occupation of Israel. Today this is called "unity in diversity." Everyone is urged to

unite behind agreeable issues and under the least common denominator.

As God is allowing this governmental action to fall upon Christendom, His reason for suffering

on the harlot is different from His reason to allow true followers to suffer. The suffering of the
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harlot is punitive, whereas the suffering of the righteous is to demonstrate His love and power

to the lost as they observe the faithful in their affliction. This is another way that Satan

deceives. He wants us to think the harlot is suffering for its pretended Godliness, as the bride

does for its pure faith.

What should be the calling of the bride as she encounters the harlot? True believers should be

calling the harlot and political parties to repentance, not joining up with them. As they refuse

to repent of their impurity when confronted in love by the bride, we shall see an increasing

allegiance between the leadership of the harlot church and the friendly political leaders who

court her. Together, they will persecute the true Christians who are a thorn in their side.

These outwardly friendly, political powers in government are using these common issues in

Christendom as bait to attract their voting support, to help them be elected. They are proving

to be very successful. These friendly political forces have an outer form of Godliness, but are

antichrist at their foundation. Their political parties and platforms are not based upon the

person of Jesus Christ and all of His doctrines. They all, while sitting in church with their

harlot allies, continue to say to our Lord Jesus, "We shall not have this man to reign over us."

The soon return of the Lord to physically judge and rule over the nations is neglected by both

the harlot and her political friends. Even if the Lord´s return is mentioned, they do not long for

it and cherish it.

The result of what´s occurring in Christendom and government in America will be the "woman

sitting on the beast," Revelation 17:3. The harlot and her friends in high places will be the

target of God´s wrath during the 70th Week of Daniel.

4.04-Harlot´s Prophet
In these last days, religious activities will become "major news events." Religious leaders will

be courted by the rulers of the world to help them establish peace. This has always occurred,

but the threat of nuclear war has increased the call for help. One man will be lifted up among

Christian circles to lead the way for peace and plenty. He will be very successful in uniting

many denominations, even other religions. This will stabilize and calm the fears of the world.

It is happening now, but will really gain momentum during the first half of the 70th Week.

This reprobate religious leader will work closely with antichrist, who heads up the Neo-Roman

Empire. Together, they will push for the brotherhood of man and man´s dignity. Listen to the

apostle John as he describes this unholy union.

Revelation 17:1-3, 1)"And there came one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls, and talked

with me, saying unto me, Come here; I will show unto thee the judgment of the great harlot that

sitteth upon many waters; 2)With whom the kings of the earth have committed fornication, and the

inhabitants of the earth have been made drunk with the wine of her fornication. 3)So he carried me

away in the Spirit into the wilderness and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet-colored beast, full of

names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns."

The harlot mentioned here is the counterfeit bride of Christ. She is called a harlot by God,

because the true church is called the bride of Christ. Because this church is spiritually impure,

she is called a harlot. A harlot is any Christian who shares the love of their heart with anyone

or thing other than the Lord Jesus Christ. As you look at outside appearances, they both are

women. But inside, she is cleansed, the other is corrupted. Notice carefully that she sits upon

many waters, implying that her influence is worldwide.
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Reading through verse 3, we find that the harlot also sits on the beast with seven heads and

ten horns. This reveals to us the geo-political center of the harlot´s power. This also means

that she will be useful to the political beast and that they have the same desires and goals.

The leader of this harlot is scripturally called the false prophet.

Revelation 16:13, "And I saw three unclean spirits, like frogs, come out of the mouth of the dragon, and

out of the mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet."

He is also known as the beast out of the earth.

Revelation 13:11, "And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a

lamb, and he spoke like a dragon."

The false prophet will eventually cause the world to worship the antichrist, who was healed

from his deadly wound. It is very possible that the false prophet will perform a miracle healing

service for the slain leader. Will the whole world be watching on satellite television, as he lays

his hands on the body? Of course, the world will think it´s the power of God, not Satan. For to

be deceived means to think the works of God are Satan´s, and the works of Satan are God´s.

Revelation 13:12-14, 12)"And he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and causeth the

earth and them that dwell on it to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was healed. 13)And

he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come down from heaven on the earth in the sight of

men. 14)And deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by the means of those miracles which he had

power to do in the sight (TV, FCC) of the beast, saying to them that dwell on the earth, that they

should make an image to the beast, that had the wound by a sword, and did live."

The false prophet will be the number one miracle worker of a miracle minded church. He will

mesmerize the masses with his miracles, and poison their hearts with his message. One of the

miracles performed will be to make fire come down from Heaven. While Jesus was on the

earth, many people wanted proof of His claims by bringing fire down from Heaven. Jesus

refused to accommodate them, but the false prophet will meet their need.

It is quite probable that the false prophet will take credit for the destruction of the Russian-

Arab armies which will invade Israel about midway through the 70th Week. For Ezekiel 38:22

and Revelation 8:7 depict God´s judgment on Communism and Islam as "fire from heaven."

The false prophet and his political partner will pray for God to intervene when world war

breaks out in the Middle East. God does intervene, but not to answer the prayers of these two

antichrists, but to expose them!

The Bible not only tells us the characteristics and posers of the false prophet, but from where

he originates.

Revelation 17:9, "And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains, on

which the woman sitteth."

The seven mountains symbolize the seven kingdoms in history that directly affected Israel,

(Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia, Greece, Rome, and Neo-Rome). Each one of these empires

has had a counterfeit religious system that influenced it. Some teachers identify the seven

mountains as the city of Rome itself, thereby isolating the Roman Catholic Church as the

harlot. That´s true, but the great harlot is much larger than just the Catholic Church, even
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though Catholicism will play a leadership role within the harlot system. That´s why it is better

to also believe that the great harlot encompasses all of the apostate denominations and religions,

which are geographically seated in all the eleven nations of the Neo-Roman Empire. The apostate

Protestant churches will play a significant role in this sinister spiritual system.

If the beast nation is America, then we must be able to find a strong religious influence on the

political forces of the nation. Is that the situation in America? Do Catholic and Protestant

leaders have any voice with political leaders? Do the political leaders bow to the influence of

the religious higher ups in order to get the votes of their people? Do the Presidents, Senators,

and Governors sit in the church pews, and then invite the pastors and evangelists into their

offices? Some attend church because they indeed love God, but most do it to be elected or re-

elected.

Due to the strong winds of Catholic-Protestant unity, it would not be surprising to see a

Protestant President and a Catholic Pope call each other, "God´s gift to the world for peace." In

the fall of 1982, we had a taste of this deception when the President and the Pope met in

Rome, embraced one another, and called for the establishment of world peace and prosperity.

The imminent coming of the Prince of Peace was never mentioned. This growing cooperation

and union between the Presidency and the Papacy will also help to solidify the alliance between

the 10 nations of Western Europe and the United States, which together comprise the Neo-

Roman Empire or the seventh mountain.

During the first 3 1/2 years of the 70th Week, the political beast will use the power and

influence of the false prophet and his church to gain control of a disturbed disintegrating

world. I also believe it is likely that the familiar spirit who calls himself "Mary" will make a

public appearance encouraging all the world to follow the President and Pope in their quest for

world peace. They will succeed. But then something dramatic will happen.

4.05-Harlot is Burned
Revelation 17:16, "And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these shall hate the harlot,

and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and burn her with fire."

What causes the beast and his political forces to turn on the harlot? Remember, that once

Communism and Islam are destroyed, and the beast has gained control over the earth, he will

no longer need the services of the harlot and its membership. But there is more to it than that.

For this burning begins at the same time the antichrist has risen from the dead. He will think

that he is God and no longer will permit the people to worship anyone but him. At this time he

wants the outright worship of all people. The false prophet who may have been part of his

miracle resurrection will remain faithful to the beast and cause their members of the worldwide

harlot system to worship the beast and to take his mark.

Remember, the great harlot up to that point in time has thought they were serving and following

the true God, but in realty mixed their faith by worshiping themselves and the things of the

world. They committed spiritual adultery. They denied the power of Jesus and worshiped

money and what it could buy. Remember, up to the death and apparent resurrection of the

beast, many of these people never thought that any earthly man could be Jesus, especially

Protestants. They thought that Jesus was still in Heaven waiting for them to take over the

world. So, when this risen beast calls himself "the Christ", it causes many to examine what is

going on.
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Who were these people before the 70th Week began? Where do they come from? Are some now

being hated, persecuted and burned with fire because they won´t worship the beast and they

hesitate in taking in taking his mark? Could it be that some in the harlot church, even though

they´re still caught up in a spirit of harlotry, are questioning whether they should bow the

knee to this man? Is the Holy Spirit beginning to convict and reach the hearts of some? Could

it be that some are realizing their idolatrous ways and repenting? Jesus rebukes the Laodecian

church by saying,

Revelation 3:16-19, 16)"So then, because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold or hot, I will spew thee

out of my mouth. 17)Because thou sayest, I am rich, and increased with goods, and have need of

nothing, and knowest not, that thou art wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked.

18)I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich; and white raiment, that

thou mayest be clothed, and that the shame of thy nakedness do not appear; and anoint thine eyes

with salve, that thou mayest see. 19)As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten; be zealous, therefore,

and repent."

The same people now being hunted by the beast and the false prophet were the ones who

attended services at Laodecia, before the rapture. The "health and wealth" Laodecians and the

harlot church are one and the same. They centered their desires on one´s self-image and how

to be a success in this world. They made fun of all of us who warned them in love to repent,

not knowing they were actually mocking the Lord Himself.

4.06-Doctrinal Warning
How can we know which church or assembly is preaching the truth? What false doctrines are

being taught today? What errors being taught identify the spirit of antichrist working among

the visible house of God? There are basically four doctrinal areas that, if you are aware of, and

desirous of walking pure of heart, you won´t be deceived. If you are attending a fellowship

which subscribes and holds to any of these doctrines or teachings, you have two alternatives.

First, you can leave quickly and then prayerfully search for a sound Gospel preaching fellowship.

Secondly, you can stay there and attempt to change the situation. The only effective way of

stopping false doctrine is by preaching the truth from the word of God. But, frankly, you

should make very sure whether or not the Lord wants you to remain in a spiritual environment

that holds to serious doctrinal error. For it is very harmful and dangerous to your own spiritual

welfare. Paul urges several times in his letters to remove yourself from such a place, (Romans

16:17, I Corinthians 5:11, Galatians 5:12, I Timothy 6:5, II Timothy 3:5).

Maybe you have close friends and family who attend with you, making it hard to leave. If

that´s the case, and the Lord wants you there, then you must get into the word, and let the

love of Jesus flow through you. That love which comes from knowing the truth, will draw

people to you. Be ready for persecution and criticism. If you remain faithful, the Lord will use

you to save souls from sin and Hell right within your own church. Now, what are the false

doctrines to beware of?

4.07-Works or Grace
Galatians 1:6-9, 6)"I marvel that ye are so soon removed from him that called you into the grace of

Christ unto another gospel. 7)Which is not another; but there are some that trouble you, and would

pervert the gospel of Christ. 8)But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto

you than that which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed. 9)As we said before, so say

now again, If any man preach any other gospel unto you than that ye have received, let him be
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accursed."

Paul says here there is a curse on anyone who tampers with the gospel of grace in Christ

Jesus. What does it mean to tamper with it? We are saved from sin by grace through faith,

(Ephesians 2:8-9). The only way to Heaven is to believe in your heart and confess that Jesus

died on the cross, and He rose again on the third day. You must confess that you are a sinner,

and seek forgiveness and cleansing from God through the blood of Jesus.

But in the church world today, there is much tampering with the grace of God. Many have

made the grace of God a powerless word. How? By the idea that if you are good, obey the

commandments, and help your fellow man, after all that then you will get to Heaven. Listen

very carefully! You can work all your life doing good deeds, trying to obey the laws. But if, at

the same time, you don´t trust in the substitutionary death of Jesus, Hell is still your destiny.

His blood is the only atonement for your sin. Besides, those works of yours are not of the

Spirit, but of the flesh, and are as filthy rags before God.

That´s not to say that having good works is meaningless, for faith without works is dead, or

nonexistent. But true works of faith are a product of the Holy Spirit working in and through

believers. Any other works are imperfect before God. You cannot work you way to Heaven by

what you do apart from the work of the Spirit in you. Jesus is the only way.

It is Godly sorrow, repentance and faith in His blood that brings the Holy Spirit into our heart.

It is the sorrowful realization of our sinfulness, our inability to save ourselves, that turns us

toward the cross to gaze at His death and blood. No one can keep the laws in his own strength.

You must have Christ Jesus in your heart. Only then can you begin to truly obey the

commandments of God.

The indwelling Holy Spirit is the power behind our desire to obey Jesus. Only the Spirit within

us can stand against and overcome Satan´s lies. The real purpose of the law is to expose our

sinfulness, that we would then turn to Jesus for help and power.

4.08-Why Obey God
It is important, even imperative, that we understand obedience to the Lord God and what that

all entails. Why does anyone want to or desire to obey God? Is there a right or a wrong motive

for obeying God? Not only does the Holy Spirit indwell and empower us to obey the

commandments, but He also gives us the proper motivation. This is so critical, for multitudes

of false teachers are seducing people to desire obedience to God for the wrong reasons. Your

reason for obeying God can reveal whether or not you´re walking in the Spirit or the flesh.

If we desire to obey for impure reasons we are distorting the grace of God, and making the

blood of Jesus an unclean thing. In essence, we are then working for our salvation. Attempted

obedience that is not based and rooted upon personal identification with the crucifixion of

Jesus Christ, is the product of an impure heart.

There are basically two wrong reasons for wanting to obey God. First, there are many people

who desire to obey God, only because they think that will bring His blessings and riches upon

them. This reasoning shows nothing more than a covetous and lustful heart. They see God

only as someone who can satisfy their desires for earthly gain, success and wealth. Their

professed love and obedience is carnal and conditional.
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The second wrong motive is held by many also. These people desire to obey, strictly out of fear

of punishment. It is indeed true as Psalms 111:10 declares, that "…the fear of the Lord is the

beginning of wisdom." And that we should fear Him who can judge and destroy both soul and

body in Hell, as unsaved men fear men who can kill their bodies, (Matthew 10:28). Every

natural man whose life is threatened seeks to find an avenue of escape from the death that

stares him in the face. So also does the man who fears God´s judgment and wrath and knows

that he deserves that wrath because of his rebellion. It is then that God reveals His love, grace

and forgiveness through Jesus Christ. This is the only escape route God offers to any fearful,

sorrowful man. This wrath and love of God must be preached together if true salvation is to

occur.

But notice the Psalmist says …the beginning. When a person meets, understands, and falls in

love with Jesus Christ, that initial fear of Hell and death is transformed to reverence and love.

The heart of a regenerated man explodes with thankfulness and praise for we see the incredible

grace and love of God on the cross for us and because of us. We see on the cross a way of

escape from the fear of Hell and death. The same Jesus we are all guilty of murdering turns to

us with warm forgiving arms, if we but confess our sin with shame and sorrow.

As born again Christians, we should fear God if we have fallen into willful presumptuous sin,

but desire to obey Him only out of a motive of love and respect for a holy majestic God. When

the Holy Spirit convicts us of sin, His purpose is to produce godly sorrow and shame that

drives us to the cross for cleansing. Once forgiven and cleansed, there will follow the desire to

obey the Lord because we know that our sins were the very nails that caused His death, which

revealed His love for us. That´s the power in the grace of God. Knowing and understanding

this produces a desire not to think and do the things that caused our Lord´s death. This kind

of reasoning and understanding makes the crucifixion of Jesus more than a mere historical

happening. Identifying our sin with His death 2,000 years ago, will bring the Holy Spirit into

the hearts of fallen men.

The fear of God is an exhausting subject which is difficult to cover in the short space of this

book. But let me try to explain some more what it means to me. If you love something with all

of your heart, the thought of losing that object of your love will produce thoughts of fear and

terror. The unsaved, who love themselves and money with all of their hearts, are terrified

when confronted with the potential loss of their money and seek ways to hang on to their gods

of gold and silver. They detest and hate whatever threatens their possession and oneness with

money, including God. In like manner, those who love Jesus Christ with all their hearts, when

confronted with the thought of losing their oneness with Jesus Christ, are moved with fear

and terror. They too, seek to hang on tighter to that which has all of their love and affection.

Since sin and rebellion is the only thing that separates man from God, the true believer now

has a hate and resentment towards any sin that threatens his oneness and love with God. The

faithful will seek a way of escape from that sin which threatens him. Again, the only way of

escape is the blood of Jesus and His indwelling Holy Spirit.

So, who is it that puts fear of loss into the heart of a born again person, when sin has wormed

and worked its way back into the believers life? Who is it that reminds the fallen believer of the

wrath and love of God? Who is it that says "hate that sin which threatens your love and

oneness with Jesus?" Who is it that says "this sin now in you is what caused the Lord´s

death?" All of these are the work of the Holy Spirit. Reading this should propel those trapped

in sin to immediately confess and repent of their love for self and money. After this, one should

then transfer all their love to Jesus Christ. He who doesn´t hate sin, doesn´t love God! Listen
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to the Psalmist as he defines God´s deliverance and preservation of His people.

Psalms 97:10, "Ye that love the Lord, hate evil; he preserveth the souls of his saints; he delivereth them

out of the hand of the wicked."

4.09-Once Saved Always Saved
The next false doctrine is justification of sin after you have been born again. In some churches

around the country, you will hear loud and clear from the pulpit, "now that you´re saved, you

always will be." They will use such scriptures as,

John 10:29, "My Father, who gave them to me, is greater than all and no man is able to pluck them out

of my Father´s hand."

What they are forgetting is that man can pluck himself from "the faith" in Jesus and His word.

A person has the choice whether to practice sin or not. God created man in His image, giving

man from the beginning, the free will to decide if his love and heart is for God or the world.

God gives us his grace, in His Holy Spirit, to stop sinning, not to continue to excuse ourselves

in it. Remember what we have just studied in the section, "Why obey God?"

In Revelation 2:4-5, Jesus told the church at Ephesus they had left and abandoned their first love for

Him and His word. The ultimate end of doing that is recorded in the message to the church at Sardis.

Revelation 3:5, "He that overcometh, the same shall be clothed in white raiment; and I will not blot his

name out of the book of life, but I will confess his name before my Father, and before his angels."

Jesus is warning His people out of love, to be overcomers by abiding in His resurrection

power. If we remain faithful, He will not blot out our names from Heaven. My friends, if your

name has been written in the book of life through faith in the blood of Jesus Christ, and then

you turn on Jesus or His word by practicing willful sin, and never repent, you are on a road

that leads to eternal destruction. And only God, not any one of us, knows how long that road

is.

You can be ashamed and surrender to the Lord from your backslidden way or keep sinning

and die. Just as a newborn baby stumbles and falls, as he grows up, you´re going to make

mistakes after you´ve been born again. For our bodies are yet to be redeemed and they war

against the Holy Spirit, who now lives in our hearts. But you shouldn´t willfully or deliberately

sin against the Lord. Anyone who teaches any doctrine that enhances and justifies such sin,

are themselves deceived. And to teach that physical death is the reward for willful sin, and

Heaven is still their destination, is to mock the power of Jesus´ blood. For all people are going

to die bodily anyway, except for those who will be raptured. The reward for unrepented, willful

sin is the Lake of Fire! Again, only the Lord knows when it is too late and you´ve gone past the

point of no return. Jesus repeatedly warned His apostles against allowing sin to enter back

into their hearts, (Luke 21:34).

Willful sin is really counting the blood of the covenant an unholy, powerless thing. The power

to live is in His cross, blood, and resurrection. These truths take away sin, and wash and

renew the spirit and the soul.

Teaching "once saved" can give a new Christian the impression that he can continue to live a

worldly, carnal life. It enhances the working of the carnal mind and body. The carnal mind
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and body wants to sin, and wars against the Spirit of God now working in the heart of the

believer. A babe in Christ must never be taught that any sin is acceptable or excusable. We all

must remember that sin of any color caused the death of our Lord Jesus.

A person is no longer a "babe in Christ" when he knows and has received in his heart, the

truth about a particular teaching, and then deliberately refuses to follow the Spirit´s lead. The

sin changes from ignorance to willfulness. He is now a backslider, not a babe. The Bible does

not teach that there is a permanent class of carnal Christians. Carnal Christians are backsliders

who have now found themselves in the chastening hands of the Lord. This period of chastening

and its length is known only to the Lord. At some point, however, if we refuse His chastening

there will be eternal judgment.

Study the following scriptures carefully. Do they suggest that a person who turns from the

power of the blood and Spirit, can still keep life? Did not Lucifer and Adam, in their pre-fall

states have eternal life? What did God tell Adam would happen to him if he rebelled by eating

of the tree? God said, "thou shalt surely die." Death is separation from God. What did Satan,

who also lost his position, then say to Eve? "Thou shalt not surely die." This lie is at the root

of the doctrine, "once saved, always saved."

II Peter 2:19-21, 19)"While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption;

for of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage. 20)For if, after they have

escaped the pollutions of the world through the knowledge of the Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, they

are again entangled in it, and overcome, the latter end is worse with them than the beginning. 21)For

it had been better for them not to have known the way of righteousness than, after they have known

it, to turn from the holy commandment delivered unto them."

Ezekiel 3:20-21, 20)"Again, When a righteous man doth turn from his righteousness, and commits

iniquity, and I lay a stumbling block before him, he shall die; because thou hast not given him

warning, he shall die in his sin, and his righteousness which he hath done shall not be remembered;

but his blood I will require at thine hand. 21)Nevertheless, if thou warn the righteous man, that the

righteous sin not, and he doth not sin, he shall surely live, because he is warned; also thou hast

delivered thy soul."

Ezekiel 13:22, "Because with lies ye have made the heart of the righteous sad, whom I have not made

sad; and strengthened the hands of the wicked, that he should not return from his wicked way, by

promising him life;"

Ephesians 5:5-7, 5)"For this ye know, that no fornicator, nor unclean person, nor covetous man (who is

an idolater) hath any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of God. 6)Let no man deceive you with

vain words; for because of these things cometh the wrath of God upon the sons of disobedience. 7)Be

not ye, therefore, partakers with them.

Hebrews 10:26-27, 26)"For if we sin willfully after we have received the knowledge of the truth, there

remaineth no more sacrifice for sins, 27)But a certain fearful looking for of judgment and fiery indig-

nation, which shall devour the adversaries."

Jesus said that His followers are the light of the world. Willful sin dims and destroys that light.

The more one sins, the dimmer the light becomes. Say no to the sins of the fleshly lusts that

war against your soul.
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You are eternally secure in Christ as long as you continue to trust in His shed blood as the

only atonement for your sin. To give any person the idea they can continue in a sinful, impure

state, without ever losing Heaven, is to deny the power of the blood of the Lamb to keep him

pure. That teaching strips the power from the cross and the blood. It opens the floodgates of

excuse and rationalization of sin. It destroys the fear of God within a person. It makes one

insensitive to the convicting, reproving work of the Holy Spirit. This heretical teaching grieves

the Holy Spirit, who commands us to hate sin and to be ashamed at the commission of any

sin.

Eternal security is a blessed truth, but the security is in and through faith in the blood of

Christ and the indwelling Holy Spirit! The way eternal security is taught in many circles is a

perversion of truth. All too often, people trust in "once saved," rather than to repent and trust

in the blood to forgive and cleanse.

Walk in the Spirit; let the Lord lead your life. Give up the old carnal ways of living. Jesus loves

and forgives and gives power to overcome to all that turn to Him. Jesus will forgive and take

away your sin, but He will never excuse or cover it up. There is no "Watergate Mentality" in the

counsels of God.

To walk in the Spirit is to walk under His blood and cross, to confess our sin as He makes us

aware of it, knowing that He will forgive it. If confession is real and from the heart, the desire

to continue in that sin is gone. The temptation to sin will attack our minds, but in our hearts

the desire to sin will be washed away. Listen and give heed to Paul.

Galatians 5:16-17, 16)"This I say then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfill the lust of the flesh.

17)For the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh; and these are contrary the

one to the other, so that ye cannot do the things that ye would."

4.10-Denial of Deity
The third basic doctrine of false teachers is the denial of the deity and humanity of Jesus

Christ. The scale of the denial can range from outright verbal rejection or disavowal of the

person, Jesus Christ, to the silent refusal to acknowledge the Lordship of Jesus Christ in our

lives. There is more warning against this unbiblical doctrine than any other lie Satan has

manufactured. The apostle John was constantly exposing the false teachers, who came in

Jesus´ name, but the confession of their heart was a denial of the deity of the Lord. They still

loved the world.

I John 4:1-3, 1)"Beloved, believe not every spirit, but test the spirits whether they are of God; because

many false prophets are gone out into the world. 2)By this know ye the Spirit of God; every spirit

that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God; 3)and every spirit that confesseth not

that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God; and this is the spirit of antichrist, of which ye

have heard that it should come, and even now already is it in the world."

The deity and humanity of Jesus Christ is fundamental to understanding the redemptive

process of God. This process has five inseparable ingredients. First, the virgin birth of Jesus,

which broke the sinful blood line of Adam. The eternal God was incarnated into a perfect pure

body conceived by the Holy Spirit. In other words, God took upon Himself human form for all

to see. Jesus was tempted in all points, by the devil, even as we. But, unlike sinful man, Jesus

never gave in to the intense pressure to sin. He was the perfect man, completely victorious

over sin. For had He sinned, His blood and His death would be empty and meaningless, and
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we could not be saved. We must believe in this to be saved

Secondly, we must believe that Jesus´ crucifixion and shedding of blood was the complete

atonement for our sin, and that He paid the price for all to be forgiven and cleansed by God.

His shedding of blood was full payment for the penalty of breaking the law of God, which is

death.

There is a teaching being popularized today, that is polluting and poisoning the minds of

many people. It is that Jesus took our sins upon His Spirit, and not just His body. They say He

had to before His body could die. What does it mean that Jesus bore our sin, that He took our

sin upon Himself? It means that Jesus bore the penalty (death) of sin. He became a sacrificial

substitutionary sin offering. The Bible repeatedly refers to His body and blood as the sacrifice,

not His Spirit.

Isaiah 53:10 says that the soul (mind) of Jesus was the sin offering. Some would read this and thereby

justify their error by teaching the spiritual death of Jesus Christ. If His dying spiritually is a lie, then

what does it mean when God says His mind or soul was a sin offering? It means that He chose in

His Spirit and mind to let His body die for us. He didn´t choose to sin, and neither did He have to die

spiritually before His body could die. Spiritual sin is sinful thoughts, desires, motivations and atti-

tudes. Jesus resisted sinful thoughts to His death, never giving heed to them. For had He taken our

sinful thoughts into His heart, He would then no longer be pure. He sweated drops of blood, resisting

those thoughts.

Those who teach that He "became sin" in His Spirit are teaching that He took our sinful

thoughts and desires in His mind and heart. Whether they know it or not, that implies that

Jesus became a sinner and that He Himself then needed to be spiritually born again. Therefore,

it is not surprising that the heretics, who hold to the spiritual death of Jesus Christ, also

teach that He had to be born again from Hell. May God open their eyes to the eternal danger

they are in. This teaching distorts and destroys the atonement, the incarnation, the deity of

Jesus.

Let me repeat it again. The teaching that Jesus died spiritually proclaims that Jesus entered

Hell, His Spirit was dead, bound by sin, and needed to be born again or redeemed. This is

heresy at its deepest levels. Hearing and believing such lies in your heart will bring nothing

upon you but the wrath of God. Those who hold to this heresy teach that Jesus entered the

region of the damned in Hades, bound and gagged by our sin. If this is true, then Jesus lied to

the repentant thief on the cross when He said, "today thou shalt be with me in paradise." This

one statement of Jesus exposes the damnable lie of His spiritual death. Jesus entered into the

paradise compartment of Hell, to lead the Old Testament saints out from their captivity

(Ephesians 4:8-10, Luke 16:19-31, II Corinthians 12:4).

This teaching closely resembles the Gnostics of the first and second century, who were also

heretics. Just remember, that our Lord´s physical act of shedding blood and bodily resurrection

completed a spiritual transaction between you and God, if you believe that in your heart.

The third ingredient that you must believe to be saved, is that Jesus rose bodily from the

dead. And that His resurrected boy would never taste of death again. It is the same body that

came out of the tomb, that today is at the right hand of the Father in Heaven, waiting to return

to the earth. You cannot have eternal life, you are not redeemed, if you doubt or dispute the

bodily resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ. Paul states this central truth very simply.
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Romans 10:9-10, 9)"That if you confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and believe in thine heart that

God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved. 10)For with the heart man believeth unto

righteousness; and with the mouth confession is made unto salvation."

The fourth ingredient is the ascension of Jesus Christ back to Heaven, from which He came.

In His resurrected, glorified body, He was transported into Heaven from the earth, in the sight

of His disciples. Had He not returned to Heaven, the Holy Spirit couldn´t be sent into the earth

to be received and indwell His followers.

The last ingredient in God´s plan for your redemption is the bodily return of the Lord Jesus

Christ, to resurrect the dead bodies of His followers, and to change those of the living saints.

Seven years later Jesus will rule the nations from Jerusalem and complete the first resurrection

by resurrecting the martyred saints of the 70th Week. Isaiah prophesied of the King and His

kingdom.

Isaiah 9:6, "For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given, and the government shall be upon his

shoulders; and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counselor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting

Father, the Prince of Peace."

Jesus is that child born in Bethlehem and that son given in Jerusalem, of that there can be no

question. If the first two prophecies find their literal fulfillment on the earth, then so will the

third one. It is obvious there is a gap of time between the child and the son, so why do so many

discount His earthly reign? It is just a longer gap of time. The third part of Isaiah´s prophecy

will take place on the earth. This great truth of His imminent coming kingdom has always

been attacked and always will be. Let me warn any reader right here, that to attack the earthly

millennial reign of Jesus is to call God a liar. It will produce the wrath of God upon anyone

who denies it. Peter reveals that deniers were prevalent in his day also.

II Peter 3:1-3, 1)"This second epistle, beloved, I now write unto you, in both of which I stir up your pure

minds by way of remembrance, 2)That ye may be mindful of the words which were spoken before by

the holy prophets, and of the commandment of us, the apostles of the Lord and Savior; 3)Knowing

this first, that there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own lusts, and saying,

Where is the promise of his coming? For since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were

from the beginning of the creation."

Peter tells us that people who follow their selfish lusts will deny or doubt the imminent return

of Jesus. They will know about Jesus, but really don´t know him. They won´t be looking and

longing for His promised coming, as the Lord repeatedly commanded us to do. It is because

their hearts are not established on His deity, but on the treasures of this earth.

If you doubt, deny or reject any of the five ingredients of our Lord´s deity and humanity you

are deceived and under the control of Satan. This redemptive plan is for everyone, there is no

other way to be redeemed. To be redeemed, there must be an identification and association

with this plan by the person who hears it. We must become one with Him and His word. The

devil´s desire is for you to believe everything and anything but this plan. He doesn´t care if you

use the name "Jesus," as long as it is not the One just described. Satan doesn´t even care if

you say with your lips all these things, as long as you don´t really understand and identify

with them in your heart. People who reject God´s total redemptive work in Christ have fallen.

Many preachers seem to proclaim great truth, but if they deny or omit any part of this plan,

they have committed harlotry and belong to the devil´s counterfeit church. They have been
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seduced.

4.11-Satan´s Seduction
Satan has seduced through false teachings and teachers most of the organized church today.

Paul said that the apostasy would grow worse and worse, to the point where people would

hear truth, but not love it (II Thessalonians 2:10). What does that mean? What is the truth?

How do we love truth? To love something with all your heart is to become one with the object

of your love. It is essential that we love God with all our hearts. We must not share our love

with anyone or thing. Some might say "what about the commands to love thy neighbor and

love thy enemies?" When we obey God´s first commandment to love Him with all our heart, we

become one with Him. Then it is His love through His Spirit that flows to our enemies and

neighbors.

Here again is the truth that you must love and become one with: Jesus Christ, the Son of God,

His cross, His resurrection, His coming, and all that He said about those things. Much deception

today lies in the area of what He said about those things.

The cross of Jesus, if loved and identified with, severs us from an inborn love for this world

system. Heaven then becomes our true daily hope and desire. Not through death, but His

coming to the earth to receive us. These truths must be loved and applied. So any doctrine or

teaching which discounts or distorts the imminency and importance of Heaven and Jesus´

coming; which teaches more about life and success in this world; according to the standards

of success in this world; which teaches that the cross was to make you successful in this

world, to be a winner; is a seducing doctrine of Satan.

The same applies to the doctrine of the resurrection. Many, if not most of Christendom hold to

the teaching, however subtly, that the resurrection power of Jesus Christ is to free you from

suffering or poverty. In some circles it has become so perverted that one is made to feel

unfaithful if he is poor or in pain. There is some truth in this, but as in all false doctrine, it

becomes perverted when it is incomplete in its scriptural context.

The primary purpose of the resurrection power is to free our hearts and minds from sin and

the world daily, and to commune with God. What the false teachers consider to be the purpose

of the resurrection, increased riches and success, is the very desire it saves us from. All they

have done is to "Christianize" their carnal desires for self and riches. To truly experience His

resurrection power, is to be free from the damnable desires to be rich and successful, to be

somebody, to be admired by men. So the false teachers teach their flocks, who have itching

ears, to sin, all in the name of Jesus.

By the standards set by many preachers and teachers today, Paul even Jesus would have to

be considered as lacking faith and knowledge. Some of these men have publicly suggested

just such a thing. May God have mercy upon their souls. For they have placed undue and

unbalanced emphasis on deliverance from pain and poverty of the body, while their hearts

and minds are saturated with sinful thoughts.

Most people don´t have a love for such truth stated above. For such truth produces in one´s

mind and heart a love for the Lord´s coming, to cherish it, to proclaim it. For His coming will

conclude our redemption, that is the redemption of our bodies, and the devil´s party will be

over! We will be with Him, Jesus our Lord, forever more!
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4.12-Testing a Sermon
People may ask, "How can I discover if a message or sermon is from God or not?" Before

anything else, your heart must be open to hear from God. There are three tests that you

should apply to every message. First, the message must confess the deity and doctrines of

Jesus Christ, which we have just studied. It must be understood that saying Jesus is Lord

with the lips and confessing His deity and doctrine from the heart are as different as Heaven

and Hell. In I John 4:1-3, John says that anyone who confesses not that Jesus is come in the

flesh is antichrist. The Greek of …is come…, also reads…to come or is coming. In other words,

the two comings of Jesus, the eternal Son of God, in the flesh or body, are fundamental to our

faith.

What is the relationship between the two comings of Jesus? How do they work together? To

understand and experience His first coming to the cross, produces a longing for His Second

Coming to wear a crown. Because the cross is where the "self life" dies, and His life begins in

us. The cross is where "this world" in us dies, and the "next world" becomes our all now!

If His return is not filling your head and heart, have you really understood His first coming in

the flesh to die on the cross? Have you confessed from your heart? Have you been to the cross

to die to sin, self, and this world? So anyone who speaks or preaches, who is not filled in their

heart and mouth with the proper understanding of the two comings of the Lord, is against

Christ or antichrist. To omit or neglect preaching either of His comings is to make the other

incomprehensible. This is how His cross and its true meaning and purpose has been disfigured

by many teachers today.

The second test of a message is, "who listens to the message?"

I John 4:5-6, 5)"They are of the world; therefore speak they of the world, and the world heareth them.

6)We are of God. He that knoweth God heareth us: he that is not of God heareth not us. By this know

we the spirit of truth, and the spirit of error."

Any preaching that omits or neglects man´s sinfulness, repentance, forgiveness and cleansing

of sin, faith in Jesus and His imminent return, will be heard and received throughout the

world. Many will listen and agree, while their empty hearts remain unconverted. For example,

most people feel that we should help feed the poor and keep the commandments of God.

However, when these things are preached and taught apart from repentance and faith in

Jesus, they deceivingly give people the impression that that´s all they need to do to be saved.

When John said in these verses that the false prophets spoke of the world, and the world

heard them, what else was he meaning? The world Satan controls is composed of unregenerated

hearts, who are motivated by the lustful desires for earthly gain, success, position, popularity,

and power. When these "false brethren" speak and preach, the worldly heart who listens to

them is not convinced that these are evil desires which Jesus can remove from him by faith.

On the contrary, these desires are enhanced and encouraged by these men who corrupt the

word of God. It was these very fleshly desires that Paul counted "as dung," that he might know

the real desires that Jesus gives to a converted spirit (Philippians 3:1-10).

A man who knows the Lord will not spiritually receive these worldly brethren who have misused

the word of God to their own advantage. A man who rejects his born sinfulness of heart, or

who resists the truth that his very desires are implanted by Satan, will not be able to remain

under the strong preaching of God´s uncompromised word. They will leave, but seek out
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others who believe and live as they do. It is then that the Jesus they proclaim becomes "another

Jesus."

It is not surprising that many of the teachers who put the doctrine of the pre-70th Week

return of Jesus at the bottom of their list of things to preach, also preach the abundant,

successful, prosperous life in this world. And when people hear their message, their carnal

hearts are filled with excitement. For they have just been cleverly told that they can have God,

and go get all the gold they desire. In fact, they are taught that God wants them to have all the

gold!

God is not mocked. Beware of false teachers. Fiery judgment awaits those who put emphasis

on a man´s life in this world, who at the same time neglect to teach the imminent return of the

Lord. Don´t be partakers in their sin, shame, or separation from God.

It is evidenced by Jesus Himself, that when you preach repentance and faith in Him, most

people will not listen. In fact, if that repentance message is proclaimed long enough, the

religious leaders, themselves filled with sin, will kill you. For they don´t think they need to

repent.

The third test of a message is love.

I John 4:10-13, 10)"Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that he loved us, and sent his Son to be

the propitiation for our sins. 11)Beloved, if God so loved us, we ought also to love one another. 12)No

man hath seen God at any time. If we love one another, God dwelleth in us, and his love is perfected

in us. 13)By this know we that we dwell in him, and he in us, because he hath given us of his

Spirit."

I John 4:20-21, 20)"If a man says, I love God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar; for he that loveth not

his brother, whom he hath seen, how can he love God, whom he hath not seen? 21)And this com-

mandment have we from him, that he who loveth God love his brother also."

We are commanded by our Lord to love God and to love our brother and neighbor. There are

questions usually asked like, "What is love? Who is my neighbor? How do I love someone?

There is so much deception in the world about love. You must understand that love is not

some "mystical" word that leaves one hanging as to it meaning.

Love is much more than being kind and compassionate to all people. Love is an action motivated

and prompted by the indwelling Holy Spirit toward God and man. This motivation is

accomplished without any preconditions. God´s love understands the value of the object being

loved. Love is seeing and understanding the unconditional compassion and concern that

Jesus has for a man´s soul. Love is the ability, through the indwelling Holy Spirit, to separate

the sin and the sinner, to love the sinner and hate the sin.

Some might suggest that this book is hard and critical toward organized Christianity and

America. You might say, "This guy doesn´t love people." But I ask you, "Did Jesus love everyone?"

Yes, He loved them so much, He told them the truth knowing beforehand it would kill Him.

Some were saved because Jesus cared and dared to confront. How can we say we love people

and not tell them the road they´re on is missing a bridge? We warn because we care.

This is God´s kind of love. Not the mushy love that loves only if it is loved back. God´s love
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working in us produces suffering and rejection from the person being loved if that person is

hard hearted. Love rejoices and stands in the truth, which stirs the demons of Hell. Speaking

the truth in love will always bring suffering and rejection to the speaker. Listen to Paul´s

description of love.

I Corinthians 13:4-7, 4)"Love suffereth long, and is kind; love envieth not; love vaunteth not itself, is not

puffed up, 5)Doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not its own, is not easily provoked, thinketh

no evil, 6)Rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth; 7)Beareth all things, believeth all things,

hopeth all things, and endureth all things."

One of the hardest things for us to learn is to love our enemies. For it is our enemies who

usually cause us to suffer. How do Spirit-filled believers acquire enemies? Isn´t it because

people have heard and seen the truth in the life of the believer and hated it? As Christians, our

old carnal mind really stands up when it comes time to forgive and love someone who has

rejected us. This sin of unforgiveness is very common in the church world today. I believe that

unforgiveness is causing many people to become caught up with the cares and pleasures of

this life and the deceitfulness of riches.

Whenever an unforgiving heart is allowed to grow without repentance, selfish worldly desires

will worm their way back into the thought life, thereby intensifying the bondage. Once an

unforgiving reaction and attitude is rooted, the spirit of love will diminish, and a self-centered

life will be manifested. Then it will be only human love that flows from the heart, the kind that

loves only to get something in return. Unforgiving people usually like their ears tickled, so

they are easy prey for the false prosperity prophets who make them feel good in their sin.

Unforgiveness is a cancer that blocks the love of God. It must be cut out or it will cut that

person out of the kingdom of God. Until the Lord showed me this truth I didn´t understand

how Christians could take up arms and go to war against their nation´s enemies. The false

doctrine of Christian patriotism in America is keeping many Christians in a spirit of

unforgiveness. There is no enemy soldier who Jesus didn´t die for, so how can we justify

killing our enemies? We must leave the judgment of our enemies to Jesus at His return.

Some years ago, a movie called "Love Story" made famous this cliché, "Love means you never

have to say you´re sorry." This seemingly good movie probably damaged more marriages than

drunkenness, if viewers took that cliché as truth. This is the kind of lie being poured out today

by the devil. God´s love in Christ demands that you forgive and seek forgiveness. If I knew I

had sinned against someone, I´m commanded by the Lord to seek that man´s forgiveness.

That means saying to him, "I´m sorry, forgive me." Not only are we commanded to seek the

forgiveness of others but also of God. For it is really Him who we sin against when we sin

against others. Sometimes great men of faith fall because a spirit of pride keeps them from

being humble and forgiving. But, Jesus teaches us that greatness comes from a spirit of

humility and forgiveness.

This is where real victory finds its meaning. The devil will hate you for this flow of God´s love

and forgiveness through you. He will cause people to pressure and persecute you, to keep that

love from flowing. The devil´s temptation and persecution is designed to activate a carnal

reaction from us of fear, resentment or anger. These reactions are carnal and reflect a self-

consciousness. But if we remain faithful, then the greatest demonstration of victory is to die

by the hands of our enemies, who became our enemies because of He who lives in us. Heaven

and His arms will be ours, shame and conviction theirs, as we ask our Father to forgive them
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of their words and deeds. This evil world can´t understand such apparent defeat, but God

does. It is victory over sin, self and the world.

The story of Stephen is just such an example of the love and mercy of God filling a man.

Acts 7:51-60, 51)"Ye stiff-necked and uncircumcised in heart and ears, ye do always resist the Holy

Spirit; as your fathers did, so do ye. 52)Which of the prophets have not your fathers persecuted? And

they have slain them who showed before of the coming of the Just One, of whom ye have been now

the betrayers and murderers; 53)Who have received the law by the disposition of angels, and have

not kept it. 54)When they heard these things, they were cut to the heart, and they gnashed on him

with their teeth. 55)But he, being full of the Holy Spirit, looked up steadfastly into heaven, and saw

the glory of God, and Jesus standing on the right hand of God. 56)And said, Behold, I see the heav-

ens opened, and the son of man standing on the right hand of God. 57)Then they cried out with a

loud voice, and stopped their ears, and ran upon him with one accord, 58)And cast him out of the

city, and stoned him; and the witnesses laid down their clothes at a young man´s feet, whose name

was Saul. 59)And they stoned Stephen, calling upon God, and saying, Lord Jesus, receive my spirit.

60)And he kneeled down, and cried with a loud voice; Lord, lay not this sin to their charge. And

when he had said this, he fell asleep."

Didn´t Paul or Saul come to the Lord after he had witnessed the love and forgiveness of

Stephen, as he was being stoned to death? It was God´s love flowing like a river through

Stephen that touched the heart of Paul. Wasn´t it the truth, spoken by Stephen, to the hard

hearts of the religious hypocrites that caused them to be his enemies and to kill him? Can we

say that Stephen cared and dared to confront all people with the truth? Did Stephen love

those men who he called murderers and betrayers? Aren´t our sinful desires the very nails

that punctured the skin of the Son of God? Will you respond to this question like Stephen´s

hearers, or will you fall to your knees and seek forgiveness from the Lord God?

These are the three basic tests that you should apply to every message you hear. If you do, you

will remain rooted and grounded on the truth. For your sake, be not moved away from the

hope of His coming to the earth. Don´t receive into your heart any spirit or word that in any

way diminishes the coming of our Lord! They are liars or antichrists, who come to steal your

love, faith, and hope.

4.13-Worldly Peace and Prosperity
The fourth and last basic false doctrine being preached in these last days is "Peace and

Prosperity." I have written substantially about this subject already, however, the New Testament

deals with this subject extensively, so bear with me.

John 16:33, "These things I have spoken unto you, that in me ye might have peace. In the world ye

shall have tribulation; but be of good cheer; I have overcome the world."

John 14:27, "Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you; not as the world giveth, give I unto you.

Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid."

There is a mountain of difference between the peace of the world and the peace of the Lord, as

He makes very clear to His disciples. The vain peace the world struggles for is based upon

military and economic power or peace through strength. You don´t need a doctorate in history

to see that.
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The Bible is crystal clear that worldwide peace among men and nations will never last until

the Prince of Peace returns. Jesus warns us that wars and rumors of wars will dictate history

until He returns. Man´s attempts to bring peace are hopeless, like chasing the wind. For the

world, even the religious men, resist the saving blood of Jesus Christ, therefore peace will be

only a fanciful dream of proud men.

The world´s prophets of peace, dressed in sheep´s clothing, invariably are also the prophets of

prosperity. For peace and prosperity are intertwined and inseparably linked. Listen to Paul´s

searing denunciation of the New Testament prosperity preachers. Notice also his love for their

souls, as tears stream down his face.

Philippians 3:18-21, 18)"For many walk, of whom I have told you often, and now tell you even weep-

ing, that they are the enemies of the cross of Christ, 19)Whose end is destruction, whose God is their

appetite, and whose glory is in their shame, and mind earthly things. 20)For our citizenship is in

heaven, from which also we look for the Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ, 21)Who shall change our

lowly body, that it may be fashioned like his glorious body, according to the working by which he is

able even to subdue all things unto himself."

Paul sadly tells us here that many in the churches are really enemies of Jesus, because they

seek prosperity and not the person of Christ. We are instructed to seek the Lord´s righteousness

and His kingdom, not use His words as a Sears and Roebuck catalog. We are not to be caught

up in our minds with earthly things, but to seek for truth through Him.

Paul is addressing these people who walk in the visible church, as the enemies of the cross,

who have made material things their God. They are worshiping the created, not the Creator;

the blessing, not the Blessor. Those who seek for the things of this world rather than the

return of the Lord, are determined to shameful destruction.

Jesus died on the cross to cut the cord of love for this world that we´re all born with. Paul

exposes those who use the cross to justify their inner, carnal desire for wealth and success.

They boldly proclaim that Jesus was financially poor that we may be rich. What a kick in the

face to a scarred Savior, who was despised and rejected, who said that we as disciples are not

greater than the teacher. He suffered, so we shall suffer, for He is in us through faith. If we

suffer with Him, we shall reign with Him.

We are citizens of Heaven, just passing through as ambassadors for Christ. As citizens of
a foreign land, we are not to absorb into our hearts the wicked traits of the country
we´re in. We are to be examples of a higher calling and culture, so that the people may
defect over to our country.

When people are seeking for success and prosperity they will never be content, as we are

commanded to be. This contentment with material possessions can only be experienced when

Jesus truly is the Lord of your life. His person, principles, and peace are then all that matter,

everything else must take a back seat.

So, teachers of prosperity, who seduce you to seek the blessings before the Blessor, have

themselves made things their god. Don´t return to their idolatrous ways. Keep tasting the

riches of Heaven, the promise of His coming, and the things of the world will taste bitter in

comparison. Prosperity is a state of mind. A contented heart can rejoice and feel prosperous in

a tent, for Jesus promises peace internally and eternally.
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It is an ignorant or deceived heart that names Jesus as Savior, and still desires to possess

great wealth for himself in this world. In that state he is in open rebellion to the Lord who has

commanded not to lay up for ourselves treasures on the earth. Such a man doesn´t know that

in knowing Christ are all the riches that he will ever need.

There are multitudes of teachers today who are repeating the errors of the false prophets of

Israel´s days before judgment fell. Hear what God says to those who preach peace and prosperity

to a carnal people. The people of Israel needed to hear and obey the voice of the prophet and

then to mourn for their rebellion. For as lightning precedeth thunder, so the voice of the

prophet before judgment. But all they heard was how God was going to bless them and protect

them.

Jeremiah 23:16-22, 16)"Thus saith the Lord of hosts, Hearken not unto the words of the prophets that

prophesy unto you. They make you vain; they speak a vision of their own heart, and not out of the

mouth of the Lord. 17)They say still unto those who despise me, the Lord hath said, Ye shall have

peace; and they say unto everyone that walketh after the imagination of his own heart. No evil shall

come upon you. 18)For who hath stood in the counsel of the Lord, and hath perceived and heard his

word, and heard it? 19)Behold, a whirlwind of the Lord is gone forth in fury, even a grievous whirl-

wind; it shall fall grievously upon the head of the wicked. 20)The anger of the Lord shall not return,

until he have executed, and till he have performed the thoughts of his heart; in the latter days ye

shall consider it perfectly. 21)I have not sent these prophets, yet they ran; I have not spoken to them,

yet they prophesied. 22)But if they had stood in my counsel, and had caused my people to hear my

word, then they should have turned them from their evil way, and from the evil of their doings."

For those skeptics that laugh at these words, who say God doesn´t do those things, please

take careful note of verse 20. God says in the latter days His judgment will be as a whirlwind.

Study Jeremiah 25:12-38, and you will see that not all of the prophecies were fulfilled when

Babylon invaded Israel around 600 B.C. The latter days are the days of the 70th Week, in

which all of these prophecies will be finished. The whole earth will be punished for their sin,

including Israel and the harlot church.

4.14-Looking for a City
The Bible says that in Christ we have received the promise and blessing of Abraham. For He

was the seed of Abraham, who would be a blessing to all the earth. What is that promise and

blessing? Some who seem to think only from a carnal, fleshly mind would emphasize the

earthly wealth of Abraham as the promise to us. But is that what God had in mind? Especially

after what you have been studying in this book so far. The greater promise of God to Abraham

was that his seed would bless the entire earth. From what we already know, that won´t be

fulfilled until the Seed, our Lord Jesus returns from Heaven in power and great glory. It is

then the promise to Abraham will see its greatest fulfillment, as Jesus sets His kingdom up on

the earth.

Please read the following verses carefully. Notice the immense period of time that is revealed

as Abraham looks into the future, his own. Don´t read these with the "McDonald´s" mentality,

where everything is served hot and fast.

Hebrews 11:8-10, 8)"By faith Abraham, when he was called to go out into a place which he should

after receive for an inheritance, obeyed; and he went out, not knowing whither he went. 9)By faith

he sojourned in the land of promise, as in a strange country, dwelling in tabernacles with Isaac and

Jacob, the heirs with him of the same promise: 10)For he looked for a city which hath foundations,
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whose builder and maker is God."

Hebrews 11:13-16, 13)"These all died in faith, not having received the promises, but having seen them

afar off, and were persuaded of them, and embraced them, and confessed that they were strangers

and pilgrims on the earth. 14)For they that say such things declare plainly that they seek a country.

15)And truly, if they had been mindful of that country from whence they came out, they might have

had opportunity to have returned. 16)But now they desire a better country, that is an heavenly:

wherefore God is not ashamed to be called their God: For he hath prepared for them a city."

Do you embrace such pure truth in your heart? Are you sold out to the heavenly city? Or are

you like the harlot church, which is mindful of the cities and countries on this earth?

The city that Abraham was looking for is not found on this earth, yet! The city is called the

New Jerusalem, which at the end of the 1,000 year reign of Jesus, will descend to the earth,

and the nations shall walk under the light of it. Abraham saw this same city in his spirit and

patiently waited for death and the Christ, to release his soul and spirit to the city. When you

study Revelation 21, you´ll see John describe this literal city.

Are you looking and longing, as Abraham, for that city or is your heart in the cities of this

world? The harlot church is not concerned about the New Jerusalem and its Royal Prince,

even though they make occasional references to it. If we are truly saved and walking in the

Spirit, the same attitude of Abraham will permeate our motivations, mind and mouth.

Remember, the devil´s purpose is to make this world look so appealing that your mind and

heart will be entangled in it. Then you will unite with others, who also are spiritually entrapped,

when God´s judgments begin to fall. This unity for peace and plenty seems to be a noble

cause, but the very roots of it are against the will and word of God. Not because peace is

wrong, but that men are striving for it apart from the shed blood of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Christians need to be more sacrificial in their living and giving, then they would not be so

fearful and trapped when material and financial situations change in their lives. This fear of

loss and lack propels people to desire after more money. They seek a leader who will promise

them all the desires of their hearts. Are you looking for the Christ or the antichrist?

4.15-Falling Away
The devil is uniting religious people of the world, be they Christian or otherwise, who doubt or

deny the deity or doctrines of Jesus Christ. His church closely resembles the real thing, but if

you have a personal relationship with the real Jesus, you will discern the compromised and

the counterfeit. This unity movement uses Jesus´ name, but in practice denies His power.

One glaring thing all these groups have in common is their doubt or denial of the imminent

return of Jesus to rule the nations. This is a major characteristic of the spirit of antichrist.

The devil working through the harlot church, will ultimately deceive most who dwell on the

earth, into worshiping this beast from America instead of the Lord Jesus. He will make people

think the beast is Jesus and God. This antichrist will not call himself the beast, as God does,

but will call himself the Christ. This Roman Prince will become possessed by Satan. That is

Satan´s plan and you can see this falling away or apostasy from truth and doctrine gaining

momentum today.

In order to deceive the ignorant masses, Satan is making this falling away appear to be a
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revival. Paul instructs us that before Jesus sets foot on the earth, at the end of the 70th Week,

two things must happen.

II Thessalonians 2:3-4, 3)"Let no man deceive you by any means; for that day shall not come, except

there come the falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition, 4)Who

opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is worshiped, so that he, as God

sitteth in the temple of God, showing himself that he is God."

This "Satan-possessed-pervert" will initially be the number one religious hero of all apostate

Christians. They will elect him to be their so-called leader.

The falling away will really manifest itself during the first 3 1/2 years of the 70th Week, even

though the signs of it are now very clear. It is then that this super hero will be made the

western world´s "Greatest Christian." For the antichrist comes first as a so-called follower of

Christ, as did Judas. Like Judas, this phony follower will prove to be the son of perdition. As

proof of this, the name "son of perdition" is used in the Bible only twice. The first usage refers

to Judas, and the second to this end-time man of sin, (John 17:12, II Thessalonians 2:3). He

will betray the deity and doctrines of Christ Jesus by naming himself the Christ, and demand

that all worship him.

These are the fundamental errors and lies of the harlot church and the spirit of antichrist.

There are many more specific teachings that are preached, but most likely will evolve from one

of the four we´ve studied in this chapter. As you might have noticed so far, just because one

says he is a Christian doesn´t mean he is. The Lord said to us that the deception, as we

approach His return, would be so subtle and clever, that even the elect, if possible could be

deceived, (Matthew 24:24). Pray and seek after wisdom!

Chapter 5 Prelude
I remember as if it were yesterday, listening to the Star Spangled Banner at my graduation

ceremony at Ft. Lee , Virginia. I had just completed six months of intensive officer´s candidate

training. We were standing at attention, about 1000 strong, waiting for the command to pass

in review. The notes of the song sent chills running up my back. When the anthem ended we

began to march past all the generals. It was the proudest moment of my life. I was not a born

again believer then, so I didn´t realize my deception and the error of blind patriotism.

The deception is understandable when a person knows nothing of Jesus, Heaven and eternal

life. Like all the other soldiers, all of my hopes were wrapped up in America and its system of

government. However, once we become believers, we must become like Abraham, who
came out Babylon after hearing the call of God. Abraham did not continue to be patriotic
or mindful of Babylon. He refused to take his eye and heart off the vision of the New Jerusalem.

One year later, in February of l968, during the Tet offensive, I landed in Vietnam. Admittedly

I was quite scared, not knowing what the future held for me. Jesus Christ was the furthest

thing from my mind. Because I was not assigned to a combat unit, I had it pretty good compared

to most. However, having arrived during the Communist offensive, that was pretty much

country wide, I´ll never forget the nights enemy mortars would be lobbed close to our quarters.

I´ll never forget the American jet fighters and helicopter gunships going after those mortar and

sniper positions. I´ll never forget travelling through the burned out rubble that seemed to go

on for blocks. I´ll never forget going down a river road in Saigon, when sniper fire opened up

on my vehicle.
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The five years I spent in military service are very hard to forget. The many experiences I had

were part of life´s circumstances that led me to repent and receive Jesus Christ. Occasionally

my thoughts go back to the day chills went up my back at the playing of the national anthem.

I had always considered myself to be proud patriotic citizen of America. I knew what patriotism

means: A person who loves, supports and defends his country and its interests. That´s Webster´s

definition, but I would expand the word "defend" to literally mean "to kill or die", for that´s

what war is all about, isn´t it?

But Jesus took over my life and loyalties. He saved me from the pride which lies at the
root of patriotism. He wants to save everyone from the hating and killing that patriotism
produces. When a person is born again into the kingdom of God, he becomes a citizen of
Heaven. He is also an ambassador representing the King of Heaven. He is also in the
army of God. In his heart he can´t serve two kingdoms. He must decide, like Abraham,
which country will have all his heart.

It is no wonder that people can´t see or understand America´s role in Bible prophecy, when

they have been led to believe America is God´s Christian country. The American Christian

seems to think America is God´s vehicle to defeat the devil in Communism and militant false

religions around the world. Is America really a Christian nation, founded upon the person and

teachings of Jesus Christ, as many would like us to think?

Or is it a pagan nation, with a form of godliness that closely resembles the truth? Americans

don´t understand that the only chosen nations of God, until the millenium, are Israel and the

worldwide body of born again believers. Peter explains exactly what I´m talking about.

1 Peter 2:9, "But ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a people of his own,

that ye should show forth the praises of him who hath called you out of darkness into his marvelous

light;"

Acts 15:14, "Symeon (Peter) hath declared how God first did visit the nations, to take out of them a

people for his name."

When Peter refers to a holy nation, he´s not talking about America or any other nation. He

referring to all people who are called out and chosen from the world´s nations which are all

deceived. Remember the two-headed snake I spoke of earlier. As Peter said, they are all in

darkness. The patriotic pride and intense nationalism in America´s Christians is blinding

them from the truth Peter lays out. In fact, patriotism is the darkness that all nations suffer

from.

This pride, patriotism, and selfishness is at the root of all wars among people and nations. It

is antichrist. This patriotic mania will lead blind Christians to die for a nation, but not Jesus.

Christians are called to die for Jesus, but never called to kill for Him.

This chapter is the most heartbreaking part of this book. The future of the United States is not

a bright spot in Bible prophecy. The more I watch events in the world and study the word of

God, the more accurate this chapter becomes in my mind.

5.01-Mystery Babylon
In studying the harlot church of Revelation 17, we find some very interesting and intriguing

verses.
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Revelation 17:1-7, 1)"And there came one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls, and talked

with me, saying unto me, Come here; I will show unto thee the judgment of the great harlot that

sitteth upon many waters; 2) With whom the kings of the earth have committed fornication, and the

inhabitants of the earth have been made drunk with the wine of her fornication. 3) So he carried

away in the Spirit into the wilderness and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet colored beast, full of

names of blasphemy having seven heads and ten horns. 4) And the woman was arrayed in purple

and scarlet color, and bedecked with gold and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in

her hand, full of abominations and filthiness of her fornication; 5) And upon her forehead was a

name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS

OF THE EARTH. 6) And I saw the woman drunk with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of

the martyrs of Jesus; and when I saw her, I wondered with great wonder. 7) And the angel said unto

me, Why didst thou wonder? I will tell thee the mystery of the woman, and of the beast that carrieth

her, which hath the seven heads and ten horns."

We already know that the false prophet of the harlot church will originate from the Neo-

Roman Empire. His church will be the mother of harlots and denominations who have perverted

the word of God. These verses are describing the Roman Catholic Church and all the Protestants,

who no longer "protest". But there is a mystery surrounding this woman. We see that Babylon

is the mystery. What is Babylon? What does Rome have to do with Babylon? What is the

connection between the two?

Babylon is a religious, political and economic system whose earthly beginnings are found in

Genesis 11. Nimrod was the ruler of the original system after the Great Flood. He had succeeded

in uniting the people of the world into a counterfeit system of godliness. They were completely

self-centered and thought their goodness and accomplishments were pleasing to God.

Since the days of Nimrod, this Babylonian system has controlled the world, and really is

Satan´s source of pride and joy. This system has changed names with each successive empire

in history. It is a counterfeit of God´s plan for the salvation of men´s souls. Through this

system, Satan has seduced all people into worshiping him and his world. Remember, Satan

disguises himself as an "angel of light", fooling people into thinking they are loving and following

God.

The word mystery means something hidden, unknown, and secretive. God´s mysteries are

revealed only through the Holy Spirit. Thus, this mystery of Babylon is not discernable to the

unconverted man. The mystery of Babylon is unsealed in Revelation 17 and 18, for those who

desire to know out of a pure heart.

Revelation 17:16-18, 16)"And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these shall hate the

harlot, and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and burn her with fire.

17)For God hath put in their hearts to fulfill his will, and to agree, and give their kingdom unto the

beast, until the words of God shall be fulfilled. 18)And the woman whom thou sawest is that great

city, which reigneth over the kings of the earth."

The ten horns referred to here, as in Daniel 7:8, are the Neo-Roman Empire or modern day

Western Europe. They, along with the political beast and his country, are the political side of

the empire. Eleven nations are involved. The harlot church and the false prophet are the

religious side. Together they are mystery Babylon. We see here the persecution and destruction

of the harlot church, which begins 3 1/2 years after the religious and political covenant, that
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brings peace between the Jews and Arabs. For 3 1/2 years the political beast has used the

harlot church as a means to gain world control. Then, as part of God´s will, political Babylon

or Rome will turn on religious Babylon, most likely because some of the people are refusing to

call this risen leader their God.

Again, I believe that the Neo-Roman Empire and Babylon are one and the same. That´s the

mystery. The political and religious systems of the United States and Western Europe form

Mystery Babylon. This eleven-nation Roman Empire will eventually rule all of the earth. The

Communist-Russian system is the other major power, but when Russia´s armies are destroyed

by God, the West will fill the power vacuum. They will rule the earth for the last 3 1/2 years of

Daniel´s 70th Week.

Revelation 18, Jeremiah 50 and 51, give a very good description of the nation which produces

the antichrist. It is a description of a modern Roman nation that mysteriously is called the

Great City, Babylon. It is the ruling nation of the eleven-nation confederacy. The apostle John

didn´t know the modern day name of this nation because it wasn´t in existence in his lifetime.

But he knew that it would be the seat and throne of the political antichrist until he enters

Jerusalem at mid 70th Week, and declares himself to be God.

5.02-Drawing a Picture
We will do a verse by verse study of Revelation 18, keeping in mind that many nations of the

world today fit some of these descriptions. But one nation of today´s world must fit all

descriptions in order to be called Babylon the Great. You decide for yourself who it is. Draw a

picture in your mind as we read together these descriptive verses. Remember, the nation of

Babylon must have connecting ties with Western Europe.

Revelation 18:1-3, 1)"And after these things I saw another angel come down from heaven, having great

power, and the earth was made bright with his glory. 2)And he cried mightily with a strong voice,

saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of demons, and the hold of

every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird. 3)For all nations have drunk of the

wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her,

and the merchants of the earth are grown rich through the abundance of her delicacies."

5.03-Den of Demons
"..and is become the habitation of demons and the hold of every foul spirit…for all the nations have

drunk of the wine…"

In order to understand the context of this passage, we must know what form of activity the

demons in Babylon perform. Many would read this and assume that the work of these

Babylonian demons involves sexual perversion, violence, abortion, and such sinful behavior.

This is absolutely true, but I don´t believe that is the primary activity being described by John.

Let´s remember, that Babylon the Great is part of the Roman Empire which carried the harlot

church, the false bride of Christ. Who is the author and source of its spiritual harlotry? None

other than the devil and his demon forces. Paul helps us to understand this source.

I Timothy 4:1, "Now, the Spirit speaketh expressly that, in the latter times, some shall depart from the

faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of demons,"

We now see that all the false doctrines of the harlot of Babylon are here proven by Paul, being
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inspired by the Holy Spirit, to be the teachings of demons or seducing spirits. If we simply look

in America at the organized church, and at the growing cults and eastern religions that have

infiltrated society, we can easily see Babylon as the land with much religious confusion. Besides

mammoth areas dominated by Catholicism, there are large portions of America that are

controlled or influenced by the demonic cult of Mormonism. Most of the rest of America is

controlled by apostate Protestant groups. Many of these have fallen prey to eastern religious

doctrines that exalt man, eliminate Hell, diminish sin, and strip Jesus of His deity.

America has become the capitol of Satan´s seducing spirits. As John said she is become the

"habitation of demons." We must pray, repent and plead for God´s mercy. God is soon to
destroy the land of America, who claims to be Christian, but is ruled by the devil and his
lies. We must be as Abraham, who pleaded with the Lord not to destroy the righteous with the

wicked.

We also see that people in all nations have been partakers in Babylon´s doctrines of fornication.

Babylon´s rich, political, pluralistic church is influential on a worldwide scale. It is the spreading

and saturating of idolatrous teachings, which brings the wrath of God upon Babylon. The

Bible constantly warns us that if we partake in sin, as the sons of disobedience, we will

partake in diving judgment. Spiritual fornication, idolatry, and harlotry all describe the spiritual

life of a religious prostitute, who shares her love and affections with others.

The "man-centered" gospel is spreading quickly around the world. Even the presidents and

kings of other lands are being influenced and swayed by this counterfeit message. America

and its diversified harlot church, are together a powerful political machine. All the "positive

and possibility thinking" in the world will not stop the wrath of God upon such heresy. One

thing that is common to the many groups who are seduced by the spirit of harlotry is the

exaltation of man. Some call it the dignity of man. Others who are more subtle, call it knowing

your rights and privileges in Christ, or who you are in Christ. The truth is, we need to know

who He is in us. These people are being prepared and programmed by Satan to vote for and

deify their leader, who will promise them everything.

Look for the Papacy to continue to welcome America´s Protestant hierarchy. It boggles my

mind to see so-called "Protestant preachers" having an audience with a or "the" false prophet

and coming away mesmerized. What spirit are they walking in? It certainly isn´t the Holy

Spirit. America´s popular preachers will have an increasing impact on the Papacy. Their "positive

prosperity" will go out from the Vatican to all corners of the earth.

5.04-Large in Foreign Aid
"…and the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her…"

We now see where kings and rulers of the earth enjoyed a personal relationship with this

nation, as they do with the harlot church that sits on the nation, (Revelation 17:2). They sold

themselves out spiritually because of the material benefits and trade Babylon offered. As the

70th Week approaches, this dependence on America will increase. What nation of the world

has so mesmerized many world leaders with its material wealth, thereby causing their people

to drink the wine of materialism and idolatry?

God´s word says that the love of money is the root of all evil. This perverted love grows and

expands just as one who is drunk started with that first drink. Because of fear of lack, the

whole world is getting more intoxicated. This intensifying drunkenness will be paralleled by
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the "prosperity and success" gospel of Babylon.

When I was stationed in Vietnam, I noticed first hand how foreign aid really works. The corrupt

leaders of the government and military would sell large portions of American shipments to the

black market, thereby lining their pockets with money. I get the idea that most of the aid ends

up in the bank accounts of the elite, while the poor get poorer.

Secondly, much of the aid from America is in the form of military hardware, which does

nothing to help the poor. It has been reported that America is responsible for about 50% of the

sales of weapons in the world. America also spends more money annually on defense, than

the combined income of one billion of the earth´s poorest people. Of course the defense presented

against this accusation is, the people must be free from Communism before they can be

helped by other forms of aid. So America´s political and many religious leaders put their trust

in bombs and bullets to free the people. They certainly do not know the freedom the Bible

talks about.

What happened to Jesus´ call and command to "love your enemies" and "return evil with

good"? To help and give to those who reject and oppose you does not mean that we become

one with their sin and evil. For while we extend a hand to help their physical need, we still

spiritually and verbally resist their sinful ways. This is because we love God with all our

hearts and His love, mercy, and long suffering flows out of us.

Are leaders in government, who supposedly follow Christ, called to obey the commands of our

Lord? Or is that just for other Christians? Are Christian political leaders to function like

godless leaders or adhere to the commandments of a loving Savior? Do we need the most

destructive weapons that sick minds can produce, when there are legions of angels that God

can command to our side?

How many times do you read where Jesus or His apostles took in money from the people and

sent swords and chariots to foreign lands, to help one group of people oppress or exterminate

another group? Are Christian political leaders to follow in the footsteps of Jesus and Paul or

Alexander the Great? Personally, I have trouble understanding how a born again, Spirit-filled

man, who is walking in the path of Jesus, could even get elected in this society, much less

even want to.

I know many might say that I´m easy on Communism and dictatorships for these statements

I´ve made. Nothing could be further from the truth, for I detest Communism and everything it

represents. It is antichrist and God hates it, but He does not hate their souls. The blood of

Jesus was shed for them as well as Americans. Remember the two-headed snake, whose

heads antagonize one another. Democracies and dictatorships warring against each other is a

satanic smokescreen to deceive the true believer.

Remember, the cross of Jesus Christ washes the hate and bitterness out of one´s heart, where

then the sword you want to ship over seas is the love of God in Christ.

I´m afraid that America and Russia have made "munitions" their God. Don´t laugh at that, for

America´s Protestant President, in late 1982, christened a missile the "Peacekeeper." While

over in England, the Christian Prime Minister said, "the nuclear deterrent of America is the

Savior of world peace." This disfigured, demented, and distorted wisdom is what fills the

minds of the rulers in the western world. They are completely numb to the truth of the cross
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and soon return of Jesus Christ, but yet, many sit in church every Sunday.

Are Christian political leaders to be looking and longing for the coming King of kings? Or is

that just for other Christians? The Bible teaches that Jesus and His teachings are inseparable,

(Mark 8:38). The form of Godliness, which means to take His name and jettison His teachings,

that we see in most churches, is also characteristic of America´s political leaders. To say that

America´s government is, or ever has been, Christian is absurd. If America´s political leaders

were really Spirit-filled followers, the principles and teachings of Jesus would thunder down

the halls of the White House and Congress.

What all nations need more than military foreign aid is the deeper spiritual food that only

Jesus Christ can provide. The gospel of the cross and His soon coming is the aid that needs to

be shipped overseas.

I write these things to strip the sheepskins off of the wolves that have controlled the American

system of government from 1776 through today.

5.05-Large Importer
"…and the merchants of the earth are grown rich through the abundance of her delicacies…"

The characteristic given here sheds more light on the type of fornication described in this

verse. Babylon of the last days is known for her abundant type of life style. The people of

Babylon are covetous and idolatrous they must have every material whim fulfilled. Their

stomachs are bottomless pits. Because of this insatiable appetite, businessmen from all around

the world are selling large amounts of goods to her. In other words, Babylon has become "the

market place for the entire commercial world."

As the center of world commerce and trade, Babylon holds tremendous power. This power can

quickly become political might which Babylon uses as leverage over the rest of the world. This

leverage and dependence is so great that all businessmen realize that without Babylon, the

world´s economy would quickly collapse. War would soon follow.

Today you are watching the steady rise of commercial Babylon, especially since World War II.

The world´s leaders recognize the economic might of America, and since they are getting rich

through large trade agreements and America´s tapeworm appetite, they bow it its influence.

Even the oil producing countries of OPEC must understand the tremendous wealth they have

comes from America and Western Europe.

Much of the world´s economic woes are centered in the Middle East. Before World War III

breaks out in the Middle East, a peace treaty will be put together to stabilize the political-

economic conditions of the area. The political and economic leaders of the western world have

unity, "a New World order," on their minds. Only the Holy Spirit restrains the fulfillment of this

quest for unity.

5.06-Home of God´s People
Revelation 18:4, "And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye

be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues;"

Here we have a voice from Heaven warning the people of God to flee Babylon before it is too

late. First of all, who are the people of God referred to here? The Jews are the chosen people of
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God in the context of this verse. This verse tells us that many Jews will be living in Babylon

during the 70th Week. It´s interesting to know that twice as many Jews live in America, than

in Israel itself. It is the temporary home of God´s people. But the Bible clearly says that when

Jesus returns to earth, all the Jews scattered around the world will also return to Israel.

Matthew 24:30-31, 30)"And then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven; and then shall all

the tribes of the earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with

power and great glory. 31) And he shall send his angels a great sound of a trumpet, and they shall

gather together his elect from the four winds, from one end of heaven to the other."

Before this glorious event happens, the Jews will be hated and persecuted all over the world,

especially in America. When the rapture occurs, the restraining and hindering force on total

apostasy and evil will be made silent. There will be silence in Heaven from God´s throne, thus

enabling Satan to carry out his plan, (Revelation 8:1).

The Jews will be left on the earth at the rapture for their unbelief, so during the 70th Week the

beast and false prophet will turn on them. Since so many Jews live in America, where else

could the persecution be greater. After war breaks out in the Middle East, the Jews will be

blamed for all the troubles. The persecution also comes because many Jews will realize they

have been deceived in the "peace treaty", when the American president stands in their Temple

and declares himself to be God.

There will a true spiritual awakening among the Jews in America and Israel. Many will turn to

Jesus and preach His coming to destroy the beast and America. This will enrage a jealous,

hateful President who wants the Jews to worship him. The Jews will refuse because of their

new found love for Jesus, their returning Messiah.

5.07-Perverted Society
Revelation 18:5-6, 5)"For her sins have reached unto heaven, and God hath remembered her iniquities.

6) Reward her even as she hath rewarded you, and double unto her double according to her works;

in the cup which she hath filled fill to her double."

What are the people of Babylon doing against God so much that it reaches Heaven? We already

know so far that her people are very idolatrous and lustful. The true God is replaced by

idolatrous appetites for things, while holding on to a form of Christianity. The people are

Laodecian in a spiritual sense. They are obtaining the things of the world to satisfy their evil

lusts and desires, all the time thinking they are Godly and doing His will, (Revelation3:17).

They were like Paul described, who supposed that "gain is godliness." Listen again to Paul´s

rebuke of using Jesus for selfish gain.

Philippians 3:18-19, 18)"For many walk, of whom I have told you often, and now tell you even weep-

ing, that they are the enemies of the cross of Christ, 19)Whose end is destruction, whose God is their

belly, and whose glory is their shame, who mind earthly things."

It can´t be emphasized enough that this distortion of the cross bothered Paul so much he

openly wept when he wrote them this letter. His love for them was so great he couldn´t bear to

see people destroying their souls because of the lust for material gain. Like the American

Babylonians, the deception was so great that people assumed that Jesus died to make them

financially rich in this world. Listen closely, that delusion and perversion of truth reaches the
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nostrils of God in Heaven. This is precisely why Jesus will spit up the lukewarm Laodecian

church when He returns in the rapture.

The second area of sin that reaches Heaven is sensual sexual perversion. Jesus said that

before He returns, the condition of the world would be like the days of Noah and Lot before

judgement fell. Read Genesis 6 and 19 and you will find that sexual perversion and

permissiveness became so widespread, it made God sorry He created man in the first place.

Homosexuality was so prevalent in Sodom and Gomorrah, they paraded and flaunted their

sin in the streets. They even came after the angels at Lot´s front door, desiring to seduce them.

Open your eyes and look at the sick American society we live in. Homosexuals are marching

down the streets in colorful parades demanding their rights. Prime time television shows

homosexuality as an acceptable style of family living.

Pope John Paul stated in his Babylonian holiday message (Christmas) that God was pleased

with mankind. It makes one wonder which Jesus he is listening to. He apparently doesn´t

know that the real Jesus said these sins of idolatry and homosexuality would worsen to the

point that God would send judgement, as in the days of Noah and Lot. God is indeed pleased

with those who have seen the stench of their sins and turned to the blood of the Lamb for

forgiveness.

5.08-Proud People
Revelation 18:7, "How much she hath glorified herself, and lived luxuriously, so much torment and

sorrow give her; for she saith in her heart, I sit a queen, and am no widow, and shall see no sorrow."

Instead of giving Jesus Christ the glory, the people of Babylon glorify themselves. For a proud

person or nation must receive the glory and honor for itself. Let´s face it, pride and self-

worship fills the earth, no where greater than in America. Even in Christendom we find this

deception of Satan. Remember, pride prohibits a person from receiving from God´s Spirit any

truth. Pride blocks one from really loving God and others.

Jesus condensed the Ten Commandments into two; "….love the Lord your God with all your

heart, strength, mind and soul," was the first. The second was to "…love your neighbor as

thyself." Jesus did not say to love yourself, but to love others as though they were you. This

corresponds to the Lord´s teaching of "doing unto others as you would have them do unto

you." Man does not have any trouble loving himself, as some would have us to believe. Both a

high and low self-esteem reflects self-love. The only difference being that one stems from

pride, the other from pity. The loving that man has trouble with is toward God and other

people. The self we are to love is the Lord who lives within us, for our lives are hid with Christ,

(Colossians 3:3).

Those who teach self-love and self-esteem are treading on thin ice. They misinterpret Jesus by

assuming we can´t love others until we really love ourselves. Jesus is not giving us a third

commandment; "thou shalt love thyself." If He intended to do that He would have made it

abundantly clear.

The devil knows these commandments better than most of us. He is the master of deception

and of twisting the truth. When Christians truly love Jesus and transfer all the love for self

over to Him, real love for all other people begins to show in word and deeds. That´s not to

mean that we love the sin, for we hate the sin but love the soul of the sinner.
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Too often, people love themselves and forget others. It´s because we´re all born with a self-love

in our nature. Man does not need to be taught to love himself and his life. Remember, Jesus

taught,…"he who loves his life shall lose it." We need to be taught to love Jesus with all of our

hearts and forget about ourselves. We need to submerge our life into His life that indwells us.

All of today´s teaching on self-esteem is simply the work of Satan. Selfish self-love is the fruit

of the root of pride. For it is a queen in her pompous pride that glorifies herself and lives above

others.

Hear Paul´s prophecy of the last days, as it concerns the attitudes of the heart. Paul and John

are describing the spiritual condition of Christendom in the last days.

2 Timothy 3:1-5, 1)"This know, also, that in the last days perilous times shall come. 2)For men shall be

lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents,

unthankful, unholy, 3)Without natural affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce,

despisers of those that are good, 4)Traitors, heady, high-minded, lovers of pleasures more than

lovers of God, 5)Having a form of godliness, but denying the power of it; from such turn away."

The love of money and pleasure is running rampant in America, because the people have

become …."lovers of their own selves." This is the very root of sin which spawns lustful,

covetous, proud and arrogant living. Can you now see why all this teaching today on "self-

esteem" is so dangerous and deadly? This boastful, arrogant, pleasure-seeking nation is headed

on a collision course with divine judgment. It can´t be avoided. The land will be made desolate.

The only hope is on an individual basis for those who turn to Jesus in repentance. The rapture

is the only way of escape.

America suffers severely from intense patriotism and boastfulness. When much of the world

was ravaged and burned out by two world wars, "no bombs fell on American soil." This attitude

still exists today. People firmly believe this country will see no sorrow. They cover up the sins

I have expose in this book by saying,"God will not punish us, for we have helped Israel. See

how we have helped the poor of the world." It is true that America has aided Israel, but that in

no way washes away or atones for the lusts and perversions that fill this land. For as an

individual can not earn forgiveness through good works, neither can a nation.

When the rapture happens, America will quickly sink into complete apostasy. Be sure that the

devil will make this apostasy seem like a revival or renewal, just as he does today. It will be a

very high-pitched religious time in America, but void of truth. The few who were raptured will

not be missed, for they were a thorn in the side of the beast and the harlot.

Remember, the Pope will say that Jesus came and took the troublemakers away. Others will

say they were abducted by UFO´s. These lies will be the fulfillment of Revelation 13:6…"and

blaspheme them that dwell in heaven." While there is yet time, we must warn people that

Godly sorrow for sin, repentance and faith in Jesus is the only hope.

5.09-World Trade Center
Revelation 18:8-13, 8)"Therefore shall her plagues come in one day, death, and mourning, and famine,

and she shall be utterly burned with fire; for strong is the Lord who judgeth her. 9) And the kings of

the earth, who have committed fornication and lived luxuriously with her, shall bewail her, and

lament for her, when they shall see the smoke of her burning, 10)Standing afar off for the fear of her

torment, saying, Alas, alas, that great city, Babylon, that mighty city! For in one hour is thy

judgment come. 11)And the merchants of the earth shall weep and mourn over her; for no man
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buyeth their merchandise any more: 12)The merchandise of gold, and silver, and precious stones,

and pearls, and fine linen, and purple, and silk, and scarlet, and all thine wood, and all kinds of

vessels of ivory, and all kinds of vessels of most precious wood, and of bronze, and iron, and

marble, 13)And cinnamon, and incense, and ointments, and frankincense, and wine, and oil, and

fine flour, and wheat, and cattle, and sheep, horses, and chariots, and slaves, and souls of men.

We see again how all the businessmen of the world have used Babylon as their principle

market place. Babylon is the end-time nation who buys, manufactures, and consumes the

goods or resources of the earth. When God´s judgments destroy and desolate her, the merchants

of the earth will cry and mourn. The tears are not because God is revealing Himself and

they´re sorry, but because they won´t be able to maintain the flow of money and riches anymore.

The "gravy train" is derailed. Babylon, as the glory and pride of all the nations, will be as

Sodom and Gomorrah, (Isaiah 13:19). When Babylon falls, so does the idolatrous economy of

the world.

America represents about five percent of the world population, but consumes over fifty percent

of the world´s wealth. America´s gross national product was 285 billion dollars in 1950, 940

billion in 1972, and is well over 1 trillion dollars today. This phenomenal growth, production,

and consumption of the earth´s goods is not a result of being faithful, God-fearing, and generous

to the poor. It results from selfishness and greed.

If Jesus were here in the flesh today, walking the streets of this country, visiting the churches

that profess His name, I´m convinced that He would react the same as when He entered the

Temple with righteous anger. And the religious Pharisees of today would condemn Him because

of His indictment of their greed and making merchandise of the people. All of the splendid

spectacular buildings and programs won´t cover up the inner sin lust and selfishness.

Its been reported that 80-90% of all religious contributions are spent on buildings and
equipment, for the enjoyment of those who made the contributions. That reveals what

really fills the hearts of most church members. They spend most of God´s money on themselves,

thinking they´re giving to God. They only love themselves and their money. (2Tim 3:2-4)

The political-economic-religious systems of America are caught up in a pleasure seeking,

luxury looking lifestyle that is angering a most merciful and long suffering Lord. God is exposing

the "world trade center" for what is really is.

Much of what is preached in America should be called the Babylonian Gospel because it has

rejected the lowly Nazarene! I´ve heard claims that up to one third of America´s population is

"born again". One who is born from above is taught to pick up his cross and love his enemies.

He is taught to bless them who hurt you and despise. Peter said we are "to walk in His steps".

These claims have very little evidence to back them up.

Instead of mercy and sacrifice, there seems to be a rapidly growing spirit of covetousness and

greed. Self-denial is to reject the old carnal desires, and then put someone else´s welfare and

needs ahead of our own. It means to esteem others as better than ourselves. This is produced

and motivated by the Lord Jesus Christ living within us. It is the result of being saved, not

something done in our own power to earn salvation. Jesus came to the earth, not to be served,

but serve, to give Himself to others. This includes the Russians and all of America´s enemies.

That´s the example we are to follow. Sadly, the reason most American Christians don´t evidence
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that attitude is because they are not led by the Holy Spirit. I´m not meaning to be hard or

harsh by that statement. I know from personal experience what it means to walk in the flesh.

The carnal old man that Paul talks about is always trying to get control of us. But, we have a

choice; walk in the Spirit or the flesh.

5.10-Jet Set Mentality
Revelation 18:14-16, 14)"And the fruits that thy soul lusted after are departed from thee, and all things

which were dainty and sumptuous are departed from thee, and thou shalt find them no more at all.

15)The merchants of the these things, who were made rich by her, shall stand afar off for the fear of

her torment, weeping and wailing, 16)And saying, Alas, alas, that great city, that was clothed in fine

linen, and purple, and scarlet, and bedecked with gold, and precious stones, and pearls!"

What kind of lifestyle do you think of when you hear "jet-set"? The first thoughts that enter my

mind are rich, first-class and spoiled. We see in verse 14 that the Babylonians became very

extravagant in their tastes. This attitude is manifested when one´s heart and desires are for

earthly treasures, not the riches of Heaven. When a person´s heart is set on earthly gain, he

will never be satisfied.

Apparently the tastes and desires of the Babylonian people have increased to a point that

everything must be the biggest and best. Their stomachs are filled with tapeworms; they can

never have enough. They are missing that contentment that Paul charges us to understand

and to live in.

No where in the world is this "mentality" found more than in America and Western Europe. It

is the western world, remember, that controls the money system, which empowers people to

purchase all the desires of their hearts. More and more people are becoming discontented and

dissatisfied with what they possess. People are filled with fear of loss or lack. This leads them

to love their own selves and desire or lust for more. This is the very root of sin according to the

Bible.

Westerners must have the finest of everything. Their purchases must be the latest and newest

of fashion and design. This idolatrous spirit is not limited to the super rich, for even the

average wage earner seeks after finer things. The whole motivation behind the "American

Dream" of owning a home, two cars in the garage, a cabin on the lake, is all based on

discontentment and covetousness. Because the Holy Spirit is not the power in charge of their

desires, the devil leads them to desire the nicest, most expensive things money can buy.

Today´s Christians are told to see what they want, then have faith that God will give it to them.

What perversion of truth. This kind of teaching only excites the fleshly desires of men and

turns them even further from the power of Jesus Christ.

The word "dainty" means something delicious or a delicacy. When we are desiring the delicious

things of this world, all in the Lord´s name, we won´t be too concerned with the welfare of

someone else. The devil is very deceptive when it comes to the material things of the earth. The

Babylonian mentality toward material things resembles the thinking of the Laodecian church.

Is the Laodecian church located on Babylonian soil? It appears that it is.

Our heritage as Christians is one of willing sacrifice and suffering for the name of Jesus. That

doesn´t mean that a person should strive for pain and poverty, thinking that enhances his

spirituality and standing before God. That "monk" mentality is as perverted as the Babylonians
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who strive to be rich.

When you are truly seeking the knowledge of Jesus, you won´t be searching and seeking after

the finer things of the earth. Neither will you seek to be poor and poverty stricken to show off

your spirituality. That kind of thinking is the wisdom of this world, which is foolishness to

God. Can you see the wisdom that God reveals in the Proverbs?

Proverbs 30:7-9, 7)"Two things have I required of thee; deny them not to me before I die; 8)Remove far

from me vanity and lies; give me neither poverty nor riches; feed me with food convenient for me,

9)Lest I be full, and deny thee, and say, Who is the Lord? Or lest I be poor, and steal, and take the

name of my God in vain."

These scriptures reveal the heart of a man that is honest before God. He knows, probably from

experience, what it means to desire the dainties of this world. He has met God and decided

that nothing of this earth can compare with Him. He knew how pride, vanity, and riches can

make one so self-aware that he would forget the Lord in his daily life.

A Spirit-led man will recognize the thoughts that enter his mind to constantly desire something

finer, are the fiery darts of the devil. If you find yourself trapped in the web of Babylonian

materialism, if the wisdom of the Proverbs is not part of your mentality, and you would like it

to be, there is only one way to freedom. You must acknowledge your sin before God, desire to

be free, and receive Jesus into your heart, and let His Spirit fill your mind and heart with faith

and love.

Babylon will burn from coast to coast because the people lusted after the delicacies of the

world. Don´t be part of the group who will weep and wail when the financial empires of Babylon

are burning to the ground. Be part of the group who weep and mourn over their sinfulness,

and the immeasurable grace of God to forgive and cleanse that sin from their very presence.

Babylon the great is falling, don´t you!

5.11-Admired by World
Revelation 18:17-21, 17)"For in one hour so great riches are come to nothing. And every shipmaster,

and all the company in ships, and sailors, and as many as trade by seas, stood afar off, 18)And

cried when they saw the smoke of her burning, saying, What city is like unto this great city? 19)And

they cast dust on their heads, and cried weeping and wailing, saying, Alas, alas, that great city, in

which were made rich all that had ships in the sea by reason of her costliness! For in one hour is

she made desolate. 20)Rejoice over her, thou heaven, and ye holy apostles and prophets; for God

hath avenged you on her. 21)And a mighty angel took up a stone like a great millstone, and cast it

into the sea, saying, Thus with violence shall that great city, Babylon, be thrown down, and shall be

found no more at all."

These verses depict the supernatural destruction of Babylon by God Himself. He doesn´t need

nuclear devices of men to do His work. There are three elements to the destruction of America.

First, according to Revelation 16:19, a great earthquake will shake the entire earth and all

cities will crumble. Babylon will be split into three sections, with bodies of water separating

the sections. Most likely, Babylon will be the epicenter of the great quake. All of America will

be leveled.

Secondly, it is clear God will send fire from heaven to burn the rubble and men will see…the

smoke of her burning. Thirdly, once all the landmass is burned to ashes, it appears God will
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cause mighty tidal waves to completely submerge the nation of ashes. What else could be

meant by…a stone…cast into the sea? This is not mere speculation, for Jeremiah says the

same thing concerning Babylon.

Jeremiah 51:42, "The sea is come up upon Babylon; she is covered with the multitude of its waves.

A large stone or meteor cast into the sea at the right angle would cause tremendous waves of

destruction. As the waters recede, the salt and sand in the water will settle on the land that

was known as the United States of America. It will look like a desolate desert. No trace of its

pompous culture will be found. Like Sodom and Gomorrah, it will vanish from sight.

As God´s judgment is falling on Babylon at the end of the 70th Week, the men on ships headed

toward Babylon will stand in a state of shock. They will look at one another and ask, "What

city is like unto this great city?" If you take this scripture which describes the world´s admiration

and adulation of Babylon the great, and add to that the complimentary adoration of the people

toward the Beast in Revelation 13:4 "…Who is like the Beast? Who is able to make war with

him?", you have inescapable evidence again that the Beast and Babylon are different names

identifying the same nation.

Additional proof of this claim is found in Revelation 17:18, where the woman is described as

"…that great city which reigneth over the kings of the earth." We know that the Beast is the

nation, with its president, that rules the earth for 42 months or 3 1/2 years, according to

Revelation 13:5. So John is not talking about two different ruling nations when he says Babylon

the Great rules over the kings of the earth.

The Beast and Babylon are synonymous. The fact that John says the woman is the great city

is easily explained, for the political empires are often referred to as women, as are the religious

systems. In Isaiah 47:5, Babylon the Great is called…"the lady of kingdoms."

Some teach that John is referring to just one city in Revelation 18:18. But let´s understand

that John is describing a nation of cities, not just one specific city of the world. Jeremiah gives

proof of this.

Jeremiah 50:32, "And the most proud shall stumble and fall, and none shall raise him up; and I will

kindle a fire in his cities, and it shall devour all round about him."

Jeremiah 51:3, "O thou that dwellest upon many waters, abundant in treasures, thine end is come,

and the measure of thy covetousness.

What country in the world today is more admired than America? Who controls the economic

community? Even Russia is dependent on America in many areas. America has treaties in the

world which call on it to defend 42 nations in the event of trouble. If America ceased to exist as

a nation, the economy of the world would crash and that scares the natural man. Whoever

controls the banks and pocketbooks controls everything, even the military.

Before the nuclear age, whoever had the strongest army and navy was the power to be reckoned

with. But the nuclear arsenals of America and Russia have lessened the importance of

conventional armies and navies. The real power in the last days is in economic might. Nations

around the globe are awed and impressed by the influence of America, both militarily and

economically.
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Christians, we are citizens of Heaven first. That´s our real home. I´m not advocating violent

revolution because we live in Babylon. For God commands us to obey the laws of whatever

government, as long as they don´t cause us to disobey God. But we must revolt nonviolently

and spiritually against anything that would teach us to sin. We must not fear our leaders in

government, but pray for them.

The admiration that many of this world have toward America can be further shown by asking

one simple question. Where do most people immigrate to when they leave their own country?

You don´t see to many people beating down the doors of the Russian embassies, hoping to

become citizens. America is the "land of the free and the home of the brave" in the eyes of the

natural unregenerated man. Remember the two-headed serpent. One of its heads seems free

and happy, but it is still the serpent.

The freedom that natural man needs is from sin and the devil. The cross made that possible.

Jesus said,"…you shall know the truth and the truth shall make you free." Many mixed up

Christians have been taught that Jesus makes one free from pain, poverty and Communism.

But is that what our Lord is saying? Think on these questions. Can you be injured and sick,

and still be free from sin´s grip? Can you be poor, not knowing where your next meal is coming

from, and still be free from sin? Can you live in Russia, and be free from sin, and go to Heaven

if you die?

Jesus died to set us free from the very fears of pain, poverty and Communism. He enters our

hearts so that we may rejoice and take pleasure in the midst of these things. That´s the

testimony of Christ which all people need to see. The afflictions and sufferings of the saints

are the very things that cause the power of Christ to rest upon us, for in these things we learn

the power of His resurrection. The affliction and suffering is not self-inflicted, but a direct

result of the Lord who lives in us. It is He who Satan hates and tries to hurt. Study II Corinthians

11 and 12. The kind of wisdom revealed there is not found in America´s educational institutions

of higher learning. As a matter of fact, it is rarely found in schools that are supposed to

produce the preachers of the Gospel. Jesus is the truth and when you know Him, you are free

whether you live in Russia or America.

Though America is adored and admired by the world, this doesn´t mean Christians should.

The only object of our admiration should be the Lord Jesus Christ.

5.12-Known for Music
Revelation 18:22, "And the voice of harpers, and minstrels, and flute players, and trumpeters shall be

heard no more at all in thee; and no craftsmen, of whatever craft he be, shall be found any more in

thee; and the sound of the millstone shall be heard no more at all in thee;

I remember growing up in the late 50´s and 60´s to the sounds of rock and roll. Elvis Presley

had millions of teenagers spellbound with his music and gyrations. Twenty years later, this

style had become a worldwide fascination. Even the softer music of America is popular around

the globe.

One has to wonder why the Lord would have John write about the music of Babylon. The fact

that it is part of the Revelation is significant, for no scripture is of little importance. It all has

meaning. Is it possible that the Lord has a warning to His people within this verse? If so, what

would it be? It is very likely that the music of Babylon will be a device of Satan to deceive and
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destroy the souls of men. Music and words present a message which has a spiritual power

behind it. Jesus said that words spoken have a spiritual being behind them.

Satan is seducing and mesmerizing multitudes through impure music and lyrics. One only

has to watch a "rock concert" to see who is the power behind the scenes. Any music that exalts

fear, lust, pride, and worship of the performer is not of God. Many Christian musical groups

are conforming to the style and standards of today´s rock groups. They say their motive is to

attract the unsaved, to give them the impression that Christians aren´t square or different,

and then tell them about Jesus. Think very carefully on this question. Would you become a

prostitute to try to win a prostitute to Jesus? Many would say, "that´s not the same thing."

Rest assured, for it is the same conforming, compromising spirit behind both examples, only

one is a little more obvious than the other.

5.13-Crafty Technocrats
"…and no craftsman, of whatever craft he be…"

We know already that Babylon is a large importer of the world´s goods and resources. One

reason, along with their greed, is the craftsmanship and ingenuity of her people. Babylon is

known for its ability to manufacture in mass quantities. The above verse also indicates there

are many crafts, "…of whatever craft he be…," which allows for so much variety in the goods

she imports and produces. To be a craftsman requires a skill and proficiency with one´s

hands and mind.

The large corporations of America are pictures of this verse. For it requires great skill and

training to work the machines of these highly technical companies. What other nations on

earth can compete with the technology, skill and financing of America?

5.14-World Supermarket
"…and the sound of a millstone…"

A millstone in the old days was one pair of thick stone disks used for grinding grain. When the

farmer would harvest his grain, he would grind it for human use on a millstone. John tells us

that the world will not hear the sound of food production from Babylon anymore. This implies

that Babylon was a large food producer and consumer. This idea follows the pattern of Babylon´s

dominance over the world´s goods and resources.

Using the craftsmanship of her people, America is the leader in food production among the

nations of the earth. Food is becoming the most important commodity in the world. The price

of food will skyrocket in the future, due to increasing drought, famine and war in other parts

of the world. Food will become a weapon and lever for the beast and false prophet, much like

oil has been by OPEC.

Who controls that weapon today? What would happen if all of God´s people were raptured,

leaving only the selfish and greedy to continue on? Even though there will be only a few

raptured, they represent the strong voice of the Lord. When the Holy Spirit is silent but still

present on the earth, the American system will gain control over the earth, using food as part

of the plan to dominate.

5.15-International Businessmen
Revelation 18:23, "And the light of a lamp shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bride-
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groom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee; for thy merchants were the great men of

the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived."

Who is this light in Babylon that John refers to? Jesus said that born again Christians are the

light of the world. Anyone who has repented and received Jesus Christ becomes that light! But

now this light no longer shines in Babylon. The bridegroom and the bride are only a voice in

the past. Jesus and His followers can´t be seen or heard anymore, for Jesus came just prior to

the 70th Week and removed His people from the earth. Also, those in Babylon who became

Christians during the 70th Week, have physically departed the land, for God told them to

come out of here before He destroys it with fire and tidal waves.

"For thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by their sorceries were all nations deceived."

Today there are many businessmen who claim to be the light of the Lord in America. However,

they better fit the description of John who says America´s merchants were the deceivers of the

nations. For being successful in business in America is too often equated with Christianity.

Babylon´s businessmen are famous worldwide and looked upon with respect and admiration

by the natural man. They are considered great because of the empires of wealth they possess.

The unsaved person looks at wealth and financial success as a sign of greatness, even godliness.

What deception! Even the Christian is tempted to judge a person´s level of faith by their

worldly success.

The church at Corinth was sharply rebuked and admonished by the apostle Paul, for they

were judging and measuring Paul´s faith by such carnal standards. They considered Paul a

fool and a failure in this faith because they were rich now, full now, and reigning as kings in

this life, and Paul wasn´t. They considered themselves great businessmen in Christ, and were

ashamed of Paul, who lived without most of his life. But who had the real faith, based on the

real truth? Was it the rich famous Corinthians or the poor persecuted Paul? Study the story in

I Corinthians 4.

What is the sorcery which led to the deception of the world? Sorcery is the employment of

witchcraft and magic to illusion the people. How can sorcery be used in a business sense?

What is being used in the world as an aid in selling merchandise? Remember, magic has a

mesmerizing effect on people. Sorcery and magic create a false impression which is based on

distorted truth. These merchants of Babylon have made themselves great and wealthy through

magical mesmerizing practices. Is the sorcery John alludes to the practice of advertising?

Virtually every businessman in America advertises his products or services. The art of

advertising is big business in itself. Huge amounts of money are spent to portray products

and services as something everyone must have. Most major schools in America train and

equip men to help businessmen become bigger through advertising techniques. These

techniques and the motives behind them are usually distorted.

The predominant motive in American business is to make a profit through the selling of goods

and services. That motive is held and taught in all circles. It saturates every level of our

culture. But is it the right motive for businessmen: This may sound strange and foreign to

most people, including many Christians, but the sole motivation for any business should be

to "glorify God." Paul said that in whatever we do in word or deed, do all in the name of Jesus,

(Colossians 3:17). This includes buying and selling of products. The profit motive in business
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exposes the lust and desire for money, not the love of God.

When businessmen are operating from a desire to make more money, they will invariably

exaggerate or lie about their product or service. This is sorcery in a business sense. It is

corrupt and all of Babylon awaits the judgment of God for such deceitfulness and treacherous

behavior.

In America, television, newspaper, and billboard advertising is very deceptive and has a hypnotic

illusionary effect on the viewer. Products are presented in such a light that the natural heart

can´t resist the temptation. Products are held up to the public as the source of joy, hope, and

love. Consequently, merchandise has become a god, an idol of the masses. America has become

a land filled with gods and idols of worship, (Jeremiah 51:38). For example, we are led to

believe through these demon inspired commercials, that if we drink a certain kind of whiskey,

smoke a certain brand of cigarette, drive a certain make of car, recline in a certain style of

chair, wear a certain fragrance of perfume, then we will experience more joy and happiness.

We will be more accepted by others.

This deceitful practice is called "image advertising." Merchants paint a picture of what everyone

should want or be. They then tell the viewer that their product is a necessary part to achieving

the desired goal. Many ministries in America have copied and conformed to this image

advertising technique. Not only is the conformity to secular "Madison Avenue" techniques a

blasphemy, but the "image of Jesus" presented to the public is not the Jesus of the Bible.

Many Christians in their eagerness to save the world have advertised a Jesus who is more

acceptable to the world system. They portray a Jesus who winks at sin and is silent about

Hell.

Advertising has become the worldwide medium used to increase the wealth of America´s

merchants and ministries. Most every nation has radios and television networks. This type of

advertising, coupled with the profit motive incentive, has its roots very deep in America. All

these advertisements succeed in doing is to entice the human lust and greed in people.

Most of America´s giant corporations have subsidiaries in other nations. America´s business

is the world´s business. American products are household names around the world.

5.16-Inquisition Again
Revelation 18:24, "And in her was found the blood of prophets, and of saints, and of all that were slain

upon the earth."

This last verse of the chapter has within it a warning to the people of Babylon. The warning is

wrapped up in the past history of the woman, Babylon the Great, the mother of harlots. This

verse says…in her…in the political-religious system there is found the blood of all who died for

the faith of Christ.

What happened in Western Europe during the dark ages will happen in America in the 70th

Week of Daniel. The mother of harlots, now strengthened by her growing union with apostate

Protestants, will be more deadly than ever. Just as pagan Rome threw Christians to the lions,

and papal Rome burned Christians by the thousands at the stake, so will the beast and false

prophet who sit in America and Western Europe. The most tragic thing about this awful

slaughter will be that the harlot and beast will kill the saints of God, thinking they´re doing

God a service, (John 16:2).
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5.17-Born from Mother Country
Jeremiah 50:12, "Your mother shall be completely confounded, she that bore you shall be ashamed;…"

We now go back to the prophecies of Jeremiah, where many of the original prophecies concerning

Babylon are found. The apostle John was well versed and read in the scriptures. He understood

the meaning of Babylon and its symbolic connection with the Roman Empire. The 17th and

18th chapters of Revelation are extensions of Jeremiah. God uses John to give more detail to

the original prophecies.

In this verse it is clear that Babylon had a mother and that she is confounded. What does this

mean? Which western nation in today´s world has a mother who is confused and ashamed?

What is she confused about? Remember, Babylon and Rome are synonymous. The people of

the mother and daughter must have their roots in the Roman Empire. Could it be that when

the judgments of God strike down the nation of Babylon, the mother will be ashamed that she

gave birth to such a rebellious daughter?

Babylon has become a den of demons who have deceived the masses of the earth´s people.

Babylon is the leader of the western world who persecutes and kills God´s people during the

70th Week. Babylon is the nation who deceived the world with sorcery, spreading a love of

things around the globe. Are these the types of things the mother shall be ashamed of?

Who is the daughter of Great Britain? Where did the people of the British Empire migrate to?

Is Great Britain becoming confounded and ashamed today? Let´s take a look at her. "The sun

never sets on the British Empire," cannot be said anymore. Her global power is gone, it has

withered away. She is totally dependent on America, her rebellious, proud daughter, for security.

Is that something to be ashamed about? Two world wars which Great Britain was involved in

would have sealed her coffin had it not been for America´s intervention. No other western

nations can fit these prophecies like Great Britain and America do.

5.18-Earth´s Hammer
Jeremiah 50:23, "How is the hammer of the whole earth cut asunder and broken! How is Babylon

become a desolation among the nations!"

Jeremiah 51:20, 24-25, 20)"Thou art my battle-axe and weapons of war; for with thee will I break in

pieces the nations, and with thee I will destroy kingdoms…24)And I will remember unto Babylon

and to all the inhabitants of Chaldea all their evil that they have done in Zion in your sight, saith the

Lord. 25)Behold, I am against thee, O thou destroying mountain, saith the Lord, that destroyeth all

the earth; and I will stretch out my hand upon thee, and roll thee down from the rocks, and will

make thee a burnt mountain."

Jeremiah tells us that Babylon has become a barren wasteland, as does John in Revelation.

But, Jeremiah reveals to us that Babylon was once…the hammer of the whole earth. What

can this mean to us? The work hammer is descriptive of Babylon´s ability to strike quickly

with plenty of force behind the blow. This can be applied in a military situation and understood.

Jeremiah 51:20 says that God uses the military strength of Babylon as a battle-axe, to punish

and smite nations and kingdoms. This military muscle was part of the cause of Babylon´s

proud and arrogant attitude; even to the point that she thinks it is godly to be warlike. Just

because the Lord uses a nation to smite others does not make that nation godly. God is also

against Babylon and will destroy her personally, because she has polluted and persecuted the
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people of Israel (Zion) during the 70th Week. Has America been used as Babylon?

If we look back at recent American history, at the wars America has been involved in, you can

see the power of the hammer, which God used to punish nations. As the Germans were

conquering Europe, like Japan in the Pacific, during World War II, what was the military

strength of America? Before Pearl Harbor, this country was weak and unprepared to defend

itself, let alone the entire western world. But the attack on Pearl Harbor caused the people of

America to unite. In the movie, "Tora, Tora, Tora," a Japanese admiral stood on the bridge of

his aircraft carrier, which has just finished leveling Pearl Harbor, and said, "We must destroy

America quickly, for she is a sleeping giant."

The hammer and battle-axe of Jeremiah were now beginning to be drawn back. The industrial

potential of America was put in first gear. Tanks, planes, ships and men were prepared for war

in a matter of months. The entire nation was mobilized to fight against the enemy. The people

very sincerely believed that God was on their side in the conflict. In a way they were right, for

God did allow and ordain it. But believing that will not get one American to Heaven, nor

increase his godliness.

The might of the Japanese Empire was shattered. At the same time, the allies in Europe, who

had been under the heels of Hitler´s armies were now seeing victory as America entered the

war. The hammer-like force began to wear on the German commanders. Finally, on D-Day,

the 6th of June, 1944, the largest invasion force ever assembled in history was unleashed on

the European continent. The shear force of the allied invasion began the disintegration of the

German armies. The battle-axe was doing its job. The combined military and industrial strength

of America was now becoming the major power of the world. Isn´t it interesting that just a few

years later the Jews (Zion) became a nation? America will turn on Israel and bring the wrath

of God upon itself.

The hammer-like ability to strike quickly with force has been maintained ever since World War

II. Even though the Vietnam War dampened the spirits of America´s proud, patriotic people,

this nation still retains the mightiest military and industrial capabilities in the world. All that

is necessary to stir this force up again is a patriotic cause which the people can unite around.

The perceiving eyes of the antichrist will understand and bring to pass just such a situation.

At his disposal will be all the weapons needed to bring peace through force to this planet. I

believe the current wording of what I just stated is "peace through strength." John prophesied

in Revelation 13:4 that the world´s people would look at the beast (Babylon) and say, "Who is

able to make war with him?" Even those in America who advocate peace through disarmament

wouldn´t think of allowing America to be seriously inferior to the Russian bear. Both sides of

the nuclear issue are deceived. For the blood of Jesus is the only thing that can bring peace to

men.

America is the largest arms producer in the world which is the direct fulfillment of Jeremiah

51:20. This verse is the strength that Israel is depending on, directly or indirectly, that angers

the Lord who brought Israel back to her land. He wants them to trust in Him, not the umbrella

of the antichrist.

As we approach the 70th Week and the rapture of the church, are you ready to meet Jesus?

He could come at any moment. He gave us all the signs so that we would be watching for Him.

Are you watching?
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Luke 21:36, "Watch ye, therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all

these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man."

Are you worthy to escape the antichrist´s deception and the wrath of God? There is only one

way to be accounted worthy to escape. Jesus said you must take up your cross and follow

Him, then you would be worthy, (Matthew 10:38). This means you must first know your

sinfulness, unworthiness, and lost condition. Then repent and trust in the Lord Jesus and

His blood to forgive and cleanse. He took upon His body the wrath of God, that through faith

you might be spared.

America is the hammer and battle-axe of the world, but some of God´s people also live here.

We have the responsibility to witness to everyone in the nation. As Jeremiah, we are to speak

against the corrupt political and religious systems, and preach Jesus and His coming. Don´t

let the world´s collapse wear you down. For the world is a sinking ship that cannot be patched

up. God is the one who has torpedoed it. Don´t fight against Him.

Jesus said, "look up, your redemption draweth near." If you are looking for Him, you´ll

understand that all these trials on earth must happen to give even the hardest of hearts the

chance to repent. Didn´t you and Jesus meet through much trouble and tribulation?

5.19-Melting Pot
Jeremiah 50:37, "A sword is upon their horses, and upon their chariots, and upon all the mingled

people that are in the midst of her, and they shall become like women; a sword is upon her treasur-

ies, and they shall be robbed."

This is one of the most revealing characteristics and descriptions of the end-time nation called

Babylon. Jeremiah is describing the disintegration of her society, the country whose people

are a mixture of many nationalities. What else can "…mingled people that are in the midst of

her…" refer to but a melting pot of races, colors, and creeds?

It is true that many nations may fit this description of mingled people. But, what nation has at

its roots a Roman-European heritage, for Babylon must be from the Roman system? From

where do the founders of America originate? Do they come from Russia or China? No, the

heritage of America is primarily European. However, since the establishment of the nation

many other nationalities have migrated to make this country the "melting pot."

Another interesting point regarding the "mingled" theory is the extremity of the mingling process.

In many nations of mixed peoples, you will find the individual languages of the people are

maintained. But, in America, an immigrant is compelled to speak English or risk being an

outcast.

Jeremiah gives further insight to the many varied peoples of Babylon "…and they shall become

like women …" What does this description refer to? The people have been so idolatrous and

pleasure-seeking that this has sapped their strength. America has become a nation of "fun-in-

the-sunners." The men have become lazy and soft and Jeremiah describes them as women.

This prophetical picture concerning the people of Babylon must bring sorrow to our hearts.

My flesh wars against the evidence that America is the Babylon that John and Jeremiah

describe. I keep remembering the years of military service, the chills down my spine at the

playing of our national anthem. To call America "Babylon the Great" is not something my flesh
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enjoys. But we, through the Spirit, are to overcome the flesh. Most people are blinded and

cannot accept this prophecy of America. In fact, people become hostile at the very thought.

This is true especially of those who take the name of Jesus, who would shed their blood for

America, but not for Jesus and His truth.

Judgment upon the land of America for her sins is as sure as the existence of God. It is only a

matter of time. Even though God will spare judgment on those who repent of sin, He has made

it clear that most people in these last days won´t repent. He holds out a hand of mercy and

forgiveness to individuals in America, even though He knows most won´t turn to Him. See

Ezekiel 3:7.

5.20-Christian Influence
Jeremiah 51:7, "Babylon hath been a golden cup in the Lord´s hand, that made the earth drunk; the

nations have drunk of her wind; therefore, the nations are mad."

In II Peter 2:20, the apostle Peter warns us that anyone who has known the Lord and then

falls back into practicing sin, is worse off than before he knew Jesus. Peter says a person is

better off never knowing the Lord, than to know Him and then turn from His commandments.

For by turning from His commandments we turn from Him and His love. We must always

remember that God is holy and pure and His word never changes. He must punish sin. When

God chastens and punishes, it is His motive to cleanse sin from the man. But God has given

all men the eternal choice to either follow Him or rebel against Him. Those who will not repent

under His chastening and scourging will be excluded from His kingdom. This applies to the

backslidden saint, as well as the heathen.

Those who have turned from the holy commandment to love the Lord with all their hearts,

who have left this first love, always find it hard to repent and be renewed. This is true, especially

of those in willful, premeditated disobedience. But we must always teach and remember that

God will forgive a sorrowful, broken, repented heart. Man has the eternal choice to live or die.

This is the grace of God. God will remove all the things that evil men use to satisfy their lusts.

Then a man has only two alternatives, God or death.

If this principle defined by Peter applies to men, then it also applies to groups of men. What

does "…Babylon hath been a golden cup in the Lord´s hand…" mean in regard to this principle?

Babylon hath been is past tense, meaning that at some earlier time, prior to God´s judgment

upon her, Babylon had God-fearing people influencing the nation. The golden cup in His hand

could mean that God used the believers in Babylon to pour out the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

Because of the faith, love, and kindness of Babylon´s pocket of believers, God poured out His

blessings upon Babylon. But something went wrong. We see that Babylon is no longer a cup

of gold in the Lord´s hand. It was in the past. What happened? The people began worshiping

the blessing instead of the Blessor; the promises, not the Promisor; the gifts of the Spirit, not

the Giver; the creation, instead of the Creator. This gradual turn from thankfulness to selfishness

in the lives of the professing Christians, is what made all the earth drunk.

This idolatry spread to the whole earth to make it drunk and mad! This parallels the prophecies

of the harlot church which committed fornication with the kings of the earth, (Revelation

17:2-4). This is true because the harlot of Revelation 17:4 is spoken of as having a golden cup

in her hand. This means that the Lord God has given up the harlot to her false doctrines.

What she teaches and pours out to the people is an abomination to God. The cup is not in His
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hands anymore because He will not have any part in heresy.

This selfishness and harlotry grieves a holy God. It grieves Him to see people take His name

and turn His blessing into the poison wine of the world. Most people in the world suffer from

this chronic idolatry, which is becoming more intense as this age draws to a close. It is an

idolatrous heart that would rather build his own kingdom, rather than have Jesus return to

establish His on the earth. What happened to Israel in the days of Hosea will happen to

America, only worse.

Hosea 10:1-2, (LB) 1)"How prosperous Israel is - a luxuriant vine all filled with fruit! But the more

wealth I give her, the more she pours it on the altars of her heathen gods; the richer the harvests I

give her, the more beautiful the statues and idols she erects. 2)The hearts of her people are false

toward God. They are guilty and must be punished. God will break down their heathen altars and

smash their idols."

What nation of the world fits this description Jeremiah gives us? Who is or was the cup of

gold? What is the situation today? Has the golden cup become past tense yet? No other nation

on earth can fit but America. The rich, proud, compromised Laodecian church is in full bloom

in America, just as Israel was in the days of Hosea. These are the people who have turned

God´s blessings and promises into pagan idolatry.

The sad thing about this is that the people of these churches believe they are in God´s will.

They don´t know they are blind and naked. Their desires are for the satisfaction of the flesh.

They go to church every Sunday, but only for show or entertainment, and they don´t listen to

or love the truth even when they hear it. The heathen god of Hosea is "self" in America. The

beautiful statues and idols are the cathedrals and showplaces that Christians build for

themselves.

I believe when the rapture occurs, the golden cup will be past tense. The spit-up Laodecian

church will continue to poison themselves and the world with the wine of idolatry. As these

harlot churches fall into utter apostasy, the judgments of God will fall to chasten, punish, and

scourge them. This chastening begins when God allows the Russian-Syrian confederacy to

invade Israel, thereby initiating World War III. At the end of the 70th Week the landmass of

Babylon will be totally destroyed by God´s judgments. As Peter warned believing men against

turning from God´s commandments, Jeremiah and John warn Babylon´s professing church.

Godly sorrow, repentance and the rapture is the only way out.

The combination of the rapture and the growing apostasy of the Laodecian church will seal

America´s doom. Jesus said He would come when people least expected it. The worldly Christian

is not looking and longing for Jesus, only His children who hear His voice and follow the Good

Shepherd. Others are too busy satisfying every whim of their carnal hearts. The presence of

true believers in Babylon is holding back the wrath of God on the ungodly and the sinner. The

rapture will remove the saints from Babylon and judgment will begin. Satan will then be

allowed to carry out his plan.

Why is it that the doctrine of the soon coming of Jesus, which is the most mentioned of all New

Testament doctrines, is preached the least in so many churches? It is because most pastors

and teachers are full of the world, which prevents them from being filled with the Word. If they

were filled with the light of God´s word, then the return of Jesus would fill their motivations,

mind and mouth.
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5.21-Space Travelers
Jeremiah 51:53, "Though Babylon should mount up to heaven, and though she should fortify the height

of her strength, yet from me shall spoilers come unto her, saith the Lord."

The ancient Babylonian system, under Nimrod, strove to establish and erect a world in their

own strength. They built a symbolic tower of Babel, making people think God, Heaven, and

judgment was way out in space. Also, people were taught to believe that through their own

efforts, and ability to achieve and build, God would then justify them. The people were trying

to climb, to mount up to Heaven, through their own self-righteousness. This gross distortion

and misunderstanding of the fallen condition of man led to a liberal, loose and licentious

society. The judgment of God recently displayed via the Great Flood was erased from the

memory of sinful men. The fear of God was removed from the minds of men. However, they

held to a form of Godliness, but they denied the power of it.

This perverted thinking has captured the minds of every kingdom and empire from Nimrod to

today. The kingdoms are under the deceptive whip of Satan, who also fell due to such self-

righteousness and pride. This Babylonian spirit cannot be reformed. It must be destroyed and

replaced with the Word and way of God. God will spoil the Babylonian counterfeit.

What is the modern version of the Tower of Babel? Jeremiah said "…though Babylon should

mount up to heaven." Within this prophecy is found the modern Tower of Babel in a spiritual

sense. What has happened since World War II? To mount up means to ascend or to climb. So

Babylon is literally climbing to Heaven. Since our holy city is in the heavens above, the people

of Babylon are again striving to reach God in their own way and strength.

Since 1956, Russia and America have been racing further out into space. Man has become a

space traveler. Jeremiah says that man´s climb to outer space will produce the spoilers from

God, who are the angels of the Revelation, with their trumpets and vials.

There is one event of recent space travel that exemplifies the proud spirit which saturates the

Babylonian mind. When Neil Armstrong, in 1969, landed on the moon, he was the first human

to achieve such a feat. As he stepped from his lunar landing craft he said, "one step for man,

one giant leap for mankind." Mankind received all the credit and glory for this space miracle.

The pompous pride of America was never higher.

This display of national pride is what sent Jesus Christ to the cross. He died to separate us

from this self-righteousness and self-glorification. Yet, the people of America stand and cheer,

showing their approval of such proud motivations. Then on Sunday morning, they journey

down to the local church, and pretend to worship God.

Since then, spacecraft have reached Saturn, millions of miles from earth. The race in space

has intensified. Man is striving to reach the center of the universe. The ironic part of all this is

that mankind is spiritually drifting further from God, even though he is getting closer to

Heaven above.

Jeremiah also prophesied that Babylon would "…fortify the height of her strength…" Are we

witnessing the fulfillment of this in America´s plans to make space a battleground? Are the

deployment of space-age weapons and space stations an extension of Babylon´s military muscle?

The hammer and battle-axe of America is reaching toward the heavens.
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The Second Coming of Jesus Christ will truly be a space spectacular. The King of Kings will

descend from the heavens, all eyes shall see Him, every tongue confess that He is Lord. Praise

God! All Christians should pray for this glorious moment when Jesus returns to set up His

Kingdom. Only then will true peace and prosperity prevail. The earth will be filled with the

glory and knowledge of the Lord.

5.22-Convinced or Confused
After careful consideration of all these descriptions of Babylon the Great, what is your

conclusion? Are you convinced or are you still confused? Is God revealing the mystery of

Babylon to us in the 17th and 18th chapters of Revelation? Are the prophecies of Jeremiah

and John pointing to the United States of America, as the nation destined to rule and ruin the

earth prior to the 1,000-year reign of Christ?

As stated in the beginning of this chapter, it was only when God delivered me from misdirected

loyalty and patriotism, that I could see and understand America´s role in end-time events. We

must remember that truly born again believers are loyal servants only to the Kingdom of God.

Remember, Paul considered himself to be a slave of our Lord Jesus Christ. The uniform we

now wear identifies us with the army of Jesus Christ, not the United States of America. Our

only sword should be the word of God. God will have no part in those who seek to be double

agents.

Please don´t confuse God´s command to obey the laws of the land where God has stationed

us, with loyalty and patriotism. It doesn´t matter what antichrist government we are

ambassadors to, for there will always be conflict between all of them and the kingdom we

serve. Just as foreign ambassadors are to obey the laws of the country they´re assigned, but

still remain completely loyal to their homeland, so are we to Heaven. Just as the President

would disapprove of his ambassador desiring to be a citizen and loyal to the other country, so

does God of those who defect to the nation they are ambassadors to.

If you still are unsure of America´s prophetical place, please study carefully the next chapter.

For it will provide further evidence of America´s roll in prophecy. I beg you to please study the

scriptures, and prove these prophecies. Don´t trust only this book, but don´t despise it either,

until you´ve proven it wrong.

Chapter 6 Prelude
One main purpose of this book is to show the importance prophecy should play in the hearts

and minds of the people. In today´s church world there are far too many people who have

misunderstood the meaning of prophecy. To many it has been a mystery, hidden and sealed,

so then they disregard it altogether. This is the work of the antichrist spirit, which is opposed

to the revelation of Jesus Christ. The mystery of Babylon can be revealed only by the Spirit of

God, who has come to "show us all things to come."

Revelation 22:10 "And he saith unto me, Seal not the words of the prophecy of this book; for the time is

at hand."

John 16:13, "Nevertheless, when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you into all truth; for he

shall not speak of himself, but whatever he shall hear, that shall he speak; and he will show you

things to come."

In the above verses, John is told to unseal the prophecies of God´s word. The Spirit of truth
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has come to guide us into all truth and show us the future. But, if we don´t possess the Holy

Spirit, or better yet, He possess us, it is impossible to unravel the mysteries of the Kingdom. It

is then the spirit of error and antichrist who does the teaching. Oh yes, Satan himself is a

teacher of prophecy, who mixes his lies with the truth to deceive you.

In Revelation 19:10, John says that the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy. What

does that mean, the testimony of Jesus? It is three things: 1) Who He is. 2) What He has done,

doing, and will do. 3) What He said, in other words His doctrine.

Paul said that we are not to be ignorant of Satan´s devices. But what we see and hear in some

prophetic circles concerning end-time prophecies and events, demonstrates that ignorance

and confusion is widespread in the organized Christian community. This is true especially as

it relates to understanding what antichrist is, who antichrist is, and from where antichrist will

come. I pray as you read this you will understand that I´m not being "antichrist minded" as

opposed to "Christ minded." We must be totally Christ-centered; to be Cross-minded and

Coming-minded. But Jesus said in Matthew 24:15, for those who read to understand the

truths concerning antichrist. It is the purpose of the Holy Spirit to reveal and expose Satan

and his blinding lies. This is one thing Jesus is doing today. Before we can understand we

must first know we are deceived and believing lies.

6.01-Some Say Syria
There are many teachers who believe that the political antichrist or beast will emerge from

Syria or one of the 10 Common Market nations of Europe. Are they prophesying the truth? Or

are they repeating tradition that is incorrect? Let´s first examine Syria.

Daniel 11:27,  "And both these kings´ (Egypt and Syria) hearts shall be to do mischief, and they shall

speak lies at one table, but it shall not prosper; for yet the end shall be at the time appointed."

Daniel 11:30, "For the ships of Kittim (west) shall come against him (Russia/Syria); therefore, he shall

be grieved, and return, and have indignation against the holy covenant; so shall he do; he shall even

return, and have intelligence with those who forsake the holy covenant."

The antichrist can´t come from Syria because Syria (and Russia) is the king of the north in

Daniel 11:27, 30. For Syria to be the home of the antichrist means that Syria would have to be

allied with and dominate Western Europe and America, (Daniel 7:8, 20, 24). For Western

Europe was the bulk of the geographical area that made up the Roman Empire. The antichrist

or beast comes out of the Roman Empire. How then could Syria be the head of the Roman

Empire and still be king of the north in Daniel11? It can´t.

The antichrist from the Roman Empire and the king of the north are opposing forces in the

last days, not allied. They will forge a convenant of peace at the beginning of the 70th Week,

but not because of mutual admiration. As Daniel 11:27 clearly indicates, the peace will be

based upon lies spoken at the table of peace. Syria cannot be allied with the Roman Empire,

for according to Daniel 11:30, the ships of Kittim (Rome) will sail toward the king of the north

to intercept and cut him off when he invades the Middle East. If Syria is the head of the

Roman Empire, as many teach, would he not then be coming against himself?

Daniel 11:40-45, 40)"And at the time of the end shall the king of the south (Egypt) push at him (Russia/

Syria); and the king of the north shall come against him (Egypt) like a whirlwind, with chariots, and

with horsemen, and with many ships; and he (Russia/Syria) shall enter into the countries, and shall
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overflow and pass through. 41)He (Russia/Syria) shall enter also into the glorious land, and many

countries shall be overthrown, but these shall escape out of his hand, even Edom, and Moab, and

the chief of the children of Ammon (Jordan). 42)He (Russia/Syria) shall stretch forth his hand also

upon the countries, and the land of Egypt shall not escape. 43)But he shall have power over the

treasures of gold and of silver, and over all the precious things of Egypt; and the Libyans and the

Ethiopians shall be at his steps. 44)But tidings out of the east and out of the north (American ships

in the Mediterranean Sea) shall trouble him; therefore, he shall go forth with great fury to destroy,

and utterly to sweep away many. 45)And he (Russia/Syria) shall plant the tabernacles of his palace

between the seas in the glorious holy mountain; yet he shall come to his end, and none shall help

him." (God destroys - see Ezekiel 38)

Daniel 12:1, "And at that time (mid-70th Week) shall Michael stand up, the great prince who standeth

for the children of thy people, and there shall be a time of trouble, such as never was since there

was a nation even to that same time; and at that time thy people shall be delivered, every one that

shall be found written in the book."

A study of Ezekiel 38 reveals that Russia is the king of the north with her allies of Libya,

Ethiopia and others. Daniel 11:40-45 describes these same two nations, Libya and Ethiopia,

as at the feet of the king of the north, which means they are allied with Russia. Therefore,

there is no need for troops to occupy them. The Russian/Syrian confederacy will attack and

occupy Egypt, who provoked (push), the attack by betraying its Arab brothers through the

treaties with Israel and America, thereby forcing Syria to the peace table.

Daniel 11:40-45 and Ezekiel 38 describe the same mid-70th Week war. Since Russia and

Syria have signed binding alliances, it is clear that the king of the north of Daniel 11 and the

little horn of Daniel 8 (which we´ll study soon) are also pointing to Russia, and not the antichrist

from America. Daniel 12:1 begins the reign of the American antichrist after the Russian/

Syrian confederacy has been destroyed by God Himself toward the middle of the 70th Week.

This will be the last 3 1/2 years when the wrath of God will be poured out. It is the time of

Jacob´s trouble. But the great Michael will be there to fight against Satan and his angels.

Furthermore, the antichrist´s nation cannot be Syria or another Arab nation, for the people

who live in his nation must be predominantly professing Christians. As we have already seen

in Revelation 13 and 17, the antichrist´s nation has a religious system that sits, resides and

dwells in, on, and with the political system. We know that apostate Christianity is that system.

If Syria, Iran, or Iraq is to produce the antichrist, then the current religious situation in these

nations must take a dramatic swing toward organized Christianity, even to the point of their

governments using and proclaiming it. One look at the overwhelming influence, power, and

deception in the Moslem religion tends to make you think otherwise. This is another reason

why the old Babylon in Iraq will not be rebuilt, as some teach. Remember, according to Revelation

18:4, Babylon is the home of God´s people. Where do most Jewish people live today? America,

not Iraq.

6.02-Some Say Common Market
There are as many who teach that Western Europe will produce the antichrist, as there are

who advocate Syria. Are they teaching the truth?

Daniel 7:8,20.24, 8)"I considered the horns, and behold, there came up among them another little horn,

before which there were three of the first horns plucked up by the roots; and, behold, in this horn
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were eyes like the eyes of a man, and a mouth speaking great things. 20)And the ten horns that

were in its head, and of the other which came up, and before whom three fell, even of that horn that

had eyes, and a mouth that spoke very great things, whose look was more stout than its fellows. 24)

And the ten horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall arise; and another shall rise after

them, and he shall be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three kings."

Now let´s look at Western Europe as the home of the antichrist or little horn as he also called.

He cannot come from one of the ten nations (horns) of the Common Market because in Daniel

7:24 he is said to come after them (rise after). Also, in Daniel 7:8, both the antichrist and his

nation are referred to as "another" horn or nation, not one of the ten. Both the nation and the

man will rise to prominence after ten nations of Europe already exist as nations, but not

necessarily at the same time. For the leader will rise up after his nation has already been

formed and established. The beast will be the last leader of the nation. Since the beast is both

a man and his nation, like the other ten, and since in Daniel 7:20 his look is stronger (stout)

than the other ten, then we have to look elsewhere to find the beast or antichrist and his

nation.

There is no nation in Western Europe which is not part of the Common Market and yet stronger

and younger than any of the ten that are in it, which it must be. The little horn of Daniel 7 is

a nation that emerges "out of " and "after" the first ten. He is not one the ten, but another. In

Daniel 7:8 the word "among" in Hebrew means "from out of, distinct, separate." Where are the

roots of America found? It is clear that the little horn is the 11th nation, which is stronger and

younger than the others, that will produce the antichrist.

The original Roman Empire began to break up in 476 AD. Too many Bible teachers ignore the

time and history between 476 A.D. and today. They interpret Daniel´s prophecy of the little

horn as being a man only. They apply these verses as being totally in the future, when the

man arises to produce the 70th Week. This is part of the reason why they can´t see America as

the fulfillment of the little horn.

For in 1776, 1300 years later or "after" the first ten were formed, a nation or horn was born

"out of" mother Rome, distinctly separate from its fellows. It didn´t take long for this little horn

to become stronger than the first ten, and it is certainly younger than the nations of Western

Europe today. And we would have to agree that America and its Western European allies have

fellowship one with another. Even America´s dollar bill, with all its images, reveals that 1776

is the time to "announce the birth of the new world order."

Even if you discount the Common Market altogether, there still isn´t a nation in all of Europe

who overwhelms, in military and economic power, the other nations. Even men like Napoleon

and Hitler attempted to dominate and control the others; they failed because Western Europe

is not to be the home of the antichrist.

The nations of Western Europe are part iron and part clay, never to unite as one sovereign

nation, (Daniel 2:43). They will form alliances however, but will always be separate nations.

This also explains why you cannot find the name "little horn" in the parallel verses of Revelation

13, the beast "out of" the sea with ten crowned horns and seven heads. Why? Because the

little horn grew in size and strength from 13 states to 50. It is now called "the beast".

The little horn of Daniel 7 is said to have plucked up three of the first ten nations by the roots.

What does this mean? Many prophecy teachers usually attribute this "plucking up" as entirely
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in the future, thinking it will be fulfilled at the beginning of the 70th Week. I believe that the

plucking has already been fulfilled.

What three nations of Western Europe, who were part of the old Roman Empire, colonized the

land now known as America? England, France, and Spain. Each one of these colonial

landowners was plucked up by the roots, by the young American nation, to give it room to

grow. The roots symbolize the land and the sovereignty these three had over it.

What shoreline was John standing on (in his vision) when he saw a beast nation rise up out of

the sea, (Revelation 13:1)? The west coast of Western Europe. What kind of nation did John

see rising up out of the political, religious, economic, and social chaos of the divided Roman

Empire?

The fact that God calls America a "beast" from its very conception should produce one question

within us all. Is America the Christian nation, "under God", that all of us have been taught to

believe? What kind of life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness is implied in the Declaration of

Independence? Were the founding fathers referring to eternal life in Heaven, liberty and freedom

from sin through the blood of Jesus, and happiness that comes from knowing Jesus and that

our names are written in Heaven? If you read the rest of the Declaration you will find no

mention of any of these fundamental truths of the Bible.

American Christians are taught to believe that the founding fathers were men of God, filled

with the Spirit of God. Can a man filled with Jesus Christ and all of his teachings, write and

sign such an important document and omit basic Bible truths? A close look and study of the

document, in the light of the word of God, reveals it to be carnal and fleshly, written by

rebellious carnal minds. Many of these founding fathers had a form of Christianity, but what

they wrote did not come from the mind and heart of God. Believers in Jesus should have no

part in the glorification of such men and their declarations. We should love them, witness the

truth to them, and pray for them, and that´s all.

6.03-Little Horns
The little horns of Daniel 7 and 8 simply illustrate the younger and stronger nations of two old

opposing forces in the last days. These two little horns are not referring to the same nation, as

some teach. For these horns are opposing forces that are symbolic of the Roman and Grecian

empires which will co-exist until the battles of Daniel´s 70th Week. Western Europe and America

today represent the Roman Empire and its little horn. The geographical areas of Greece,

Turkey, Syria, Iran, and Iraq represent the old Grecian Empire, with Russia as its little horn.

How can two empires, both now fallen and in the history books, yet exist and go into the

coming 70th Week as Daniel clearly prophesied? A study of the Roman Empire and its division

into two empires will help to answer the question. It is not a coincidence that when Rome

divided into the Eastern and Western empires in the 5th century, its geographical makeup

resembled that of the Roman and a divided Grecian Empire before it was gobbled up by Rome.

The Eastern Roman Empire resembled the Seleucid portion of the Grecian Empire. I believe

that the little horn of Daniel 8 can be tied both to the Grecian and Eastern Roman Empires.

Furthermore, I believe that the Russian-Syrian alliance of today proves this to be true. Syria

is the little horn of divided Greece and Russia is the little horn of eastern Rome. History

proves that the culture and orthodox religion of eastern Rome moved northward into Russia,

thereby fulfilling the prophecy of the little horn of Daniel 8. In like manner, America is where
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the culture and religion of western Rome moved.

From out of the divided Grecian Empire was to arise a little horn (man and nation) according

to Daniel 8. History reveals that Syria is that nation and Antiochus Epiphanes was the man

who is called the little horn or the king of the north. But he is only a historical type of the little

horn of the 70th Week. For time passed and Rome conquered the divided kingdom of Greece.

When Rome split in the 5th century into two empires, we have again the Roman and divided

Grecian empires. The spreading of eastern Rome into Russia and the Russian-Syrian alliance

of today explain why the little horn of Daniel 8 is referring both to Russia and Syria. What

Daniel 7,8,11 simply reveals is what we see today: East-West conflict, sometimes cold, sometimes

hot, soon to get hotter. They both meet their Waterloo during the 70th Week, because they are

both antichrist.

6.04-Presidency and Papacy
Few Bible teachers hold to the teaching that the two beasts of Revelation 13 are the political

and religious leaders of the modern day Roman Empire, which consists of 11 nations. These

two men lead what is called the "woman and the beast." Revelation 17:7, 9, 10, 18 reveal the

home of both men as the Roman Empire. Remember that Babylon and Rome are synonymous.

The Spirit of God asks you, "what are the most powerful political and religious offices in the

West today?"

By letting the Spirit show us the description of the harlot in Revelation 17, it is revealed that

the worldly "Christian" church of Western Europe and America will be where this religious

leader originates from. The beast, the American government and its leader, is dressed in

scarlet as is the woman, meaning they look alike, speak alike, use each other, but the real

power remains in the beast. In other words, the government and the church of 11 western

nations will be preaching and promoting the same message - worldly peace, prosperity, and

unity.

This harlot will consist of the majority of people found in the 7 churches of Revelation 2 and 3,

who refuse to repent and walk in the Spirit, but chose the ways of the world. These 7 churches

and their leaders are held in the Lord´s right hand, (Revelation 1:20). These are not cults, but

mainline churchgoers who are being deceived by the spirit of antichrist. All of them have

confessions and statements of faith posted on the walls and in their books of discipline. But

they have tragically not embraced and confessed these statements of truth in their hearts. If

they do not repent they will ultimately deny Jesus Christ Himself.

These people are following impure teachings, while the truth hangs on the wall. The doctrines

of Balaam and Nicolaitans (Rev. 2, 3) which these people hold to are designed to make Christians

earthly and worldly in mind and heart. The sad thing about this is that they believe and do

these things in the name of Jesus. What blasphemy! To these people the return of Jesus

Christ is a vague reality, to some even a threat to their ministry. That is why the Lord´s return

is not a major doctrine and foundation of their ministry. They are not looking and longing for

Jesus to come that He might rule the nations and set up His Kingdom. If we are not looking we

are lost! Jesus will rapture those who look for Him, not those who look to the world´s system.

These darkened Christians are walking in the flesh which Paul said would bring death, (Romans

8:13). Please study II Timothy 2:19-21 and I Peter 4:17-18 together. The rapture is the judgment

of the visible house of God. They who willfully choose the ways of the world and walk in them,
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will find themselves on the earth after the rapture. They denied or refused to acknowledge the

power of the Holy Spirit to free them from the lust and desire for this world. We are all born

with this love for the world and self in our hearts and need to be delivered from this to be

saved.

The religious and political beasts or men will come as "angels of light" just as Paul said. They

will come on the scene and even now are on the scene, as ministers of Christ, apostles of

Christ, (II Corinthians 11:13-15). Satan must disguise himself by putting on a mask. For if

people saw his real face they would not follow him.

What we are observing today with so many saying they´re "born again," is very deceiving. I

wish it were true, but Jesus said few would enter in prior to the 70th Week. Jesus said that

the proof of one´s being born of the Holy Spirit is the ability to see and understand the Kingdom

of God. Most people who claim to be born again are not interested in the literal coming of

Jesus Christ. For many, His return would upset their plans. That´s not seeing and

understanding the Kingdom of God. Read John 1:51 and John 3:53 together.

Jesus said it is possible to say with our lips that we love Him, to say He´s the Christ, but

actually deny Him and His word, (Matthew 15:7-9, 24:4-5, I John 1:6, 2:9). By our fruit we are

known. We must be able to hear the voice and discern the Lamb from the dragon. Are the

"Presidency" and "Papacy" being groomed by the spirit of antichrist to rule the world and to

fight the Lord Jesus at His coming to the earth, (Revelation 19:19)? Will whoever sits in those

positions after the rapture be revealed as the two beasts of Revelation 13?

6.05-Blow the Siren
Every nation and government will come under the wrath of God, for all nations will agree to be

governed by the antichrist, (Isaiah 34:1-2, Revelation 13:7). They will joyfully submit themselves

to him. Contrary to public opinion America cannot escape the wrath of God. As we studied in

Chapter 5, the land of America will be left desolate and barren as a reminder of God´s hate of

Babylonianism. For her sins have reached Heaven, just as those of Sodom and Gomorrah´s.

We must warn people in and out of the church to repent, to trust in the shed blood of Jesus,

and to receive the Holy Spirit to save us from sin. As in Ezekiel 33, we must also sound the

trumpet, blow the siren. People who misunderstand and are blinded by antichrist, who for

blind patriotic reasons or for fear of persecution are going to perish in their blindness. They

are believing a lie. Only the Lord´s physical return to this earth can bring peace to this war-

torn planet.

Revelation 18:4 commands Jews and Gentiles alike, who have trusted Jesus to "come out."

We can "come out" spiritually now before the rapture or "physically" after the rapture when

the President stands in the temple, in Jerusalem, and says he is the Christ. God commands

us to declare and publish, to conceal not, His word concerning Babylon, according to Jeremiah

50:2. That is what this book is designed to do.

Remember, the Little Horn, the Beast of the Sea, and Babylon the Great are all the same

nation which will produce the political antichrist!

Chapter 7 Prelude
The study of God´s word is the most inspiring experience a person can have. I look back at all

the days of study and prayer, asking God to reveal His truth to me. Each new day that arrives
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seems to unravel or confirm the prophecies of God´s word. The reasons people read the Bible

are varied, but to read it in the Spirit is mandatory if you want to know the truth.

7.01-Destruction or Deliverance
What is the test of prophecy? How do you know if a prophecy is true? Any prophecy must have

at its foundation this truth: If it predicts destruction for the unrepentant sinner, and ultimate

deliverance for the forgiven and cleansed saint, it is sound. Of course, there is much more that

is required to verify the accuracy of the prophecy, but it must have within it this truth.

This book was written to help people understand the prophetic word of God. I encourage and

admonish all readers to not depend on these writings, but study the scriptures, for they alone

can be depended on. In that light, I want to conclude by exploring the scriptures which reveal

the deliverance of God´s saints.

The 70th Week will be a great test for all men. The wrath of God will envelop the earth.

Therefore there must be an escape or deliverance from God´s wrath for the faithful and wise.

For God put His wrath on the body of Jesus in order to deliver us from it, (Romans 5:8-11, I

Thessalonians 1:10, 5:9).

7.02-Pre or Post Rapture
There are those who doubt a pre-week deliverance or rapture, who say God will deliver and

secure the saints through the 7 years of judgment. This is true, for God will deliver many

through the 70th Week, to enter the Millennium and replenish the earth with people. Among

those will be a remnant of Israel, who will flee to Petra in Jordan, when the antichrist demands

the Jews to worship him. It is these that God will nourish and protect for 3 1/2 years. It´s

probable that Gentiles who become followers during the 70th Week, who are aware of this

truth, will also go there and be nourished. But this should, by no means, cause anyone to

doubt the rapture. It must be remembered that all those who survive the 70th Week as believers,

entered the Week as unsaved people.

Just as God delivered Noah before judgment fell on the earth, so will the Lord remove his

faithful ones from the earth. It is this day and hour that no man or angel knows. If the rapture

were to take place at the end of the 70th Week, as many teach, then everyone could know the

day our Lord is returning. For 2,520 days from the signing of the Middle East peace covenant,

Jesus will step foot on the earth.

The Lord´s return is referred to as a "thief in the night" in Matthew 24:43 and I Thessalonians

5:2. A thief comes when no one is expecting or looking, when it is dark and quiet. At the end

of the 70th Week, even the antichrist will know and be waiting for Jesus to appear, not to

worship Him, but to make war with Him. Obviously he will not believe that it is really Jesus

who is coming, but UFO´s and aliens (Revelation 17:14, 19:19). If the antichrist is even waiting

and preparing, and the rapture was to take place at the end, that surely removes the "thief"

element from His coming, doesn´t it?

Furthermore, if the post-week rapture teachers are correct, they have another serious question

to answer. If Jesus raptured and resurrects all believers at the end, who will be left to enter

into the 1,000-year kingdom to repopulate and replenish the earth? For the prophets clearly

proclaim this Millennial kingdom as one where mortal people, in mortal bodies, would live and

reproduce, (Isaiah 11:4-10, 65:18-25). When Jesus returns in power and glory at the end of

the 70th Week, not as a thief, there will be two kinds of mortal people on the earth - believers
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and unbelievers. If Jesus then raptured and resurrected all believers, the only mortal people

left alive to enter the Millennium are those who have rejected Him. Matthew 25:41-46 and

Revelation 14:9-11 make it clear those unbelievers will be executed and sent to Hell. So who

is going to repopulate and replenish the earth? Will it be resurrected, eternally glorified saints?

That´s impossible, for we shall be like the angels, who don´t reproduce children.

For these reasons, we must conclude that there are two phases to our Lord´s coming: First, as

a thief to remove His desired jewels, His vessels of gold, silver and precious stones. The second

phase occurs 7 years later as He returns a glorious, conquering King.

The catching away or rapture is designed to demonstrate the love and faithfulness of God to a

doubting, deceived world. Most of those in the church, who doubt the pre-week rapture, are

not really looking daily for the Lord. They have delayed the Lord´s coming by at least 7 years.

They are in danger of becoming evil servants, who are looking for signs more than the Son!

(Matthew 24:48)

Those who repent and become lookers during the 70th Week will experience the wrath of God,

only because they will be saved right in the midst of the out-pouring of it. It is then that God

will protect and nourish those who will enter the Millennium to repopulate the earth. But

there will be others who are saved in the midst of God´s wrath who will suffer martyrdom.

Study carefully Revelation 7:16, for it reveals that many who are in Heaven, have experienced

hunger, heat and burning, which is descriptive of God´s wrath, (Revelation 16:8-9). Many will

die by the hands of the antichrist or as a result of being saved in the midst of God´s wrath.

Those who die will escape the Lord´s ultimate wrath which is the Lake of Fire because they

became believers. No person who is truly born again and walking in the Spirit will be rejected

or spit up by our Lord at the rapture. All people who are left behind will enter the 70th Week

with darkened hearts.

Please don´t mistake the pre-week rapture teaching as an escapist motivation. I firmly hold

that we must daily be prepared to die for our testimony of Jesus. Granted, there are some who

use the rapture as a selfish escape from trouble, who come across with a proud and arrogant

attitude. Be assured, they will not be lifted up from the earth either. Their hearts are still in

darkness. For that elitist attitude is the fruit of a proud heart. Many of the prosperity prophets

look at the rapture in just such a way. For your sake, don´t let them divert you from the truth.

Now, where are the scriptures that promise deliverance for the saints?

I Thessalonians 4:13-18, 13)"But I would not have you to be ignorant, brethren, concerning them who

are asleep, that ye sorrow not, even as others who have no hope. 14)For if we believe that Jesus

died and rose again, even so them also who sleep in Jesus will God bring with him. 15)For this we

say unto you by the word of the Lord, that we who are alive and remain unto the coming of the Lord

shall not precede them who are asleep. 16)For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a

shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God; and the dead in Christ shall rise

first; 17)Then we who are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds, to

meet the Lord in the air; and so shall we ever be with the Lord. 18)Wherefore, comfort one another

with these words."

I Thessalonians 5:1-9, 1)"But of the times and seasons, brethren, ye have no need that I write unto

you. 2)For yourselves know perfectly that the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night. 3)For

when they shall say peace and safety, then sudden destruction cometh upon them, as travail upon a
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woman with child, and they shall not escape. 4)But ye, brethren, are not in darkness, that that day

should overtake you as a thief. 5)Ye are all sons of light, and sons of the day; we are not of the night,

nor of darkness. 6)Therefore, let us not sleep, as other do, but let us watch and be soberminded.

7)For they that sleep, sleep in the night; and they that are drunk are drunk in the night. 8)But let us,

who are of the day, be sober, putting on the breastplate of faith and love, and, for an helmet, the

hope of salvation. 9)For God hath not appointed us to wrath but to obtain salvation by our Lord

Jesus Christ."

These verses describe the rapture and resurrection of the Christians and when it will happen.

All those who believe in their hearts that Jesus died and rose again, whether they be dead or

alive, will be with the Lord. Again, true believing means that they have identified themselves

with the cross and resurrection of Jesus Christ. When He died, they died to sinfulness; when

He rose, they rose to newness of life in the Spirit. True faith is not lip-service, but a confession

of the heart.

The souls and spirits of those members of the Lord´s church, whose bodies have died or are

asleep, will return with Jesus at His return, "…them also who sleep in Jesus will God bring

with him." Some false teachers have deceived millions of people into thinking that when you

die your soul sleeps in the grave until the resurrection or rapture. They are only exposing their

ignorance by teaching such poison. When Jesus returns from Heaven, He will bring the souls

and spirits of the physically dead believers to reunite them with their newly resurrected bodies,

"…and the dead in Christ shall rise first." The bodies will be made new and immortal as the

body of the risen Lord. Read the glorious words penned by Paul as the Spirit of God moved

within him.

Philippians 3:20-21, 20)"For our conversation is in heaven, from which also we look for the Saviour, the

Lord Jesus Christ, 21)Who shall change our lowly body, that it may be fashioned like his glorious

body, according to the working by which he is able even to subdue all things unto himself."

Immediately after the resurrection of the dead bodies of the saints, those of us who are still

alive will be instantly transformed and caught up with them to remain in Heaven until the end

of the 70th Week. This pre-week resurrection of the dead bodies of Christians is only the first

part of the first resurrection, (Revelation 20:4-6). At the end of the 70th Week the Lord will

again raise the bodies of those who died during the Week, who became lookers and then died,

to life and resurrection, to rule with Him on the earth. Those believers who survived the 70th

Week will enter into the Millennial Kingdom as mortals to replenish the earth.

Paul says that we are to comfort one another with these words. Spirit-led Christians understand

what this means, because the Spirit of Truth has shown them the coming glory and power of

the Lord Jesus Christ. They live now for then. The natural man rejects and scoffs at the mere

mention of such truth. Even Christians who are following their fleshly carnal minds avoid

discussion of the rapture and resurrection. As Paul warned the Christians of his day against

allowing darkness and doubt to slip into one´s heart again, so do God´s teachers today. If they

do not take heed, that darkness of heart will produce danger and destruction.

Paul said the Lord would return in the air at a time then "they" were saying "peace and safety."

Jesus will come when the world is not looking for Him, but looking for the antichrist to bring

peace and plenty to them. Who are the "they" Paul refers to? Besides the ungodly, he is

directly pointing to the religious Christians who are more caught up with worldly peacemaking,

than looking and longing for the Lord to return to bring that peace. As I have stated before, the
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familiar spirit who calls himself "Mary" will explain the rapture as Jesus indeed coming and

removing those troublemakers who misunderstood God´s plan to bring peace and safety to

the world. This supernatural appearance will propel the Pope and President into achieving

this peace and safety. I know this is speculation, but it sure makes a lot of sense, doesn´t it?

Some day real soon those lukewarm Christians will see the need to comfort one another with

the words of His coming. The preaching of His cross and coming to impeach the rulers of the

nations, produces persecution from these political and religious rulers. God promises to protect

us from His wrath, but not the devil´s. We will be strengthened by it, not weakened. If we´re

not being persecuted and rejected we are not living Godly in Christ Jesus. The devil knows he

has but a short time, so he´s trying to stop the true Christian, because they are warning

people to flee from sin, shame and separation from God.

7.03-Summing It Up
The signs Jesus gave us are gaining momentum everyday. Rumors of wars flood our television

screens. Earthquakes are becoming more frequent and are major news events. The changing

weather patterns of planet Earth point to the Lord's return. The desert lands in Africa are

spreading like a virus. Nearly 1/3 of the world's population is suffering from famine conditions.

Droughts and wars are causing untold suffering. The economies of the world seem to be on

the brink of bankruptcy. The apostle James said that people who were not established on the

Lord's coming, would hoard and hold gold and silver. For they think it is the safest hedge

against economic woes.

God is warning this planet of impending judgment. No matter how hard anyone prays to stop

it or postpone it, it is coming, the time has been set in the counsels of Heaven. The Lord gave

His disciples the signs that would point to His coming for two reasons: First, that through

preaching to the lost and carnal, they would come to a convicted, repentant attitude, and then

turn to the Lord for forgiveness. Second, to assure we who are already saved, that God is

faithful to His word, and to increase our watchfulness. Not to watch so much for signs, but to

watch for Him.

The return of the Jews to Israel is fulfilling the prophecy of the fig tree. The fuse to Armageddon

was lit on May 14, 1948. The world has tumbled head-over-heels ever since. Today we are

approaching World War III at an incredible rate of speed.

Because of compromise and sin, the organized church in America has become popular. It is

considered an "in thing" to belong to a local church, for that will increase business and political

success. This popularity is the pollution that will cause Jesus to spit it up when He returns in

the air. This popularity among the rich, famous, elite and powerful has overcome many

preachers. Because of their money and influence, many preachers have feared offending them,

consequently their messages are omitting or neglecting the predominant theme of the New

Testament, "Jesus is coming and My kingdom is not of this world."

It will be this popular, polluted church system in America and Western Europe that will usher

in the antichrist on his "White Horse" (Revelation 6:2). He will rise to power on the bandwagon

of Satan's falling away, that has been cleverly disguised as a "Holy Spirit Revival." He will

come from within the ranks of organized Christianity. I'm saddened and sorrowed to say that

America will produce the antichrist for the world! To which world and kingdom do you give

your loyalty and allegiance?
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I close out this book with one final scripture. Remember, the antichrist will call upon your

patriotism, as always, when it comes time to go to war against the Russian/Arab confederacy;

and later even against Jesus at the end, thinking He's an alien force. Here Paul's encouraging

words to the rejected, persecuted believers who were tempted to fight back against those who

troubled them.

II Thessalonians 1:7-8, 7)"And to you who are troubled rest with us, when the Lord Jesus shall be

revealed from heaven with his mighty angels, 8)In flaming fire taking vengeance on them that know

not God, and that obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ:"


